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This thesis develops a model that accurately portrays the U.S. Navy 
Unrestricted Line Officer promotion process. The pertinent aspects of the 
promotion process have been defined and incorporated in a personal computer 
based program that is capable of estimating promotion statistics over several years. 
The program is designed to provide the user with a framework for forecasting 
promotion statistics over a span of years. This framework is based on the most 
recent information on officer inventories, continuation rates, and Navy manpower 
and promotion policy. The program interface allows the user to control all of the 
values necessary to project promotions; permitting the examination of the effects 
of diverse input estimates on long term promotion statistics. Model validation was 
accomplished by running the model over past years promotion cycles and 
comparing the model results with the actual results. The model was tested using 
plausible assumptions about officer inventories and current manpower policy to 
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THESIS DISCLAIMER 
The reader is cautioned that computer programs developed in this research 
may not have been exercised for all causes of interest. While every effort has 
been made, within the time available, to ensure that the programs are free of 
computational and logic errors, they cannot be considered validated. Any 
application of these programs without additional verification is at the risk of the 
user. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Officer Promotion Model utilizes an inter-active input 
routine that permits the user to specify all of the 
information necessary to project annual promotions over a 
range of years. The Officer Promotion Model is written in 
Borland Turbo Pascal and has been designed to simulate the 
actual promotion process as closely as possible. 
The senior officer promotion process is based on the 
annual selection of enough officers f9r promotion to fill 
expected vacant billets in the senior officer grades. The 
junior officer promotions are based on the promotion of the 
eligible officers to the next grade. 
The promotion process begins with the promotion of 
Captains to Admiral to fill the expected vacancies created by 
Admiral retirements. The process continues consecutively down 
the grade structure with promotions in each rank to fill 
vacancies caused by natural attrition and promotion to the 
next higher grade. These officer promotions, however, are 
subject to numerous constraints imposed by Congress under the 
Defense Officer Personnel Management Act of 1982 (DOPMA) . 
These constraints were introduced by Congress to outline the 
normal career progressions and provide guidelines for the 
promotion process. 
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The promotion process described above was broken down into 
its fundamental elements and systematically analyzed to define 
its precise structure. From this structure 1 a personal 
computer based model of the process was developed. The model 
has been designed to provide the user with a framework in 
which promotion statistics can be forecasted over a range of 
years. This framework was founded on historical data and the 
Navy estimates for future promotion statistics as well as the 
drawdown separation programs. The user is tasked with 
altering this framework based on estimates of officer 
inventories and projected losses using the same techniques 
that promotion planners do when performing their part in the 
promotion process. The model provides the user with a firm 
foundation to examine the effects of different inputs on 
projected promotion statistics. 
The Officer Promotion Model was successfully tested for 
accuracy using the most recent complete data available. The 
goal of this test was to determine the applicability of the 
model to the promotion process by running the program using 
the data from a past promotion year and comparing the model 
results with the actual outcomes. 
The Officer Promotion Model was implemented to test the 
effects of different officer continuation rates on the time it 
takes to promote to the senior grades using plausible model 
inputs. The result of these tests indicate that the time it 
takes to promote will increase as the drawdown continues I 
X 
L 
provided that the rates of continuation remain near their 
historical levels. This result supports the current Navy 
effort to increase officer losses through several temporary 
separation programs in order to stabilize the time it takes to 
promote. 
The model of the officer promotion process developed in 
this thesis is expected to aid Navy planners in estimating 
long term promotion statistics. This accurate portrayal of 
the promotion process provides the manpower planner with a 
beneficial tool for comparing the effects of alternative 
promotion or retention strategies given current manpower 
trends on promotions over a span of years. 
xi 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. THESIS DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES 
This thesis provides a model of the United States Navy 
Unrestricted Line (URL) Officer Promotion Process. Many 
relevant aspects of the promotion process are assimilated and 
incorporated into the body of the model in order to most 
accurately portray the manner in which the promotion process 
operates. 
The objective of this thesis is to develop a computer 
program that accurately models the current URL Officer 
Promotion Process and that can be used to predict long range 
prom:•tion statistics given the current manpower trends and 
logical variations of these trends. Given the correct 
planning inputs, this model should serve as an excellent tool 
for calculating promotion statistics. 
B. BACKGROUND 
Each year military manpower planners are tasked with the 
development of a promotion plan for each grade and competitive 
community. The current fiscal budgetary constraints and the 
Post Cold War drawdown have tasked the services with the 
unprecedented challenge of efficiently making budgetary 
concessions while maintaining a premier fighting force. The 
plan~ed reductions in force levels caused by the drawdown have 
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had a significant impact on all of the service communities, 
particularly due to the need to methodically reduce a military 
manpower base that had been steadily increasing during the 
Cold War buildup. The rapid reduction in the number of 
billets available, combined with the surplus number of 
personnel remaining in the military have induced the services 
to reduce the number of accessions and provide incentive and 
control programs to manage the excess personnel. 
In the beginning of the drawdown, the number of sea and 
shore billets filled by U.S. Navy officers were decreasing at 
a rate faster than the Navy manpower programs could adjust for 
without forced separations. This left an excess of Naval 
Officers at all levels and compelled Navy planners to come up 
with alternative measures to entice officers to separate in 
order to meet projected end strengths. Since the Navy has 
maintained the policy that it will not force personnel out of 
the system in order to meet projected manpower levels, it has 
attempted to comply with the force reductions through 
decreases in accessions, attractive separation and early 
retirement programs, and selective early retirement boards. 
There is a great deal of uncertainty as to the effects of 
the drawdown and the Navy reduction programs on individual 
promotion opportunity and promotion prospects. The excesses 
in the number of officers have a direct impact on the 
prom:.:,tions, particularly since the promotion process is based 




intended to provide Navy planners with a tool to help 
alleviate some of the uncertainty inherent in the Unrestricted 
Line Officer Community. 
C. APPROACH 
This thesis addresses the long term forecasting problem in 
the form of an analytical, personal computer based resource 
allocation model. The promotion process is broken down into 
elements that can be systematically analyzed to determine the 
inherent mathematical structure. From this structure, a PC 
based model has been developed to simulate the process. This 
computer model was used to exam1ne the: process over several 
years and will be able to analyze the effects of changing 
tren~s in order to provide an effective forecasting tool for 
Navy planners. Historical data was used to validate this 
model. Current manpower trends were analyzed using the 
computer model to predict how they will affect future 
promotion prospects and determine the need for possibly more 
rigorous separation or retention policies or other changes to 
the existing promotion process. In addition, the computer 
model will be able to analyze possible changes to the current 
trends; such as plausible increased force reductions or a 
renewed force buildup, through user changes to the initial 
model input. 
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II. THE U.S. NAVY PROMOTION PROCESS 
A. POLICY 
The Department of the Navy policy is to meet the skill and 
experience requirements for officers in each grade and 
competitive category established by the Secretary of the Navy 
by using a system of competitive selection boards. The 
promotion system is based on five-year plans designed to meet 
the following objectives: 
( 1) Select the numbers of officers to fill projected 
vacancies to meet authorized strength in each competitive 
category and grade for the first fiscal year of the plan. 
(2) Ensure reasonable career opportunities in each 
competitive category. 
(3) Attain and maintain an all Regular Force on the active-
duty list in the grades of 0-4 and above. 
Boards of experienced officers provide collective 
judgement and opinion on the quality of officers eligible for 
promotion. 
B. ANNUAL PROMOTION PLAN 
The Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) submits to the 
Secretary of the Navy a five-year promotion plan within 45 
days of the proposed convening date of the first promotion 
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board of the fiscal year promotion cycle. This plan provides 
an estimate of the number of officers needed in each grade and 
competitive category to attain authorized strength; the number 
of officers estimated to be serv1ng in each competitive 
category for each grade; the number of officers authorized to 
be on active duty on the last day of each fiscal year for each 
grade; and the recommended promotion opportunity and projected 
flow point for each grade and competitive category. The 
proposed plan also shows the number of officers to be placed 
in the promotion zone for each grade in each competitive 
category; the number of officers to be selected in each grade 
and competitive category to attain proposed promotion 
opportunity; and any proposed below zone opportunity. 
1. Year Zero 
The promotion process begins at Year Zero with the 
promulgation of the desired promotion opportunity and the 
promotion flow point subject to DOPMA constraints for the 
fiscal year two years from present. The promotion flow point 
is determined for the grades 0-4 to 0-6 by taking the years of 
service (YOS) of the top officer on the lineal list who was 
below the last fiscal year promotion zone in each grade. 
2. Year One 
With the guidelines established by the portion of the 
promotion plan established in Year Zero, the separate boards 
convene in Year One to select the individual officers required 
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to promote to fill the expected vacancies in authorized end 
strength for each grade for the next fiscal year (Year Two) . 
This process begins with the selection of eligible Captains to 
Admiral to fill up the predicted vacancies caused by Admiral 
retirements. This process continues down the ranks with 
promotions 1n each grade to fill expected vacancies in 
predicted end strength caused by natural attrition and 
selections to the next higher grade for the next fiscal year. 
Those officers selected for promotion will normally be 
promoted by the end of the next fiscal year (Year Two in the 
Annual Promotion Plan) . Figure 1 lists the dates of boards 
integral to the promotion process. 
Board Title Convening Date 
Active Duty 0-7 Line Selection November 
Active Duty 0-6 SERB . . . . . December 
Active Duty 0-5 SERB . . . . . December 
Active Duty 0-6 Line Selection January 
Active Duty 0-5 Line Selection March 
Active Duty 0-4 Line Selection May 
Active Duty 0-4 Line Continuation July 
Active Duty 0-3 Line Selection . . July 
Figure 1 Selection Board Convening Dates 
C. uEFENSE OFFICER PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT ACT 
The Defense Officer Personnel Management Act of 1982 
(DOPMA) was enacted by Congress to set forth legally binding 
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goals and constraints on the personnel management of military 
officers. Many of the details of the promotion process are 
subject to these legal constraints. 
The first DOPMA requirement 1s the fiscal year end 
strength ceilings for grades Lieutenant Commander (LCDR) and 
above. This constraint limits the number of senior officers 
authorized in each grade at the end of the fiscal year. These 
levels are a function of the total number of officers 
authorized in a given fiscal year as shown in Figure 2. 
DOPMA OFFICER END STRENGTH CEILINGS 
Total Number 
on Active Duty 0-4 0-5 0-6 
45,000 9,124 5,776 2,501 
48,000 9,565 5,984 2,602 
51,000 10,006 6,190 2,702 
54,000 10,447 . 6, 3 98 2,803 
57,000 10,888 6,606 2,904 
60,000 11,329 6,813 3,005 
63,000 11,770 7,020 3,106 
66,000 12,211 7,227 3,206 
70,000 12,799 7,504 3,341 
90,000 15,739 8,886 4,013 
Figure 2 DOPMA Strength Ceilings 
The next DOPMA requirements are specifications on the 
individual minimum time in grade required to be eligible to 
promote to the next grade, the flow point or normal time 1n 
service when promotions occur, and the promotion opportunity 
or percentage of officers in a given zone that must be 
selected for promotion. These constraints have been 
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implemented to guarantee some stability in the career paths of 
military officers and outline the normal career progressions, 
ensuring that each officer is given sufficient understanding 
of the career promotion prospects. Figure 3 delineates these 
requirements for promotion to the given grade. 
DOPMA PROMOTION REQUIREMENTS 
Time In 
Grade Grade Flow Point Opportunity 
0-6 3 yrs 22 ± 1 yrs 50 ± 10 % 
0-5 3 yrs 16 ± 1 yrs 70 ± 10 % 
0-4 3 yrs 10 ± 1 yrs 80 ± 10 % 
0-3 2 yrs 4 yrs 85 - 100% 
0-2 2 yrs 2 yrs 90 - 100% 
Figure 3 DOPMA Promotion Requirements 
D. ~XIT PROGRAMS 
In order to meet the forecasted loss of authorized billets 
due to the drawdown, the Navy has implemented several 
separation programs aimed at reducing force levels. 
l. Selective Early Retirement 
Selective Early Retirement (SER) lS a tool used by 
Navy planners primarily during periods of officer strength 
reductions as a means to reduce the number of senior officers 
commensurate with reductions in other grades. Officers 
selected for early retirement are typically those with over 
twenty years of service that are eligible to retire, but have 
opte :~ to remain in the service. SER boards have historically 
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met to select senior officers for early retirement when 
predicted losses fall short of actual losses in a fiscal year 
in order maintain end strength. 
2. Temporary Early Retirement Authority 
Temporary Early Retirement Authority (TERA) is a newly 
approved program designed to attract officers with at least 
fifteen years of service to voluntarily retire prior to their 
norrr,,:;.l twenty year retirement eligibility date. These 
officers receive special retirement benefits commensurate with 
their grade and time in service. This program is mandatory 
for Lieutenants and Lieutenant Commanders with over fifteen 
years of service that have twice failed to promote. 
3. variable Separation Incentive/Special Separation 
Benefit 
The Variable Separation Incentive (VSI) and Special 
Separation Benefit (SSB) are two temporary alternative 
incentive programs for officers in selected communities to 
leave active duty voluntarily prior to retirement eligibility. 
Both programs are offered on a selected basis to shape the 
structure of specific communities while reducing overall 
officer end strength. VSI/SSB are temporary programs 
authorized by law until the end of fiscal year 1999. Those 
eligible for these programs are non-medical officers in grades 
Lieutenant to Commander with six years of service. 
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The goals of the various Navy separation programs detailed 
above are listed in Figure 4. 
SEPARATION PROGRAM GOALS 
92 93 94 95 96 97 98 
SER 350 422 506 400 400 400 400 
15-yr Ret 0 1400 422 400 400 400 400 
VSI/SSB 0 708 1069 950 967 1199 1006 
Figure 4 NAVY Separation Program Goals 
E. PROMOTION CYCLE 
The promotion cycle begins with the convening of the 
selection boards in the year prior to the year when promotions 
are to occur. The promotion planners utilize the current 
Personnel Navy (MPN) Officer Programmed 
Authorizations (OPA) to determine the beginning strength and 
end strength of each grade authorized for the fiscal year of 
the plan. Since it lS the actual funding that drives the 
number of officers, the beginning and end strength 
calculations are adjusted from the OPA to account for extra 
billets that are known to be funded or billets that are 
authorized but not funded. The URL planners also confer with 
the planners from other Navy communities to ensure that the 
sum total of all officers in each grade for all applicable 
Navy communities does not exceed the DOPMA ceilings. These 
conf•~rences often lead to one community compensating another 
with its excess billets, allowing the receiving community to 
10 
add additional officers to its strength calculations and 
exceed the OPA. 
The promotion planners then calculate the number of losses 
predicted to occur in the next fiscal year. These losses are 
calculated by averaging the losses in each grade over the past 
few cycles and adjusting them to take into account the 
predictions for retention or separation programs for that 
fiscal year. The Navy has historically used the SER boards to 
reduce the number of senior officers when the actual losses 
realized during the cycle do not meet the predicted losses in 
order to not exceed the end strength goal. There is no 
mechanism to adjust for actual losses realized exceeding the 
predicted losses. In these cases, the accomplished end 
strengch falls below the end strength goal and the planners 
make up for the shortfall by promoting more officers during 
the next fiscal year cycle. 
Each selection board must then determine the number of 
prom.:;tions that must occur to meet the end strength goal. The 
predicted losses are subtracted from the beginning strength to 
determine the number of officer continuations in that grade. 
The selections to the next higher grade, determined 1n the 
previous selection board, are then subtracted from the 
continuation estimate to give the number of actual officers in 
that grade. Subtracting this Figure from the end strength 
11 
goal and adding any predicted accessions yields the number of 
promotions required for that grade. 
Given the number of promotions required, the selection 
boards then determine the size of the promotion zone from the 
promotion opportunity promulgated in Year Two by the Secretary 
of the Navy. The promotion zone size 1s equal to the number 
of promotions required divided by the promotion opportunity. 
The promotion zone is then delineated by the name and lineal 
number of the officers at the top and bottom of the zone. 
This group of officers is known to be in zone, while those 
senior to the officer at the top of the zone or junior to the 
officer at the bottom of the zone are above zone or below 
zone, respectively. 
The individual selection boards deliberate to select the 
officers in zone and a small percentage of those above or 
below zone to promote in order to fulfill the promotion 
requirement. This process is repeated for Captains down to 
Lieutenant Commanders. The Lieutenant and Lieutenant Junior 
Grade promotions are not driven by the vacancies in grade 
since they are not subject to DOPMA end strength ceilings. 
The cycle is completed when all grade selections have been 
accomplished by the selection boards. 
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III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
A. PROMOTION PROCESS PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The fundamental U.S. Navy URL Officer Promotion process 
can be viewed as a multi-period inventory flow process without 
complicating constraints. The promotion planners must 
annually select enough officers for promotion to fill the 
expected vacant billets 1n order to meet authorized end 
strengths in the grades of LCDR, CDR, and CAPT. The estimated 
aggregate grade totals and projected losses are used to 
determine these selections. Figure 5 details this process. 
OFFICER PROMOTION PROCESS FORMULATION 
INDICES 
g- Grade; g = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 







Officer AUTHORIZATIONS by grade and fiscal year 
Total Number of LOSSES by grade and FY 
Number of ACCESSIONS by grade in FY z 
Promotion OPPORTUNITY to grade g = 2,3 in FY z 
Total number ELIGIBLE for promotion in g = 1,2 in FY z 
VARIABLES 
PROM09 z Number of PROMOTIONS by grade 
FORMULATION 
PROM07,z = OA7,z - OA7, tz-1J + LOSS9 , tz-1J 
PROM06,z = OA6,z - OA6, tz-1J + LOSS6, tz-1J + PROM07,z + ACC9 z 
PROM05 ,z = OAs,z - OAs, tz-1J + LOSS5 , tz-1l + PROM06,z + ACC9 z 
PROM04,z = OA4,z - OA4, tz-1J + LOSS4, tz-1J + PROM05 ,z + ACC9 z 
PROM03,z = ELIG2.z X OPP3,z 
PROM02,z = ELIG1,z X OPP2,z 
Figure 5 Mathematical Formulation 
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The promotion boards subsequently apply these selection 
numb'.'rs to the individual grades and select by name the actual 
officers to be promoted for LCDR to CAPT. This individual 
officer selection process is complicated by the constraints 
imposed by DOPMA regulating the promotion opportunities, flow 
points, and the proportion of below zone promotions allowed. 








Figure 6 Distribution of Promotions 
YOS+l 
The majority of the promotees will come from those 
officers within the promotion zone that are eligible, while a 
small percentage of promotees will be from above and below the 
promotion zone. The flow point for the following year is 
generally determined by adding one year to the years of 
service of the top officer below zone. 
14 
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IV. MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND DESCRIPTION 
A. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL 
The Officer Promotion Model J.S an inter-active, user 
friendly program written in the computer language Turbo Pascal 
that can be run on any IBM-compatible personal computer. 
Turbo Pascal is the universally available personal computer 
version of Standard Pascal marketed by Borland. The model is 
designed to simulate the actual promotion process as closely 
as possible. User inputs to the model s~ecify the values that 
will be used as the foundations for the promotion simulation. 
The Officer Promotion Model incorporates a loss projection 
routine that applies year to year continuation rates to the 
beginning officer inventory for calculation of the promotions 
required to fill the vacant billets and achieve the desired 
ending inventory. An initial user input of the cross-
sectional starting year officer inventory by grade and years 
of service is used to track the underlying effects of the 
annual promotions on officer inventory for the first year of 
the forecasting period. The calculated promotions are 
distributed within each grade and then added to or subtracted 
from the logical officer flow of the distributed starting year 
inventory to provide the projected ending inventory. This 
process is then replicated with the projected ending inventory 
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replacing the starting year inventory for the junior officer 
grades. Subsequent senior grade promotions are solely based 
on the authorized beginning and end strengths and the 
predicted losses for a given promotion year. 
The code for the main Officer Promotion Model program and 
the program output module are located in Appendices A and A.l. 
B. GLOBAL VARIABLES 
The Officer Promotion Model uses two main global variables 
to store and manipulate the data. The GRADE variable is a 
table of records that stores all of the necessary data for a 
given grade across the range of model years. The STOCK 
vari.:...ble is a thirty one-by-six table of records that stores 
all of the necessary attributes for the model that are 
characterized by a given grade and years of service for the 
current model year. The dimensions of the STOCK variable 
reflects the structure of the officer inventory. A sample 
layout of these model variables can be seen in Figure 7 and 
Figure 8. 
GRADE [RANK, YEAR] : STOCK [RANK, YOS] : 
INV RATE INV STRENGTH 
BEG STRENGTH END STRENGTH RATE CONT 
CONT LOSS LOSS ELIG 
ELIG ACC PROMO SEL 
PROMO SEL ACC 
Figure 7 GRADE Variable Figure 8 STOCK Variable 
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The sum across the span of years of service of all the 
like attributes in the cross-sectional STOCK matrix for a 
given grade generates the value of the analogous field in the 
GRADE variable. Figure 9 is an example of the relationship 
between the GRADE and STOCK variables for the grade 0-1. 


































Figure 9 Relationship of STOCK Variable to GRADE Variable 
C. DEFAULT SETTINGS 
The Officer Promotion Model automatically provides 
settings for all of the necessary inputs and routines. These 
settings are characterized as historical settings and default 
user settings. The historical settings are drawn from the 
published results of past promotion boards and observations 
made on the data from the 1990 through 1993 promotion cycles. 
If desired, the user can change the historical settings. This 
can be done only by changing their values in the main program 
code. On the other hand, the default user settings are those 
that are alterable during program execution by user input. 
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D. USER INPUTS 
The data which the user must initially provide in order to 
run the model consists of an initial officer inventory and the 
continuation rates for all grades classified by rank and years 
of service in the form of a computer text file. Examples of 
the required data derived from the Officer Master File (OMF) 
for the fiscal years 1990 to 1994 are provided in Appendix B. 
The user has the option of changing the default settings 
during the course of the program run. The default beginning 
strength and end strength settings are taken from the 1992 to 
1994 OPA figures for the Unrestricted Line community. 
Stre;.-lgths for the years 1995 through 1999 are drawn from the 
1994 OPA five year plan estimates. The default distribution 
of accessions and senior officer inventory set initially in 
the STOCK matrix were calculated using the historical 
distribution data derived from the OMF included in Appendix B. 
The default continuation rates are the averages of the FY 1992 
and 1993 OMF rates adjusted to reflect current retention 
policies. These average rates have been modified to take into 
account the additional losses expected due to the separation 
programs. The default promotion opportunity is taken from the 
most recent Navy estimates. 
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E. SAMPLE RUN 
Upon commencement of program run, the Officer Promotion 
Model initializes the default values for the continuation 
rates and the cross-sectional distribution of accessions to 
all grades and years of service. The historical and predicted 
values for flow points, promotion opportunity, number of 
promotions, cumulative number of accessions, and the OPA 
beginning and end strength are also registered by the program 
as default values. 
During program data initialization, the user defined 
cross-sectional starting year officer inventories and 
continuation rates are read into the STOCK matrix and the 
cumulatives are totaled and stored in the GRADE matrix. These 
values are assumed to be actual and are used as the baseline 
for tracking of the effects of the first model year predicted 
promotion results. 
?ollowing program data initialization, the model selects 
the default values for the beginning and end strengths, 
accessions, and the estimated continuation rates required to 
calculate the promotions for the first year of the forecast. 
A distinction must be made between the calculation of senior 
and junior officer promotions. During each year of the 
program run, the estimated senior officer continuation rates 
and strengths are used as the planning estimates for 
calculation of the senior officer promotions. The promotion 
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cyclt~ calculations for the sen1or officer promotions are all 
based on these planned estimates. The senior officers 
inventories are distributed from the beginning strengths based 
on the historical arrangement of senior officers across the 
years of service within a grade. The user has the option to 
adjust the resulting YOS inventories. Junior officer 
promotions are based on the user provided initial inventories. 
These junior officer inventories are updated at the end of 
each cycle by the balancing of the estimated yearly junior 
officer flow to and from these grades. The updated 
inventories are then used in the next cycle year promotion 
calculations. 
Upon completion of data initialization, the user is 
subsequently provided a view of the cumulative grade values as 
shown in Figure 10 and offered the option of making changes to 
the senior strengths, 0-6 continuation rate, total accessions, 
and promotion opportunity. 
**** URL Officer Promotion Model **** 








BEGIN END EST EST EST 
RANK STRENGTH STRENGTH RATE LOSS CONT ACC FP OPP 
0-1 5442 N/A 96.03 216 5226 2094 
0-2 6743 N/A 89.89 682 6061 29 2.00 95.00 
0-3 13900 N/A 84.09 2212 11688 17 4.00 95.00 
0-4 6300 6352 91.62 528 5772 14 10.25 80.00 
0-5 4100 3914 90.66 383 3717 7 15.17 70.00 
0-6 1841 1830 81.58 339 1502 4 21.50 55.00 
Figure 10 Cumulative Display 
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During this section of the model run it is recommended 
that the user refine the default inputs to reflect as 
realistically as possible the inputs that would be used by 
planners during that promotion year. Changes made to the 
curnulati ve sen1or grade beginning strengths or the total 
number of accessions will result in concurrent changes to the 
cross-sectional estimates that are distributed from these 
values based on their historical dispersion throughout the 
grades. The user can make adjustments to these distributed 
values or the cross-sectional continuation rates by switching 
to the stock display shown in Figure 11. 
**** URL Officer Promotion Model **** 
FISCAL YEAR 1992 0-4 PREDICTED TOTALS 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 0 0.00 0 0 0 15 439 90.82 40 399 0 
1 0 100.00 0 0 0 16 278 92 .15 22 256 0 
2 0 100.00 0 0 0 17 247 93.53 16 231 0 
3 1 100.00 0 1 0 18 230 84.23 36 194 0 
4 2 100.00 0 2 0 19 211 20.17168 43 0 
5 2 100.00 0 2 1 20 40 6. 7 6 37 3 0 
6 3 100.00 0 3 1 21 2 0.00 2 0 0 
7 4 83.33 1 3 1 22 0 0.00 0 0 0 
8 5 100.00 0 5 2 23 0 0.00 0 0 0 
9 30 95.95 1 29 3 24 0 0.00 0 0 0 
10 745 96.45 26 719 3 25 0 0.00 0 0 0 
11 1109 95.95 45 1064 3 26 0 0.00 0 0 0 
12 1062 94.94 54 1008 0 27 0 0.00 0 0 0 
13 994 96.46 35 959 0 28 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 882 96.49 31 851 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
15 439 90.82 40 399 0 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTAL 6300 91.62 528 5772 14 
Figure 11 Cross-Sectional Display 
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The program proceeds once the user is satisfied with the 
inputs for all grades. Employing these values as the basis 
for the promotion cycle, the individual grade promotion totals 
are calculated by the model as formulated in Figure 5. Lineal 
lists for all the officers estimated to be continuing service 
from the distribution of officers within the grades 0-3 to 0-5 
are subsequently made and the promotion zone is delineated on 
each of these lists based on the flow point and an estimate of 
the number of officers eligible for promotion. 
For the creation of the lineal list, it is assumed that 
the officers in a given grade and years of service are 
uniformly distributed across that YOS. Therefore, the top 
officer within the zone lS determined by matching the 
promotion flow point to the officer in the YOS whose position 
is closest to the flow point. The size of the zone is 
adjusted to account for officers that are within the zone by 
their YOS but not eligible due to prior service or other 
reasons by removing a small proportion of them from 
eligibility within the zone. Likewise, a similar proportion 
of officers that are above the zone by their YOS are eligible 
and added to the zone to balance this adjustment. The bottom 
officer in the zone is then calculated by adding the adjusted 
size of the zone to the lineal number of the top officer in 
zone. Using the previously calculated number of promotions, 
the promotions to a given grade are distributed to above, 
below, and in zone categories; with the majority of promotions 
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assigned coming from within the zone. Since the number of 
senior officer promotees that decline promotion or attrite has 
historically been negligible, it is assumed that the attrition 
rate is zero among senior officer promotees. Conversely, a 
small percentage of junior officer promotees have historically 
been lost due to attrition. The junior officer promotions are 
determined by multiplying the total number of eligible 
officers at the beginning of the cycle by the promotion 
opportunity and subtracting a small percentage of these to 
account for attrition losses among promotees. 
The inventories of the initial cross-sectional stock 
matrix are updated by subtracting the actual losses to form a 
residual matrix of continued officers. The calculated 
promotions detail where these continued officers flow to at 
the end of the cycle. Addition of the given accessions, the 
subtraction of the expected losses, and manipulation of the 
promotion flow to and from these grades within the inventory 
matrix results in the projected end of year inventory which 
replaces the initial starting inventory for the next cycle for 
the junior officer inventories. 
At the end of this process, the model displays all of the 
promotion results on the screen. The above operation is 
replicated with each promotion year until the user exits the 
program. 
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F. MODEL OUTPUT 
Each forecast year during the program run, the Officer 
Promotion Model writes the cumulative totals, stock totals, 
and the model promotion results for each grade to an output 
file. These files may be viewed by the user through any word 
processor capable of displaying text files. 
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V. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
A. MODEL VALIDATION 
The Officer Promotion Model was tested us1ng the most 
recent complete data available. This data consisted of the 
starting inventory and one year continuation rates for FY 
1993, as well as the OPA strengths and the actual promotion 
planning inputs and results. The goal of this test was to 
verify the applicability of the model to the promotion process 
by running the program for one cycle and comparing the model 
results with the actual outcomes for FY 1993. The model was 
executed using the FY 1993 data as the actual starting 
inventory and continuation rates. The default OPA beginning 
and end strengths were used and the estimated continuation 
rates were adjusted to reflect the planned losses for that 
cycle. Figure 12 summarizes the results of this test. 
FY 1993 MODEL VALIDATION RESULTS 
PROMOTIONS 
GRADE MODEL ACTUAL 
0-6 389 389 
0-5 721 722 
0-4 876 878 
0-3 3065 3236 
0-2 2639 3023 
0-1 N/A N/A 


























The differences between the FY 94 model inventories and 
the actual inventories for the grades 0-3 through 0-6 reflect 
offi~ers that were promoted to the next higher grade during 
the cycle whose promotions were delayed one day (to the first 
day of the new fiscal year) in order to meet the end strength 
constraints. This fairly common manpower planning procedure, 
known as a "bow-wave'' is not incorporated in the model. The 
difference between the number of promotions estimated by the 
model and the actual number of promotions to 0-2 and 0-3 are 
the result of the losses that were estimated to occur by the 
model. The actual number of promotions that are published by 
the Navy do not include these losses. 
Comparing the outcomes of this validation run to the 
actui.l.l promotion results while taking into account the above 
discrepancies demonstrates that the model proves to be as 
adequate a representation of the promotion process as can be 
expected. A parallel test was conducted using the FY 1994 
starting inventory 
satisfactory results. 
and estimated continuation rates with 
The model output for the two validation 
runs can be found in Appendix C. 
B • MODEL EMPLOYMENT 
The Officer Promotion Model was used to estimate the 
promotion prospects up to the end of the century given the 
current Navy estimates for flow points, promotion opportunity, 
and Lhe April 1994 OPA five year plan strengths. Two separate 
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runs with differing continuation rates were administered in 
order to measure the effects of conservative loss estimates 
against less conservative estimates for comparison purposes. 
The loss estimates of Model Run I were derived by slightly 
lowering the historical average continuation rates for the 
senior grades. Model Run II incorporated even lower 
continuation rates. The continuation rates used in the two 
modei runs are specified in Figure 15 on page 30. Figure 13 
lists the model run settings that were employed. 
0-6 INPUTS : 0-5 INPUTS 
FY95 FLOW POINT 21 yrs 3 mos FY95 FLOW POINT 15 yrs 4 mos 
BEGIN END PROMOTION BEGIN END PROMOTION 



























FY95 FLOW POINT 10 yrs 3 mos 
BEGIN END PROMOTION 
































The projection begins with the 1995 promotion cycle (most 
recent) with an estimate of the starting inventory and the 
continuation rates for FY 1995. The initial flow points and 
promotion opportunities match those used in the FY 1995 cycle. 
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The continuation rates utilized during the model runs 
incorporate a consolidation of the average expected rate of 
continuation of FY 1992 and FY 1993 with the goals of the 
retention programs. It is assumed that the continuation rates 
for any grade are fairly constant over a range of years. 
However, implementation of different retention policies during 
any year within that range will have a corresponding effect on 
those continuation rates. 
For example, the continuation rate for 0-4 was 92.9 
percent prior to initiation of the 15 year early retirement 
program and the VSI I SSB programs. Since the model begins 
forecasting after these programs have been introduced in 1993 
and ~994, the average continuation rate for 0-4 exercised in 
the Model Run I is reduced to approximately 92 percent to 
reflect an estimate of the impact of these retention programs. 
A less conservative estimate of 91.6 percent is used to attain 
more losses in the Model Run II. The retention program 
reductions anticipated by the Navy during the model employment 
years are fairly uniform (see Figure 4), therefore the 
continuation rates exercised in the two model implementations 
are held constant. 
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C. MODEL RESULTS 
The employment of the Officer Promotion Model using 
conservative continuation rates 1n Model Run I and decreased 
continuation rates 1n Model Run II resulted in the promotion 
flow points listed in Figure 14. 
PROMOTION PLOW POINT 
GRADE 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
0-6 21yrs 3mos 21yrs 5mos 21yrs 8mos Unknown Unknown 
I 21yrs 3mos 21yrs Smos 21yrs 2mos 21yrs 2mos 21yrs 3mos 
II 21yrs 3mos 21yrs 5mos 21yrs lmos 21yrs lmos 21yrs lmos 
0-5 15yrs 4mos 15yrs 4mos 15yrs 8mos Unknown Unknown 
I 15yrs 4mos 15yrs 4mos 15yrs 2mos 15yrs 3mos 15yrs 4mos 
II 15yrs 4mos 14yrs llmos 14yrs llmos 15yrs 14yrs llmos 
0-4 10yrs 3mos 10yrs 5mos 10yrs Bmos Unknown Unknown 
I lOyrs 3mos lOyrs Smos lOyrs 3mos lOyrs 6mos lOyrs 7mos 
II lOyrs 3mos lOyrs 2mos lOyrs 2mos lOyrs 4mos lOyrs 4mos 
NOTE: Bold figures indicate Navy estimates. 
I indicates result from first model run (Conservative rates). 
II indicates result from second model run (Decreased rates). 
Figure 14 Forecasted Promotion Flow Points 
~his result shows that the promotion flow points, with the 
exception of a decrease from 1996 to 1997, will begin to 
increase as the drawdown continues (as predicted by the Navy) 
so long as the continuation rates for the senior grades remain 
conservative as demonstrated in the Model Run I. Comparing 
the flow point results of the conservative model run with the 
Navy estimates indicates that the Navy most likely used even 
more conservative continuation rates than those used in model 
Run I to forecast a more extreme shift to longer promotion 
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flow points. The less conservative rates used in the Model 
Run rr demonstrate a different effect on the direction of flow 
point shift. This outcome would be due to a corresponding 
increase in the number of promotions resulting from increased 
losses due to lower continuation rates. This result supports 
and justifies the current Navy effort to increase losses 
through the new retention/separation programs in order to 
maintain stability in the time it takes to promote those 
officers that remain in the service. 
Figure 15 lists the forecasted number of promotions 
expected during each year of the two mopel runs. The effect 
of the increased number of losses on the number of promotions 
due co the lower continuation rates is apparent in the tables. 
RATE 
MODEL IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS 
0-6 PROMOTIONS 
RUN I RUN II 
84.1% 83.0% 
0-5 PROMOTIONS 
RUN I RUN II 
90.5% 89.6% 
0-4 PROMOTIONS 





1995 228 228 748 748 1198 1198 
1996 262 281 503 556 765 837 
1997 253 271 451 501 651 720 
1998 232 250 446 496 706 776 
1999 281 299 600 651 978 1049 
Figure 15 Forecasted Number of Promotions 
The outputs from the two model implementation runs are 
available in appendices D and D.l. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
This thesis developed a computer model of the U.S. Navy 
URL Officer promotion process. The Officer Promotion Model 
incorporates the fundamental characteristics of the officer 
promotion process and is capable of providing legitimate 
results based on user inputs. 
The model was implemented using plausible assumptions 
about senior officer continuation rates to examine the impact 
of the drawdown on the time it will take to promote. It is 
evident from the model implementation runs that the drawdown 
will have a detrimental effect on the time it takes to promote 
to the senior grades. The net effect of the force reductions 
on the flow points is clearly dependent on the success of the 
Navy retention/separation programs. 
It is expected that the Officer Promotion Model could 
serve as an efficient tool for examining the estimated long 
term effects of promotion polices and retention/separation 
programs. Given the appropriate model inputs over a range of 
years, the model provides preliminary estimates of the results 
of current policy which subsequently could be used by the 
manpower planner. As a result, this model is an effective tool 
for personnel planners desiring to alleviate some of the 
uncertainty about promotion prospects inherent in the 
Unrestricted Line Officer Community. 
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A. AREAS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
An area for future study would be the refinement of the 
Officer Promotion Model to use moving averages to calculate an 
updated estimate for the distribution of senior officers for 
use in the model. This effort would be advantageous to the 
user because it would provide a more accurate representation 
of where the senior officers range across the years of service 
based on the model promotion results and personnel flow rather 
than solely on the FY 1992 and FY 1993 averaged distributions 
that were utilized; alleviating the requirement of the user to 
anticipate and adjust the inventories. 
> .. nother useful application of the Officer Promotion Model 
would be the refinement of the fundamental structure of the 
model as outlined in this thesis to take into account 
personnel flow through a range of years from a fixed starting 
year for all grades vice the junior grades. This would model 
both the promotion process and the entire flow of personnel 
over a forecast period. The effort would provide the manpower 
planner with a method to test the long term effects of 
different retention/separation goals and accession/promotion 
policies through the use of the model. It would provide a 
means to track annual officer inventories to ensure that 
curr-:,nt manpower strategy is adequate to meet the expected 
demands of the future. 
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APPENDIX A 
program OfficerPromotionPrucess; 
u s~s CRT, OPt-.1; 
Val OLDSTOCK:ArrayType; 
ViH NEWSTOCK: NewType; 
var GRADE:GradeArray; 
var DATA:[JataArray; 
var LIST,TOP,HIGH,BOTTOM : NodePOINT; 
PROGRAM CODE 
typ..c :~tru·~tureTyr•<'- = array!l..7,0 .. 3''] c,: r<"al; 
var DistACC, DistR.Z..TE, DistGRADE: Structure'I'yTJe; 
val RANt:., YEAE, YO:::, F' i rstYEAR: int <'-9'7!.; 
var ANSWEE,REPLY,RESPONSE:char 
var OUTFILE:text; 
var [JONE: buolean; 
f:Jnl~r i<. 1!"! 1 :-'!jf-'";}:~nt..:--Q..:-.1 il . .-~;J·-r i 
~\J.:.....! ~ fi•-<·: th.:;- in]>t;t '.\f a.::·. int-·;.J+-1 
r)..:..-(;1 ~ n 
~ :? I - 1\ 
r,_,d jlr1 ·. INF-'UT); 
wJ-~il~ 1::;·{~:-:TE!·i.ICJR~su~r- -('J ·:1~·, h'7'_~2.J. 
'.•n i ~.:.. ! ' I :·J-~OFU-~E!~~ FCF.!<.Z.. ~. 
r~a~.il:·~ ~ I!~f·t.:7 
t:rJ(j i 
i ::: 1 + ) 
::·L,....,(·j.: In~ '='~1~r: = IIJF'LJT; 
t- J j I ~j ~ 
!un~~r ion Ch~~:--kR~al : real; 
{Verifi~s th~ input of a real numb~r t.(1 pt~v~n': systt-nt ~rrur.} 
1:..~~1 in 
i~l-) 
r.;-adln I INPUT I ; 
while iSYSTEM.IOResult•>OI 
writ.;-i'INCORRECT FORMAT. 






PLEASE TRY AG.Z..IN. ' ; 
{* ... **** ... ************ ... ****'11*******************11***********************"****) 
pn•cedure Initial i zeDist r ibutic•ns: var DistA•:c, Di stR.Z..TE, Di st0RADE: Stn:ctureTyr "'; 
var NEvi~~TOCK :NewType I; 
U~ets up the default values for the rE-lativE' distribution of accessions and strengths and the 




for R := 1 to 6 do begin 














DistACC[4, ',] :=0.0003; 
DistACC[4,6] :=0.0003; 
Dis t ACC [ 4 , 7 ] : = 0 . 0 0 0 4 ; 
[;istN'C[4,8) :=0.0010; 
DistACC[4,9] :=0.0012; 
[;istA•.":_· i 4, 10]: =0. OOD 
[;.'. c;tACC I 4, 11] : = 0. 0 0 D 
[JistACC[4,1~] :=0.0002 
[!is t ACC [ 4 , D ] : = 0 . 0 0 0 2 
Dis t ACC I 4 , 14 } : = 0 . 0 0 0 2 
DistACCI4,15] :=0.0002 
D i s t RATE I 1 , 0 ] : = 0 . 9 6 0 1 ; 
[J is:: RATE I 1. 1 ! : = 0 . 96 41 ; 
[J i s t RATE ; l I 2 ] : = 0 . 7 ~) 0 0 ; 
U i s t RATE I 1 , 3 ] : = 0 . 50 C! G ; 
[JistRATE:4,l::= l.OCIOO; 
Ui s~RATE i 4, 2}: = l. (;OUC:; 
DistACC[2,0] :=0.0004; 




Dist.z..c·c! 5, 8 j : =0. 0002; 
DistACC[5,9] :=0.0002; 




[JistACC[5, 14] :=u.Or•OS; 
DistACC [ 5,15 J: =0. OIJOS; 
DistACC[5, 16] :=C.0003; 
DistArCI5,17] :=0.0003; 
DistACCI5,18] :=0.0004; 
DistRATE[2, OJ :=0. 7500; 
Dis tRATE ! 2 , 1 ] : = 0 . 9 :' 81 ; 
DistRATE[2, 2 J :=0. 9496; 
DistRATE[2, 3] :=0. 8654; 
DistEATEi 2, 4]: =0. 62.4~; 
DistRATEI2.~.] :=0.5000; 
DistACC 3,0]:=0.0007 
DistACC 3,1] :=0.0002 
DistACC 3,2] :=0.0003 
DistACC 3,3]:=0.0002 
DistACC 3,4] :=0.001; 
DistACC 3,5] :=0.0004; 
DistACC[3,6] :=0.0009; 
DistACC[3, 7] :=0.0008; 
DistACC[3,8] :=0.001; 
Di stACC [ 3, 9) : =0. 001; 
DistACCI3,10] :=O.OOll 
DistACC[3, 11] :=0.0003 





DistRATE 3, 0) :=1.0000; 
DistRATE 3,1]:=1.0000; 
DistRATE 3,2] :=1.0000; 
DistRATE 3,3] :=0.8670; 
[;istRATE 3,4] :=0.8550; 
DlstRATE 3,5] :=0.8860; 
DistRATE 3, 6] :=0.8480; 
DistRATE 3, 7] :=0.792('; 
DistRATE 3,8]:=0.8540; 
Dist.RATE 3, 9]: =0. 9300; 
DistRATE 3,10] :=0.802G 
fiistRATE ~;, 11): =fi. 2400 
c1istRATE 3,12): =0. 3887 
[J_: s::E?.TE :i, 13] : =0- 62:.1 
::i s:::EATE :-:, 14] : =0. ~,000 
[;istRATE[4,?]:= 1.0000; DistRATE[~,,~~!:= l.r.()t:(·; 
DistRATEI4,4):= 1.0000; DistRATE[ 0 ,4j:= :.Dcr·~,; 
[Jist RATE i 4, 5 . - 1. 0000; DistRATE; ~·, t:, j: = l. or:r:,;; 
DistEATEI4,6 .- 1.0000; DistF,ATE[~,,b]:= 1.0000; 
[JistRATE[4,7 := 0.8333; DistRATE[5,7]:= l.OOOG; 
Dist.RATEI4,8 := 1.0000; DistRATE[',,8]:= l.OOOCJ; 
DistRATE[4,9 := 0.9595; DistRATE[5,9] := l.OllOO; 
DistRATE[4, 10] :=0.9645; DistRATE[5, 10 :=1.0000; 
DistRATE[4, 11] :=0.9595; DistRATEI5, 11 :=1.0000; 
DistRATE 14, 12] : =0. 94 94; DistP.ATE [ 5, 12 : = l. 0000; 
[! i s t RATE [ 4 , 13 ] : = 0 . 9 6 4 6 ; Dis t RATE [ 5 , 13 : = 0 . 9 5 b 5 ; 
DistRATEI4,14] :=0.9649; DistRATE[5,14 :=0.9770; 
DistRATEI4,15]:=0.9082; DistRAT£[~,,15 :=0.9CJ25; 
DistRATE[4,16] :=0.9215; DistRATE[5,16 :=0.9845; 
DistRATE[4,17] :=0.9353; DistEATE[5,17 :=0.9821; 
DistRATE[4,18] ::0.8423; DistRATE[5,18 :=0.9570; 
DistRATE[4,19]:=0.2017; DistRATE[5,19 :=0.8676; 






L strJR.Z..DE l' (J :=[J.4724 
[J str.iE.Z..::JE 11 l :=(J.5217 
D stGEADE 1,2 :=(I_ oo:\6 
[J stGP.J>.DE 1' =~ :=O.OOO:i 
DistGHA~JE I 4, 3 . - 0. 0002; 
DistGRADE[4,4 .- 0.0003; 
DistGRADE[4,5 0.0003; 
[JistGEADE I 4, 6 . - 0. 0005; 
[i i :3 t GRADE [ 4 , 7 . - 0 . 0 0 0 9 ; 
[J scRATE 5 : =0. 002 
[J stF.J>.TE 6 : =0- OC2 
D scRATE 7 :=G. GOO 
[; stRATE e ::(). GOO 
D.:s~GRADE;::, G]: =U. 0002; 
rr:.stGRJ..:;E · 2, 1]: =(I. 012::·.; 
DistrJF.ADE ?,2] :=0.4699; 




DistGRADE[4,8 .- 0.0012; DistGRADE[5,8] := G.0003; 
DistGEADE[4,CJ .- 0.0047; DistGEADE[S,ql := (J.ri004; 
DistrJP.J>.DE[4,1 I :=0.1016; Distr:;RADE[S,lGi :=0.%(,4; 
LJistrJRADE[4, 11] :=0.1868; DistGRADE[S, 11] :=O.OOC!S; 
LJistr:;RADE[4,121 :=0.1891; DistGRADE[S,121 :=0.0008; 
Distr";RADE[4,D] :=0.1SCJO; DistGEA[JE[5,13] :=0.0021; 
[JistGRADEf4,14] :=0.1460; LJist 1:;EA[iE[~ ,l.; 1 :=CJ.(lG ..... t·; 
[JiSt GRADE! 41 lS]: :::(! o (l7(i~~ j LJiS( 1:;RA~}E: ~:I l ~':: =~\ 0 ~: r<•; 
r~: s t <JRADE [ 4 , l (:, : : = c.1 . c:? ~-::: ; LJi s t (~EALJE ~ :, • 1 ( . . : = ·~ . : ~- · - ; 
~~.: s r ·.;RA~:E! ~ I _l- ; : = (; . 0 ~..::~?; IJi s':GRAL1E l : , 1 .... : : = (' . : ~ 7 t ; 
r;i s t r::;P .. z..:;E! 4, 1 ::. : = n. 0: ~. ~ ; [1 i st SR.Z,~;E i Sf l ~:; : = 1 : • ~ ~<' (;; 
~-is r (;E;..::E: ~ , .:.. "', : = (:. 0:. C ::: ; D i ::;: :.;F..z...:-.. E: ~ , ~ '1. : =- r •• :.; 4 ·: ; 
[;istGEA::E:4,~:_1j :=U.Cl(J~~:-_; [;istGP..!..:JE~: ,:_:(~~ :=0.1~4~; 
t;.:.:..::~-:.;E.:..IJE r 4, ~l]: =(\ _(l(ill:.l,; [i2.str~P..L_[;E: ~, ~~ ~: ={: _ c~•::·4; 
Dist·.~R.Z-.DE::, := ~·: : ::.:, . :. (J; 
[Jist~~RA[JE[c,,~y :=~·.·.;1~··:; 
=~~:;; .. ,:;p_;._LE c I='=' j : =i.: \ ' ~._:.; 
[!ist·=;HJ..r~E: ~., =t·. j: = ·~- r,\.·~~'.; 
I (•'.'; 
L srGF.A::1E c,, '! :=C. 0001; 
D strJHADE ?.,l :=0.0001; 
D stGRADE 3,2 :=0.0002; 
D stGRADE 3,3 :=0.0010; 
[J s tGRADE 3 , 4 : = 0 • 19 9 1 ; 
D stGRADE 3,5 :=0.1894; 
D stGRADE 3,6 :=0.1772; 
D stGRADE 3,7] :=0.1610; 
D stGRADE 3,8] :=0.1231; 
D stGRADE 3,9] :=0.1015; 
D stGRADE 3,10] :=0.0407; 
D stGRADE 3,11] :=0.006; 
D stGRADE 3, 12 j : =0. 0004 
D stGRADE[3, 13] :=0.0001 
D stGRA[JE I 3, 14] : =0. 0001 
*"'******'*****"'**"'*"'***""***"'**"'******"'*"'"'**"'*********"'********"'*******"'***) 
):'lr"H:'t>durt-:- Initialize[Jata (var [JATA:Uat.aArray;'.Tar GE.L.LJE:t..:irad~Array); 
iSets up the default values fell· the historical and predicted promotion opportunity, flow 
P(·ints, beginning and E-nd strength~:, acc.:::ssir)ns, ar1d nurnb~1 (lf pr(lTfl(lt i(1n::-:. Also zeroes out 
tht:-- r~('(!rd t>ntri~s in tht? (;F.Al;E varicd::l~.} 
begin 






DATA[ l9CJl] .04FP:=l0+l/ 1 









[,J>.TA [ l 9C)C j • 040PP: =0. 80; 
[lATA! 1 CJC)j] .040PP: =0. 80; 
DJ>.TA I 1 og::] .040PF: ='::. 80; 























[JATA[l 9%] .06FP:=:l+5/12; 
[JJ>.TA!J'197j J)f_.FP:=21+8/12; 
D?.TA I l 991 J .Ot-PHOWJ: =21:>9; 
DATA[l99:::] .06PRotiJ0:=353; 
[JATA [l 99:'.] .Of,f'HOtt;O: =389; 
DATI<. [ l4C:4 J .06t>R8f~~J: =2~,:_:; 
IJATA ll ~Y:1] . Dt.?E0!-10: =22 ;;:.. ; 
[JJ>.T?. i 19 91 ] . 04 PROti,O: = 9 S' ; 
[JJ>.TA [1 09".;.] . 04 PROW::= 1 fJCJ4; 
[lATA[lCJ•P.] .04PROH0:=~:7S; 
[JJ.<.TP. [ i q Y4 J . 04 F'ROt--10::::: 77 ~~; 
D?.TA [ 1 YY'.] . 04PROWJ: = L' (J,; 




DJ..TA[ 1996] .060PABeg:=l693 
[JATAI1997) .060PABeg:=16bl 
[!ATA[ 1998) .060PABeg:=1625 
liATA[l9CJ9] .060FABeg:=1574 
DATA! 1G,9=j .O'"•OPABo=g:=40Z2; 
DATI'.i 1993) .Ot"·OPABeg:=3914; 
[!ATA[l9CJ4) .Ot"•OPABeg:=?R47; 
DATA[l995] .050PABeg:=:<65:<; 
[lATA[ l9CJ(.j .O~·OPABeg:::::36S3; 
[;,;,_TA! l CJ ':17] . J~,Of'AEt:'g:::: ~' 5 S S; 
U.'-".TJ:.: l o ;_.1 ;.: ; • 0~\0PAI->-:g: = :•. 4 =: :_:; 
[l.ATM, ~yUCJ] .OSOPAE~;J:=:~:.<~G; 
:;,.;T;.. :_q:!:::) .040F·ABeg:=o4'"•0; 







DATA 1990] .ACCESSION:=3578 
DATA 1991] .ACCESSION:=3050 
DATA 1992] .ACCESSION:=2773 
DATA 1993].ACCESSION:=2lb5 
DATA 1994] .ACCESSION:=2165 
for R:=l to 6 do begin 






















[;A TA : 2_ ~ Cl ~ ~ • 0 6 0 P P : = 0 . 5 :1 ; 
DJ..TA[lCJ'J-:.1.060?F':=C.50; 
DATA!l99 7 j .060PP:=0.50; 
DATA[1998] .060PP:=C.50; 
DJI.Th 1 1CJ"9) .060PP:=0.50; 
DATA [ 2 0 C Cr ] • 0 6 0 P F- : = 0 . 50 ; 
DATA[l9911 .05PROMC:=S95 
DATA[l992] .05PROM0:=530 
DATA [ 1 YCJ3) .OS PROMO: =72'-'-
[JAT.:..[~CJC/4; .o:\PROM0:=3St. 
[J.t,T.L.[ lqqc,] .O~f'ROM0:=748 
DATA[199l j .o:•F-HOt~0:=3000 
DATA[lQ92j .o:·.f-'ROM0:=3126 
[•AT . ; [ l 9 CJ:') • o: . .f--POMO: = 323 6 
[>AThi 10''4] .0°.PF.OM0:=~83S 
UJl.'Th [ l y:..<:.] . \Jr:·OF'AEnd: = 183 0 
DJ.. TA [ l 9 0 :•. ] . :) l:o 0? A End : = l R 1 6 







DATJ..[ 1993! .o:,OPP.End:=3832; 
DATA[l994j .050PAEnd:=3768; 
DATA: 1<?95] .CJSOPJ..End:=·,c,qq; 
DATA[1Y91)] .OSOLL.End:=~:,:,s; 
:;;..rr;.; lqCflj .O~·Cf.AEnd:=3422; 
L:.~.T h ; 2 q c1 ~· ~ • oc: 0 !-',li.Erjd: = :~ ~~ 2 (' ; 
[J.l>:T~.~ luq·:.•: .CJ~OFh.EnJ:=~~?="·l; 
[J.l..T;.(l L;i\l~ j • G40?AEnd: =t):J, 7 S; 
DATA! lG9:'.j .040PAEnd:=6081; 




DATA[ 1998) .040PAEncl:=5075; 
DATA[1999] .040PAEncl:=5065; 
DATA[l995] .ACCESSION:=2165 
DATA[ 19%] .ACCESSION:=2165 
DATA [199"7 J . ACCESSION: =216t"• 
DATA[l998] .ACCESSION:=2165 
DATA[1999] .ACCESSION:=2165 
GRADE[R, Y] .PINV:=O; 
GRADE [ R, Y) . ENDSTRENCTH: = 0; 
GRADE[R, Y) .PlanRJ..TE:=O 
GRADE[R, Y] .PlanCONT:=O 
GRADE[R,Y] .PlanLOSS:=O 
36 
<~RALJE iF, Y ; . F'F.OMO: = (, ; 




GR.Z..DE[P., Y) . .Z..ZPct:=O; 
GRADE[R,Y) .IZF'ct:=O; 
GRADEIR,Y] .BZF'ct:=O; 
GRAI!E[R, Y] .NPRO~lC:=J; 
GF..Z..DE[F., Yj .ZONE3:ZE:=C; 
GRADE [F, Y] .X};pp::mc: =0; 
GF.ADE [ R, Y J . AZ Tot : = C: ; 
GRADE[R,Y] .IZTt:,t:=O; 
GRA[JE[R,Y] .BZTut:=O; 
GRADEI2,Y] .OPP:=DATAIY] .020PP; 
GRADEI4,Y].OPF':=DATA[Y] .040??; 
GRA[JE! 6, Y] .O?P: =DATA IY] .060??; 
GRADE[3, Yj .O?P:=DATAIY].030PP; 
GRADE[':.,Y] .OPP:=DATAIY] .o:,oPP; 
end; 
end; 
GRADEI4,YEAR] .FLOWPT:=DATAIYEAR] .04FP; 
GRADE IS, YEAR] . FLOWPT: =DATA I YEAR] . 05FP; 
GRADE I 6, YEAR] . FLOWF'T: =DATA I YEAR] . 06FF'; 
end; 
{*************************************************************************} 
procedure SetU]X~tocks(var STOCK:arrayTypE>); 
!Zeroes out the record entries in the OLDSTOCK variable.) 
var R,YOS:integer; 
begin 
f<:•r YO~~ : = 0 to 3 0 do beg ir: 
for R := 1 to b do hegin 
STOO: [R, YOS] .GRADE: =P.; 
STO>:K I R, YOS) . INV: = 0; 
STOCK!R,YOS] .STRENGTH:=O; 
:_:;To,:T [ F-,, ·l·c.:.:.: ~ . r.;..TE: =(·; 
:~T(J"l:[R,YO~] .L0$8:: 1:;; 
::TO· T iF., YC.: i . r:·cNT: = (:; 
STOCK[F.,YOSj .PROM0:=0; 
:~1'0(T t E I YOS] . IJPP.0!-1C: = (:; 






:3TOCY~ l R, YC::..~! . E~:::::;: =0; 
:::rrc·-::-r:: F., yc:.:;: . r-· ~ a;1F.;..TE: = C· 
S~O·~K[R,YOS .?lanL03S:=0 
STD·~t: ~F., "{0:3 . t· ~anCONT: = 0 
STO(~fiR,YCJS; .XPROMO::C·; 
:::;r;o·~r l E, ·:·s~--:; . x~n:~· :-,r·:~_:: = ·~!: 
:~~c·~r:: F, ·!·c.~ .. ;._.:·:··: = : 
{ lr:i t ial izes tht-:"' startinQ va.lu~s o: ::ho-:- OLL:...~TC::~·r: variahl>:-> fl(1Dt a user d<:>fined inv~ntury dnd 
('()nrinuati(ln rate file and th.:-- default va~-uo::s. :.._:;urns th~s-=- values for storagE:- in thf? GHA[JE 
Vdl idl•le . .i 
\..",1l ln~ilt?:t-7'XI i 
RATE: 1·eal; 






**** URL Officer Promotion Model * * * * , ) ; 
wd teln I 'WHAT IS THE NAME AND PATH OF THE HJV /CONTINUATION RATE MATRIX?'); 
writeln; 
write('Must be in the form of '); 
writeln(' YOS OliNV OlRATE . OCI"N\' 06RA':'E';; 
writeln; 
writeln! 'NOTE: These files can bt> fc•und :;r. tr,e- OP~~ disf: under '); 





reset ( Inf ile l ; 
f•)r YO~~ : = 0 to 3 0 d<:• beg in 
37 
r~ad(lnfil8,YOS); 
f·-~r R := l trJ 6 do b~gin 
read! Inf i le, INV, RATE I; 




if R/3 then STOCKIP.,YOS] .PlanP.ATE:=DistP.ATE[P.,YOS]; 







fr:,r R := 1 t.(J (:., ck· begin 
lJJV:=:J; '=GNT:=O; LOSS:=CJ; A~:C:=O; 
.·l YO? := 0 t•:) 30 d·:. b~gi~ 
INV INV • STGCJ\ [ R, YOS; . IK"v'; 
COnT . - CONT + STOCK [ H, ·r·cs] . COIJT; 
LOSS -- LOSS + STOCYlR,YOS] .LOSS; 
Arr .- Arc + STOCK[P.,YOS] .ACC; 
end; 
I~RA[JE IE' YE?.F: . IJJV : = INV; 
(;F.ADE I F., YE?.P.] . F'HN : = INV; 
r]RACJE[R,YEAR] .CONT:=CONT; 
GRAC>EIR, YEAP] .LOSS:=LOc~S; 
<3RAE>E I F., Y E?.?.] . ?.C<~ : = A·:·r:·; 
r~EADE [ E I YEAP.] . RATE: =ECUNL1 /I~QlJT'/ :IJJV"' l (i 1_: r.(r) / l (1 :~I (I 0; 




l : )·.~gin 
~lid; 
l•.c•;J in 
<::EA[>E [ E, YEAR I . Beg~oTP.ENc::TH: =r~P.ADE I P., YE.I<.E] . IN\'; 
GRADE I R, YEAE] . OF'F·': =E,ATA I YEAP.] . 0:20F'F'; 
GRADEIR,YEARI .FLOWF'T:=DATA[YEAR] .02FF'; 
GRADE [ R, YE?.E I . AZPct: = (,. Cl; 
GRADE[R,YEAP.I.IZPct:=l.O; 
GRADE I F., YEAR] . BZF'ct: = 0. 0; 
-"nd; 
1:\~.;!ir: 
<~EALJE [ R, YEAR] . Beg STRENGTH: =GRA[;E [ R, YEAR J . INV; 
·~F.ADEIR, YEAR] .OPP:=DAT?.[YEAF.I .o:'C<F-'P; 
GRADE[R,YEAR] .FLOWF'T:=DATA['iEAR] .o:;n·; 
GRADEIP.,YE?.R] .AZPct:=r,.oqs; 
'3FADE[F., YEAF.j. I3Pct :d). ~cH-''; 
GRADE(R,YEAR] .B:F··~t:=0.0; 
~nd; 
·;R.!I.LJE:F\, YE;..EJ .OF-F·:=[lJ...T;..:·I·E;..F.~ .C4C.?P; 
·:;FAE>E(E, YE?.F] .AZf'ct :=G. (:~1; 
,::F~.Z;i,E[F., YE?Sj .IZF'ct :=C.943; 
'~FA[lE[R, YE?.P.] .BZF'ct :=0.036; 
o2!1d; 
•, begir; 
GF.ADE[R, YEAR] .OPF':=DATA!YEAF.] .O'·OPP; 





GP.ADE[R, YEAR] .OPP:=DATA[YEA?.j .O~OPP; 






proc-edure SelectGradeGoals(var GRADE:GradeArray; var STOCK:ArrayType}; 
IS~ts up th~ default inputs for the promotion model.! 
var INVb<"g,INV.o,nd: array[l..6] of integ.o,r; 
EATE6:rE<al; 
ACCESSION,CONT : integer; 
E,YOS : integer; 
begin 
ACCESSION:=DATA[YEAR] .ACCESSION; 
GRADE[6,YEAR] .BEGSTRENGTH:=DATA[YEAR] .060PABeg; 
GRADE[6,YEAP.] .ENDSTRENGTH:=DATA[YEAR] .060PAEnd; 
GRADE[5,YEAR] .BEGSTRENGTH:=DATA[YEAR] .OSOPABeg; 
GRADE [ S, YEAR] . ENDSTRENGTH: =DATA [YEAR] .050PAEnd; 
GRADE [ 4, YEAP.] . BEG STRENGTH: =DATA [YEAR] . 040PABE-g; 
GEA[lE[4, YEAR] .ENDSTRENGTH:=DATA[YEAR] .040PAEnd; 
GEA[JE [ 3, YEAR] . BEG STRENGTH: =GRADE [ 3, YEAR) • INV; {DATA [YEAR] . 030PABeg;} 
GRADE [ 3, YEAR) .ENDSTRENGTH: =0; {DATA [YEAR] .030PAEnd;} 
GRADE [ 2, YEAR] . BEG STRENGTH: =GRADE [ 2, YEAR] . INV; 
GRADE[2,YEAR] .ENDSTRENGTH:=O; 
GRADE[l,YEAR] .BEGSTRENGTH::GRADE[l,YEAR] .INV; 
GRADE[l,YEAR] .ENDSTRENGTH:=O; 
':;RADE [l, YEAR] . SEL: =0; 
GRADE [ 1, YEAR] . PROMO: =0; 
GRADE[l,YEAR] .XPROMO:=O; 
GRJl.DE [ 6, YEAR] • ADDLoss: =0; 
GRADE[S,YEAE] .ADDLoss::O; 
GRADE [4, YEAR] .ADDLoss: =0; 
GRADE[6,YEAR] .PROMO:=DATA[YEAR] .06PROMO; 
GRADE I 5, YEAR] . PROMO: =DATA [YEAR] .05PROMC; 
GRADE [4, YEAR) . PROMO: =DATA [YEAR 1 .04PRmlO; 
•JEA[JE f "J, YEA? I . PROMO: =DATA [YEAR] . 0"'. PROMO; 
c;RAfJE I •:., YEAR j . PlanRATE: =0. 830; 1 ('. 8l',f-;, 
c;RA[JE [, , YEAR 1 • F'l anCONT: =ROUNfJ (GRALJE ito, YEAF.) . !-' lanRATE *tJRAC;E [ 6, YEJl.P} . Begc~TRENGTH! ; 
,_;RAIJE I.,,, YEAJ< . P lanLQ~:;~o: =GRADE [ 6, YEAR 1 . B<";Jc~TRENrJTH -•~?ADE i 6, YEAR] . P lan<'ONT; 
for R:= 4 to 5 do begin 
CONT: =0; 
for YOS:= 0 to 30 do begin 
STOCK I R, YOS] . STRENGTH: =ROUN[J I GRADE i R, YEAF.; . B,o.gSTRENGTH *[JistGRADE I R, YOS] I ; 
STOCK I F., YOS] . P lanCONT: =ROUND I STOCK [F., YOS; . ::~TRENGTH *[JistHATE I R, YO~:;] I ; 
~:;TOCK [ R, YO~:; 1 . P lanLOSS: =STOCK i R, YOS] . STREHGTH-STOCK [ R, YOS J • P lanCONT; 
CONT:=CONT+STOCK[R,YOS] .PlanCONT; 
end; 
GRADE I R, YEAR] . P lanCONT: :CONT; 
GRADE [R, YEAR] . PlanLOSS: :GRADE [R, YEAR] .B,o.gSTRENGTH-GRADE [ R, YEAR] . PlanCONT; 
GRADE[R, YEAR].PlanRATE:=GRADE[R, YEAR] .PlanCONT/GRADE[R, YEAR] .BegSTRENC;TH; 
~nd; 
f ,, r R : = l r u 3 do b,o.g in 
CONT: =0; 
fur YOS:= 0 to 30 do begin 
STOCK[R,YOS] .STRENGTH:=STOCK[R,YOS] .INV; 
STOCK[R,YOS] .PlanCONT:=ROUNDISTOCK[R,YOS].STRENGTH*DistRATE[R,YOS]I; 




GRADE[R,YEAR] .PlanLOSS:=GRADE[R,YEAR] .BegSTRENGTH-GRADE[R,YEAR1 .PlanCONT; 




procedure AdjustAccessionsiRANK:integer;var GRADE:GradeArray; var STOCK:ArrayType); 
{Adjusts the distl·ibution of accessions to the OLDSTOCK variable if the us,o.r specifies a 
change in the total number of accessions. Adjusts the total number of accessions if the user 
specifies a change in accessions within the grade/YOS structu1·e of the OLDSTOCK variable.} 
var R,YOS,ACC:integer; 
39 
SUM, PCT: reeal; 
ACCDist:array [0 .. 30] of real; 
begin 
if RANK=O then begin 
for R:=l to 6 do begin 
ACC::O; 
for YOS:=O to 30 do begin 
STOCK[R,YOS] .ACC:=ROUND(DistACC[R,YOS]*DATA[YEAR] .ACCESSION); 







for YOS:=O to 30 do begin 
SUM:=SUM+DistACC[RANK,YOS]; 
ACCDist !YOS] :=DistACC[RANK, YOS]; 
~nd; 
for YOS:=O t(l 30 de. begin 
PCT: :J..r::cr;i st [YO~'] I ~~UM; 




procedure AdjustGrad"' IR:integer;var GRADE:GradeArray; var STOCK:ArrayTypel; 
iAcljusts the distributior, of strength in the OLD~~TOCK variable if the user sp,.cifies a change 
in the beginning strength uf a grade.) 
var r~ONT,YOS:integ~r; 
L·e-Gin lf R=b ther; begin 
GRALJE [ 6, YEAH.] . P lanCONT: =ROUND I GRADE [6, YEAR] . P lanRJ..TE*GHADE [ 6, YEAF.] . BEG STRENGTH I ; 




for YOS:=O to 30 do begin 
STOCK [ R, Y0:3] . STRENGTH: :ROUND (GRADE IR, YEAR]. BegSTRENGTH*DistGRADE IR, YOS] I; 
STOCK [ R, YOS] . PlanCONT: =ROlJND (STOCK [R, YOS]. STRENGTH*STOCK IR, YO::~] . PlanRATEI; 




GRADEIR, YEAR] .PlanLOSS::GRADE[R, YEAR] .BegSTRENGTH-GRADE[R, YEAR] .PlanCONT; 
GRADE[R, YEAR] .PlanRATE:=GRADE[R, YEAR] .F-lanCONT/GRADE[R, YEAR] .BegSTRENGTH; 
to?nd; 
{*************************************"'****1r"lr***1r*************************} 
J:>u•cedure Adj ustStock I RANE, YOS: integ<'-r; var GRADE: GradeArray; 
var STOCK: ArrayType) ; 
{Ad"iusts the total beginning strength in the GRADE variable if the user specifies a change 
in inventory to a grade/YOS field of the OLDSTOCK variable.} 
begin 
GRADE[RANK,YEAR] .PlanCONT::GRADE[RANK,YEAH] .PlanCONT-STOCK[RANK,YOS] .PlanCONT; 
GRADE[RANK,YEAR].PlanLOSS::GRADE[RANK,YEAR] .PlanLOSS-STOCK[RANK,YOS] .PlanLOSS; 
STOCK[RANK,YOS] .PlanCONT:=ROUNDISTOCK[RANK,YOS] .STRENGTH*STOCK[RANK,YOS] .PlanRATE); 
STOCK[RANK,YOS].PlanLOSS:=STOCK[RANK,YOS] .STRENGTH-STOCK[RANK,YOS] .PlanCONT; 
GRADE[RANK,YEAR] .PlanCONT:=GRADE[RANK,YEAR] .PlanCONT+STOCK[RM,K,YOS] .PlanCONT; 
GRADE[RANK,YEAR] .PlanLOSS::GRADE[RANK,YEAR] .PlanLOSS+STOCK[RANE,YOS] .PlanLOSS; 
end; 
{*************************************************************************} 
procedure StockQuery IRANK:integer; var GRADE:GradeArray; 
var STOCK:ArrayType; var DATA:DataArray); FORWARD; 
40 
{******************************************~******************************} 
procedure QueryUser(var GRADE:GradeArray; var STOCK:ArrayType; 
var DATA:DataArray); 
{Allows the user to specify changes to the default values in the GRA[IE variable.} 









while ANSWER=FALSE do begin 
DisplayGracleiRANK,YEAR,OLDSTOCY,GRADEI; 
DisplayGrad<?Options; 
if DATAIYEAR] .Accession=O then INPUT:='a'; 
if lJATAIYEAR] .Accession-. ·0 then INPUT:=readkey; 
case INPUT of 
'a', 'A': begin 
DisplayGrad<?{RANK,YEAR,OLDSTOCK,GF.ADEi; 
writ<?('CHANGE (Tiotal ACCESSIONS OR IGirade ACCESSIONS?'); 
INPUT2: =readkey; 
case INPUT2 of 
't' I 'T': begin 
writeln(INPUT21; 
writelnl 'CURRENT ACCESSIONS ARE ',DATAl YEAR] .ACCESSION,'.'); 
writ<?('PLEASE INPUT THE NEW NUMBEP OF ACCESSIONS: '!; 
DATAiYEAR] .ACCESSION:=Check~nteger; 
RANK:=O; 
Adj ustAccessions r, RANI-:, (;F.A:JE, o;_.[J.'?:TOCJ-:; ; 
[Ji spl ay(;r a,:l~ \ R..lJ'JE I YEP.H I c~~[;~~Tcv·:: I GE..:.: .. E: 
~;i sr.J ayGradeOpt ions; 
-:-nd; 
I g I , I G I : beg i rj 
wr i teln (INPUT:' ; 
Wlite('WHAT GRADE: 0-' I; 
R.A.l·JI:·:·t:r: =readkey; 
if I ord { PANKChr I ·.ord I '7' ) I AND I ord I PANFCh!·) .·ord I' 0' ) ) then begin 
writelr; IRANK:~hrl; 
RANF: =c•rcl I HANKCh r) -orcl: ' 0' I ; 
writ.;,( 'CURHENT ACCESSIONS FOR 0-' ,RANK<:hrl; 
writeln l' ARE ',GRADEl HANK, YEAR) .ACC,'.'); 
write('PLEASE INPUT THE NEW NUMBER OF ACCESSIONS: '); 
DATA I YEAH] . ACCESSION: =DATA I YEAR j • A'~CESSION-GHADE I PANK, YEAR] . ACC; 
GRACIE I HANE, YEAH) . .A.CC: =ChE>ckint eger; 
[lATA I YEM'.) . ACCEc~"~ION: =DATA I YEJ..R] . N~CESSIO!J+GRADE I RAI'JK, YEAR) . ACC; 
Adj ustAccessions I RANK, GRADE, OLIISTO<~K I ; 






1 b', 'B': begin 
DisplayGrade{RANK,YEAR,OLDSTOCK,GRADEI; 
write{' WHAT GRADE: 0-'l; 
RANKChr:=readkey; 
if (ord{RANKChrl<ord('7')) AND {ordiRANFChrl>ord('3'11 then begin 
write{RANKChrl; 
write{' CURRENT BEGINNING STRENGTH FOP. 0-',RANKChr,' is: 'I; 
RANF: =ord { RANKChr I -ord ( '0' l ; 
writeln(GRADE[RANK,YEAR] .BEGSTRENGTHI; 
write ( ' PLEASE INPUT THE NEW STP.EN,3TH: ' i ; 
GP.ADEIHANK, YEAR] .BEGSTRENGTH:=Checkinteger; 
AdjustGradeiRANK,GRADE,OLDSTOCK); 






'd', 'D': begin 
DisplayGrade(RANK,YEAR,OLDSTOCK,GRADE); 
write('WHAT GRADE: 0-'); 
RANKC'hr: = readkey; 









writeln(' NOTE: Changing 0-1 to 0-3 ENDSTRENGTH will havE- no effect on the model. 
writeln; 
write I ' WHAT GEADE: 0-' I ; 
RANEChr: =readl:e-v; 
if iord:EAN!:Cln.i-c<:•rd1'7'il ANI.; lord!RANKChr).-ordi'O'il then begin 
wr i '::E-1 RAJJYChr I; 
\r·.'r i :-....... I I c:JRREl~T EN~) STRENGTE FOR 0-, , RANEChr I I is: t i ; 
hANK: =~)rd { RhNKChr 1 -!)rd ( '(J' ; ; 
vn i t";ln I GRADE [ EAN!:, YEAH] . El'L~OTFENGTH) ; 
write I ' PLEA~~E INPUT THE NEW 3Tr.EN1~TH: ' I ; 
GRADE I RANK, YEAR] . EHD~~TRENGTH: =Ched:Intew·r; 
DisplayrJrad"-! R?J-li{, YEAR, OLLJ:3TOCK, •:;R.'>DE! ; 
Di sp l ay1~ r a(l~Opc i (lrJ s; 
end; 
end; 
' l' , 'L' : b+-:>g in 
Di sr,layGrade I RJ.J'lK, YEAR, OLD~OTOr~y, GEADE: ; 
write1' WHAT GRADE: 0-' I; 
RANKChr: = r~'>adkey; 
if lordiRANKChrl·ordl'7'11 ANC• lordiRPJH:Chr) -ordi'3')) then b";gin 
writeiRANKChrl; 
write I' CURRENT ADDITIONAL LOSSES FOR 0-', RANKChr,' is: '); 
RANK: :ord I RANKChr) -ord I ' 0' ) ; 
wr i l"-ln I GRADE I RANK, YEAR] . ADDLoss) ; 
write I ' PLEASE INPUT THE ADDITIONAL LOSSES: ' ) ; 
c;RADEIRAJ-H:, YEAR] .ADDLoss::Checl:Int,o.ger; 




I Q I I I c I : begin 
Di splayGrade I RANK, YEAR, OLriSTOCK, r3R.1\DE) ; 
writei'WHAT GRADE 0-' I; 
RAJ-JKChr: =readkey; 
if (<lldiR.b..NEChr'l· ·~1rd 1 '7')) ANL1 ((Jl':l(RAl~f:('Lr: .,~1rd( '0')) t.hen begin 
v.:ri.teln1F.ANl\Chrl; v.:rit~lr~; 
•.-nitel 'CUREEN'T PROMOTICN OF·POPTUJ;ITY FOP 0-' ,P.ANKChr,' is: '); 
P.ANK: =ord I RANKChr I -ord 1 '0' ) ; 
writelniGP.ADE[RANK,YEAR] .OPP*l00:4:21; writeln; 
write('BY LAW, 0-',RANK,' OPPORTUNITY MUST BE BETWEEN'); 
if RANK=2 then wdteln!' 90- lOO~'j; 
if RANK=3 then wrirdnl' 85 - 100',' i; 
if RANK=4 them writelnl' 70- 90~'1; 
if RANK=5 then writeln I' 60 - 80~' I; 
if RANK=6 then wdteln (' 40 - 60%'); 
writeln; 







'r', 'R': begin 
DisplayGradeiRANK,YEAR,OLDSTOCK,GRADEI; 
42 
write(' 0-6 CONTINUATION RATE IS 'I; 
writeln(GRADE[6,YEAR] .PlanRATE*100:4:21; 
write(' PLEASE INPUT THE NEW CONTINUATION RATE: '); 
GRADE [ 6, YEAR] . PlanRATE: =Che•:kReal; 
GRADE[6, YEAR] .PlanRATE:=GRADE[6, YEAH] .flanRJ..TE/100; 
GRADE [ 6, YEAR] . P lanCONT: =ROLJN[J !. GRA[JE [ b, YEAR J . P lanR.Z..TE*Gfi.ADE [ b, YEAR] . BEG STRENGTH I ; 















writ.<elnl' URL Officer FT·:>rn·:>tinn M<:•dE>l 
writ<eln; writ.eln; writ<eln; 
writelni'C"alculating .... ',YEARi; 
8nd; 
* * * * , J ; 
{****************~********************~***********************************} 
procedure StockQuery (RANK:integer; var Gfi.ADE:GradeArray; , 
var STOCK:ArrayType; var DATA:DataArtayl; 
{Allows the user to specify changes to the default values in the individual ranks and years 
of service in thE> OLDSTOCK variablE'.) 
var INPUT,fi.ANKChr:char; 
ANSWER :b>:>c:>lean; 
YO:": inr eger; 
1:•'"9 in 
Wlit.~ln; 
r>i splay·:~toc:k (RANK I YEAH I 0L[JST0 1::"K, r·;:-:;..r;E 
LJi sp 1 ay ~::tcJc}:Opt i ~~~ns; 
ANSWER:=FALSE; 
while ANSWER=FALSE do l:•egin 
INPUT:= readkey; 
case INPUT of 
' a ' , ' A ' : b"'g in 
DisplaySt(lCk (RANK, YEAR, OLDST0 1-=-K,GRAC>E); 
writei'WHAT YOS? 'I; 
YOS:=Checklnteger; 
write( 'CURF.ENT 0-' ,RANK,' WITH ', YOc~,' ACCESc~ION:~ ARE '); 
writeln (OLDSTOO: [RANK, YOS] .ACC); 
write( 'PLEA~~E INPUT THE NEW NUMBER OF ACCESSIONS: 'I; 
GRA[JE [RANK, YEAR] . ACC:: =Gfi.ADE I RA.l\IK, YEAR! . ACC-OL[JSTOCK [RANK, YOc~] . ACC; 
DATA[YEAR].ACCESSION:=DATA[YEAR].ACCESSION-OL[JSTOCK[RANK, YOS].ACC; 
OLDSTOCK[RANK,YOS] .ACC::Checkinteger; 
GRADE [RANK, YEAR] .ACC: =Gfi.ADE [RANK, YEAR.] .ACC+OLDSTOCK [RANK, YOS] .ACC; 




' c ' , ' c I : beg in 
DisplayStock(RANK,YEAR,OLDSTOCK,GRADE); 
write('WHAT GRADE: 0-'); 
RANKChr:=readkey; 





'i' , 'I' : begin 
43 
DisplayStockiRANK,YEAR,OLDSTOCK,GRADE); 
write('WHAT YOS? '); 
YOS:=Checkinteger; 
write( 'CURRENT 0-' ,RANK,' WITH ', YOS,' INVENTORY IS '); 
wr i tdn I OLDSTOCK [RANK, YOS] . STRENr~TH i ; 
wr i ~"'I 'PLEASE INPUT THE NEW INVENTORY: ' i ; 
GRM!E [RANK, YEAR] • BEGSTRENGTH: = 
GRADE [RANK, YEAR] . BEG STRENGTH -OLDSTOCK [RANK, YOS] . STRENGTH; 
OLDSTOCK [RANK, YOS] • STRENGTH: =Checkinteger; 
GRADE[RANK,YEAR] .BEGSTRENGTH:= 







writei'WHAT YOS? '); 
YOS:=Checkinteger; 
write( 'CURRENT 0-' ,RANK,' WITH ', YOS,' CONTINUATION RATE IS '); 
writelniOLDSTOCK[RANK,YOS] .PlanRATE*100:4:21; 
write 1 'PLEASE INPUT THE NEW RATE: 'I; 
OLcCTrJ<:T i RAl'W, YO::~] . P lanRATE: =CheckReal; 
OLlJc~TO•'K [RANK, YO:O) . PlanRATE: =OLD::;TOCK! HANK, YOS] . PlanRATE/ 100; 
A·:l~ust:.:~t(H:'k (RANK, YO~:;, GRAUE, OLDSTO·~Ki; 
~!i sr·laySt<:>ck I HANK, YEAR, OL[JSTO·~K,, ;EACJE 1 ; 
DisplayStnckOptions; 
end; 












{**'II'********************~************* 11:11 ** * * * * * * * * * * * *** * ** * * *"* * * * * * * ** * *} 
procE-dure CalcSeniorSelE>ctions (var GRADE:GradE>Array;Y:intE>gerl; 
{UtilizE's the final values specified in the STOCKQUERY AND QUERYUSER procedures to calculate 
the number of promotions rE-quired to mE-et end strength for LCDR through CAPT. Distributes 
these promotions by proportions to above, below·, and within the zone. 
b,ogin 
GRADE i G, Y j . SEL: =GRADE I 6, Y) . ENDSTRENGTH - GRADE I 6, Y] . P lanCONT 
+ 2 5 - <~RAcJE r t•, Y] . At:c' • <:::RAilE i 6, YEAR) . ADDLoss; 
GRADE I 6, Y) .. liZ Tot: =ROlJN[; i GRA[JE I o, Y] . AZPct •GRAIJE i ro, Y j • SEL) ; 
,:;RADE i ~, Y J . RZTot: =ROUND 1 GRADE 1 6, Y] . BZPc:: •,-:;RAC;E 1 o, Y 1 • SEL :• ; 
GRADE I<:, Y] . IZTot: =GRADE [ 6, Y J . SEL-GRADE! 6, Y 1 . BZTot -GRADE I 6, Y] . AZ1'ot; 
:;EArlE [C., Y] . XPEOMO: =GEADE i 6, Y J . SEL; 
GRAl!E [ 5, Y] . 3EL: =GRADE [ 5, Y] . ENDSTRENGTH - GRADE [ 5, Y J . P lanCONT 
+ GRADE[6,Y).SEL - GRADE[5,Y].ACC + GRADE[5,YEAR].ADDLoss; 
GRADE [ 5, Y] .AZTot: =ROUND (GRADE [ 5, Y] .AZF'ct *GRADE [ 5, Y). SELl; 
GRADE I 5, Y) . BZTot: =ROUND (GRADE [ 5, Y) . BZPct *GRADE [ 5, Y) . SEL) ; 
GRADEIS,Y] .IZTot:=GRADEIS,Y] .SEL-GRADEI5,Y].BZTot-GRADEI5,Y].AZTot; 
GRADE 14, Y] . SEL: =GRADE I 4, Y) • ENDSTRENGTH - GRADE [ 4, Y] . P lanCONT 
+ GRADE [ 5, Y] . SEL - GRADE [ 4, Y) . ACC + GRADE [ 4, YEAR] .ADDLuss; 
GRADE[4, Y] .AZTot :=ROUND(GRADE[4, Y] .AZPct•GRADEI4, Y] .SELl; 
GRADE [ 4, Y] . BZTot: =ROUND I GRADE I 4, Y) . BZPct *GRADE [ 4, Y] . SEL I ; 




pr<:•cedure CalcJOSelections (var GRADE :GradeArray ;var ~'TOCK: Arl·ayType I ; 
{Calculates the promotions to LTJG and LT by multiJJlying the opportunity by the number 






for Y:=O to 30 do begin 
STOCK[1,Y] .NPROMO:=STOCK[1,Y] .CONT; 
STOCK[1,Y] .Y~PROMO:=STOCK[1,Y] .PlanCONT; 
STOCK [2, Y] .NPROMO: =STOCK [2, Y] .CONT; 
STOCK [2, Y] . XNPROMO: =STOCK [2, Y] . P lanCONT; 
end; 
::;Tor:·K [2, 3] .SEL:=ROUN[l(OPP:i*STOCK [2, 3]. INV*O. 95 I; 
STOCK [2, 4 . :3EL: =ROUND ( OPP3 *STOCK [2, 4] . INV* ( 0. 7:, I I ; 
STOCK[2,3 .PROMO:=ROUND(0.95*STOCK[2,3] .SELl; 
STOCK[2,4 .PROMO:=ROln'lll(0.95*STOCK[2,4].SELI; 
STOCK[2,3 .NPROMO:=STOCK[2,3] .PlanCONT-STOCK[2,3] .PROMO; 
::;'f'(J<"r: [2, 4 .NPROMO: :STOCK [2, 4] . PlanCONT-::;TOCK [2, 4] . PROMO; 
<]RALJE [?.,YEAR] . SEL: =STOCK [2, 3]. SEL+ STOCK I 2, 4] . SEL; 
GRADE [3, YEAR] . PROMO: =STOCK [2, 3] . PRO!~O+ STOCK [2, 4] . PRO!~O; 
STOCK[1,1].SEL:=ROUND(0.99*STOCK[1,1].INVI; 
STOCK[1,2] .SEL:=ROUNDIOPP2*STOCK[1,2] .INV*(0.751 I; 
STOCK[1,1] .PROMO:=ROUNDISTOCK[l,l] .SEL*STOCK[1,1] .PlanRATEI; 
STOCK[1,2] .PROMO:=ROUND(0.95*STOCK[l,2] .SELl; 
;ccTOCK [1, 1] .NPPOMO: :STOCK [1, 1] . P lanCONT-STOCK [ 1, 1 j • PROMO; 
STOCK[1,2] .NPROMO:=STOCK[1,2] .PlanCONT-STOCK[1,2] .PROMO; 
GEALJE[2,YEAR] .SEL:=STOCK[l,1] .SEL+STOCK[1,2] .SEL; 
GRADE I 2, YEAR] . PROMO: =STOCK I 1, 1] . PROMO+STOCK I 1, 2] . PROMO; 
3TOCE I 2, 3] . X PROMO: =ROUND ( OPP3 *STOCK! 2, 3] . STRENJTH* 0. 95 I ; 
STOCK [2, 4! . XPROMCl: =ROUND i OPP3 *STOCK I 2, 4] . STREN·JTH * :0.7 '• i I ; 
sTocr: 12,31 .XPROMO:=ROUNur o. 9".*STOCK 12, :, : .XPR::JMO'; 
c~TOC!: [ :2, 4] . X PROMO: =R::lUN[J ( C1. 'iS* c~TOr~r: [ 2, ~: . X!"P.ClHC ; 
:~TO<~l": ~, :1 J • XNPROMO: =STOCK I 2, :<] . PlanCONT- ~:;T()r"t: i ~, ~i 1 • X PROMO; 
;;;Tc;r·F I 2, 4} . XNPROMO: =::;Tor:K [ 2, 4] . PlanCONT- STCJO: i ~, 4: . /:PROMO; 
r;EAclE [ :', YEAE 1 . X PROMO: =STOCK I 2, 3] . X PROMO+ STO(T i :', 4 i . X PROMO; 
STOCK [ 1, 1 . X PROMO: =ROUND I 0. q 9 *STOCK; 1, 1] . Il\'V; ; 
STOCK 11, 2 . X PROMO: :ROUN[!( OPP2 * STOCF: i,:;:] . UTI' : 0. 7 5; J ; 
STOCKil,l .XPROMO:=ROUNDISTOCKil,l] .SEL*STOCFil,l] .PlanRATEI; 
STOCK I 1, 2 . X PROMO: =ROUND ( 0. 95 • STOCK [ 1, 2] . SEL! ; 
STOCKI1,1 .XNPROMO:=STOCK[l,l] .PlaJ:CONT-STOCK[l,l] .PROMO; 
STOCK[1,2 .XNPROMO:=STOCK[1,2] .PlanCONT-STOCK[1,2] .PROMO; 
,JRA[JE 12, YEAR] . X PROMO: =~~TOCK [ 1, 1] . /:PROMO+ STOCK I~, 2] . X PROMO; 
t?nd; 
~. '* * "' * * * * * "' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ) 
pu.cedure MakeList IRANK:integer;var QUEUE,TOP:NodePOINT;FF·:reall; 
{Constructs a lineal list of all the officers continuing in grad.;,s 0- 0., 0-4, and 0-S for the 













f<)l' Y := 30 downto 7 do begin 
CONT:=OLDSTOCK[RANK,Y] .PlanCONT; 
45 
for i := CONT downto 1 do begin 
currentPointer'.Number:=TOTAL; 
YOS:=Y + i/(CONT+1); 
CurrentPointerA.YOS:=YOS; 
TOTAL:=TOTAL + 1; 





if YOS/FP then begin 
CurrentPointerA.IZ:=FALSE; 
CurrentPointer'.BZ:=TRUE; 
currentPointer>·. AZ: =FALSE; 
end; 













{*********"'*****"'***************** ... ****1r**********************************} 
procedure Ca 1 r:-Z\)fl"? ( E;.J'H:, YEAH: inr.~g~r; \"d r C!UE:JE, TCF I HIGH I BOTTOt-1: N(H:lePc,int; 
var c;RA[JE:Gradt-J..rray; var :: ... 'i\Jr~·t::ArrayType}; 
{[J+::>linE:>at~-:"S th~ prom·:Jtic'n zr)nE:' on t.h>:- l.in~al list by det>:-'rntindtion of all the eligible 
offic~rs on th~ Jist ar.d marking th~ni as ~ligiblt". Llf?tt>rmin~s the flow point for the 
fr:,llowing year prom,:Jt:ior. ~:-yc-lt-.} 
var i,Y02,ZONESIZE:integer; 
TO~YOS,TOPCONT,HIGHNUMBER,ADD:integer; 
B'iO~:. ~:<:·cl!l':", LOv-'!Jll1-1EER, ~~UB: inr.eger; 
AZAdjuc;c, E:::Ad~ust, ZGNEAdjust: leal; 
f'o.int~r :!-k\dt;;'F'O~NT; 
begin 
ZONES I ZE: =ROUND I <~RADE [ P.AJH:+ 1, YEAR] . SEL/C:;RALJE i EAJJt:+l, YEAR] . OPP) ; 
<:;EADE[RANK+l, YEAR] .ZO!<ESIZE:=ZONESIZE; 
f'<",int er: =QUEUE; 
TOPYOS: =TRUNCI TOPA. YO~~ .I ; 
TOPCONT:=STOCK[RANK,TOPYOS] .PlanCOnT; 





if RANK=4 then beg.:.n 








if YEAR=199S then ZONEAdjust:=l.2; 
end; 
ADD: =ROUND I AZAdjust * I TOPCONT* 11-TOPA. YOS+TOPYOS' .I ! ; 
HIGHNUMBER:=TOF'A.NUMBER-ADD; 
while IPointerA.Number <= HIGHNUMBER) do begin 







for i:= 1 to ZONESIZE do begin 
Pc.inter'. IZ: =TRUE; 
Pointer".BZ:=FALSE; 
Pointer".AZ:=FALSE; 
YOS: =TRUNC ( Pointer•. YOS I; 
STOCKIRANK,YOS].ELIG:=STOCKIRANK,YOS] .ELIG + 1; 





BYOS: =TRUNCI BOTTOW . YOS I ; 
BCONT:=STOCKIRANK,BYOS].PlanCONT; 
SUB:=ROUNDIBZAdjust*IBCONT*I1-BOTTOM".YOS+BYOSI II; 
STOCKIRANK,BYOS] .ELIG:=STOCKIRANK,BYOS].ELIG- SUB; 
if BYOS=TOPYOS-2 then begin 
BYOS: =TRUNCI BOTTOW. YOS+ 1 I ; 
BCONT: =STOCK I RANK, BYOS+l]. PlanCONT; 
SUB: =SUB+ ROUND I BZAdjust * I BCONT* 11-BOTTOW . YOc~~ BYO~o I I ) ; 
c~TO•~K I RANK, BYOS j • ELIG: =STOCK I RANK, BYO~o] . ELI G-ROUND I BZAcljust *BCONTI ; 
f7>nd; 
LOWNUMBER : = BOTTOW . NUMBER+ SUB; 
Pointer:=BOTTOM; 
for i:= BOTTOM'.Number to LOWNUMBER do begin 
YOS:=TRUNCIPointer".YOSI; 
:3TO,~K I RANK, YOS] . ELIG: =STOCK I RANK, YOS] . ELIG + 1; 





(;RADE [ RANF+ 1, YEAR+ 1] . FLOWPT: =BOTTOW . YOc" + ZONEAdj ust; 
end; 
{***"'********************************"'.,..***"'**"'"~~"*****************"*********} 
r:- r· i(~p(·lu rt-7- cal <"":_:;t-'ni ~·lr I-· rnrr11 :t i~_,ns : R.ASH:, Y EAE: i r.:: '"='9-:- 1 ; ·ia r STOCJ":: Ar rayTyr-.. ~; 





writ~lnt' 0-' ,P.AN!>~,' PROMOTION~:-:'); 
TYOS: =TRUNC! TOP". YOS I ; 
BYO~~: =TRllNC I BOTTOM'. YO,,); 
30NESIZE: =GRADE I RANK+l, YEAR] . ZONESlZE; 
IZTot: =GRA[JE I RANK+ l, YEAR] . IZTot; 
fo1· YOS: =TYOS down to BYOS do bt>gin 
ELIG: =STOCK I RANK, YOS] . ELI<~; 
PCT:=IZTot/ZONESIZE; 
STOCK I RANK, YOS] . SEL: =ROUND I ELIG * PCT I ; 
end; 
STOCKIRANK,TYOS+l].SEL:=ROUNDIGRADEIRANK+1,YEAR] .AZTot/21; 
STOCKIRANK,TYOS] .SEL:=STOCKIRANK,TYOS] .SEL+ROUND(GRADEIRANK+l,YEAR} .AZTot/21; 
STOCKIRANK,BYOS] .SEL:=STOCKIRANK,BYOS] .SEL+GRADEIRANK+1,YEAR] .BZTot; 
fo1· YOS:=30 downto 0 do begin 
STOCKIRANK,YOS] .XPROMO:=STOCK[RANK,YOS] .SEL; 
STOCKIRANK,YOS] .XNPROMO:=STOCK[RANK,YOS] .PlanCONT-STOCKIRANK,YOS] .XPROMO; 
STOCKIRANK,YOS] .PROMO:=STOCKIRANK,YOS] .SEL; 
STOCKIRANK,YOS] .NPROMO:=STOCKIRANK,YOS] .CONT-STOCKIRANK,YOS] .PROMO; 
end; 
GRADEIRANK,YEAR] .XPROMO:=GRADEIRANK,YEAR] .SEL; 
if RANK=3 then begin 
writeln; 
w1·it.elnl' JUNIOR OFFICER PROMO'riON:3' I; 
writeln; writeln; 






procedure DisposeListlvar QUEUE:NodePOINT!; 











r>rc,cedure UpdateStocks (var NEWSTOr~K:N>?w'I'yp<O>;var GRAf;E:GradeAlTay); 
1 U!>dat~s tht-? NEWST'O(T variab.l+=- with tho::: ~rld strt7J:.gth ·:--ompu':.Pj j~ly thf:' personn~-?1 flc)W. T')tal::: 
t.h~·so::- str>:-ngth::: fc~r us~ in th~ foll1)wing y-:--a.r ~:-y .... l..:--.} 
Vd r R, Y, PROMO, NPROJ~C, STREN<:;TH, YJJPROMO, XSTRENCTH, ACC: int eg,o>r; 
b.c9in 
f_,r R:=l tc: 5 dt:' t18gir~ 
NEWSTCJCK[R,O] .INV:=OLDSTOCK[R,OI .ACC; 
NEWSTOCK[R,OI .PINV:=OLDSTOCK[R,O] .ACC; 
c~TREW;TH: =NEvJC'TOCE [F., 0] . INV; 
x~::TRENGTH: =NEWSTOCI: [ R, 0 j • PHJV; 
for Y:=l to 30 do b>?gin 
~lsE- b~gin 
PROMO: =OLDSTOCF [ R-1, Y -11 . PROMO; 
~nd; 
NPROMO:=OLDSTOCK[R,Y-11 .NPROMO; 
ACC: =OLDSTOCK I R I y I . ACC; 
NEW STOCK [ R, Y] . INV: =NPRot~O+ACC+PROMO; 
~oTREN<JTH: =STRENGTH+NEWSTOCK 1 F., Y J • INV; 
XNPROMO: =OLDSTOCK I R I y -1 J .XNPROMO; 
NEW STOCK [F., Y I . PINY: =XNPROMO+ACC+PRCJMO; 
XSTRENC;TH: =XSTRENGTH+NEWSTOO~ [R 1 Y) . !'INV; 
~nd; 
GRADE[R 1 YEAR+l] .INV:=STRENGTH; 
GRADE[R,YEAR+l] .PINV:=XSTRENGTH; 
end; 
IJRA[IE [ 6, YEAH+ l] . INV: =GRADE [ ro I YE.L.R ~ • A•~C + GF.ALJE [ lc, YEAR] . PROMO 
+ GRADE I 6 I YEAH I . ·~ONT - 2 ~.; 
GRADE[6,YEAR+l) .PINY:= GRADE[6 1 YEAR+l] .INV; 
for R:=l to 5 do begin 
NPROMO: =0; 
XNPROMO:=O; 
for Y:= 0 to 30 do begin 
NPROMO:=NPROM0+0LDSTOCK[R 1 Y] .NPROMO; 
XNPROMO:=XNPROMO+OLDSTOCK[R,YI .XNPROMO; 
end; 













while TEST=FALSE DO BEGIN 
DisplayOption; 
ANSWER:=readkey; 
casE- ANS\<IER of 
'Y 1 I 'Y': begin 
writeln !ANSWER); 
writeln; 
writei'WHAT GRADE: 0-'); 
RANKChr:=readkey; 
if (ordiRANKChrJ·CrHli'6'11 AN[; IOUliRANKChr)·ordi'O'i! then begin 
writeiRANKChrl; 
RANK: =ord IRANKChr) -ord i '0' I; 
Di splayPredictedResul t I RA.NK, YEAP., OLDSTOCK, NEWSTOCK, GRADE I ; 
end; 
+:::nd; 
'n' I 'N': b~g.in 










procedure OutputResults(var OUTFILE:t.;,xtl; 




FILENAME : = OUTF I LEI~AI~E; 
writ~ln(' 
w1·it~ln;w1·iteln; 
1r*** URL Officer PrGm·:~tion Modal 
wrlt.eln''c~aving Output to file ',FILENAHE;; 
writeln; 




Output Stock I 4, YEAR, OL[J::;TOCK, GRADE, OUTFILE I ; 
* * 1r * I ) ; 
OutputSt<:<ck I:,, YEAR, OLDSTOCK, <~RADE, OUTFILE); 
OutputPredictedResul til, YEAR, OLDSTOCK, NEW STOCK, r:;RADE, OUTFILE); 
if YEAR=F irstYEAR then OutputActua lResul t il, YEAR, OL[J~:;TOCK, NEW STOCK, GRMJE, OUTFILE) ; 
Output Predi ctedResul t I 2, YEAR, OLCJSTOCK, NEWSTOr~K, GRADE, OUTFILE) ; 
if YEAR=FirstYEAR then OutputActualResult(2,YEAR,OLDSTOCK,NEWSTOCK,GRADE,OUTFILE); 
OutputPredicteclResult I 3, YEAR, OLDSTOCK, NEWSTOCK, GRADE, OUTFILE); 
if YEAR=Fil·stYEAR then OutputActualResult ( 3, YEAR, OLDSTOCK, NEWc~TOCK, GRADE, OUTFILE); 
OutputPredictedResulti4,YEAR,OLDSTOCK,NEWSTOCK,GRADE,OUTFILE); 
if YEAR=Fil·stYEAR then OutputActualResult ( 4, YEAR, OLDSTOCK, NEW STOCK, GRADE, OUTFILE); 
OutputPredictedResultiS,YEAR,OLDSTOCK,NEWSTOCK,GRADE,OUTFILE);. 
if YEAR=FirstYEAR then OutputActualResult(S,YEAR,OLDSTOCK,NEWSTOCK,GRADE,OUTFILE); 
writeln(OUTFILE); 
writeln; 
writelnl 'Output saved to file ',FILENAME!; 
writeln; 






proc:edur<" UpdateWithResults (var OLDSTOCK:ArrayType; var GRAOE:GradeArray); 
{Initializes th<" OLDSTOCK variable for the beginning of thE- n.oxt promotion cycle. Totals 




for R:= 1 to 5 do begin 






OL[JSTOCK [R, YOS]. PlanCONT: =ROUND I INV*RATE/100 I; 
OLDSTOCK[R,YOS] .ACC:=ROUNDIDistACC[R,YOS]*DATA[YEAR] .ACCESSION); 
end; 
end; 
fur R := 1 tu 5 do begin 
INV:=O; CONT:=O; LOSS:=O; ACC:=O; 
for YOS := 0 to 30 do begin 
IIJV . - IIJV + OLDSTOCK [ R, YOS] . INV; 
CONT . - CONT + OL[J~~TOCK! P., YOS] . P l anCD!<T; 
LOSS := LOSS + OLDSTOCK:R,YOS] .PlanLOSS; 
ACC := ACC + OLDSTOCKIR,YOS) .~:C; 
f?nd; 
<JRADE I R, YEAR] . INV : = INV; 
•JRADE I R, YEAR] .I-' lanCONT: =CONT; 
GRAIJE [ R, YEAR] .I-' lanLOSS: =LOSe~; 
,-:;RA[JE I R, YEAR] . ACC : =ACC; 
GRAOE [ R, YE.l>.F) .!'·lanEJ..TE: =ROUN:; i CON'Ti INV* l OOOt· l/l 0000; 




1 : b"'gin 
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GRACJE I R, YEAR] . Beg STRENGTH : =<]RADE ! R, YEAR] . PINV; 
er1d; 
beg :r, 
CRADE I R, YEAR] . Eeg:3TREI'<JTH: =<Jf\A[JE I R, YEAR] . PINV; 
;JRADE I R, YEJ..F) . FLOWPT: =[JJ..TA i YEAF] . O:!FP; 
,_:;RADE[R, YE.'\F.) .01-'1-':=DATA[YEAE] .02GPF·; 
GRADE IR, YEAR) .AZI-'ct: =0. 0; 




GRADE I R, YEAR] . Beg STRENGTH: =GRADE [ R, YEAR] . PUJV; 



























writelnl' URL Officer Promotion Model 
writeln; writeln; writeln; 
write I' WHAT IS THE BEGINNING YEAR? ' ) ; 
readlniFirstYEARl; 
YEAR:=FirstYEAR; 












Calc~:;eni•xPrornotions I 5, YEAR, OLDSTOCK, TOP, BOTTOM) ; . 
DisposeList. I LIST); 
MakeLi st. I 4, LIST, TOP, GRADE [5, YEAR) . FLOWPT I ; 
CalcZone I 4, YEAR, LIST, TOP, HIGH, BOTTOM, GRADE, OL[JSTOCK) ; 
CalcSeniorPrornotionsi4,YEAR,OLDSTOCK,TOP,BOTTOMI; 
DisposeList(LIST); 
MakeList 13,LIST,TOP,GRADE[4,YEAR) .FLOWPT); 




for RANK : = 1 to 5 do begin 
Di splayPredi~:-t E>dFo:--sul r ( EANE, YEAP, C.'LU:3Tr)ct: I ~JEW~ .. TO'~f: I GRADE) ; 
Di srd ay A, ... t ua lR~su l: ( RAJJr:, YEA.F~ I OLU:~TG~:--r I NEVJ:~TCV~T I '.;;EA[JE) ; 
~nd; 
writeln; writeln; writ~ln; 





while DONE=FALSE c:k• begir, 
clrscr; 
writ~ ln ( I * * * * U:',L officer fTt)ITl()t i l)n Mud..:.l ****I } ; 
writ~ln; writ~ln; writeln; 
writelniYEAR,' PROMOTIONS COMPLETED'); writ.E>ln; 
writ<?lni'CONTINUE TO THE NEXT YEAR? ... lYles ... (N)o'); 
ANSWER:=readkE>y; 
case ANSWER of 
'Y', 'Y': begin 
YEAR:=YEAR+l; 
if YEAR-.2000 then AssignOutFileiYEAP., OUTFILENAME, OUTFILE); 













MakeList ( 5, LIST, TOP, GRADE [ 6, YEAR] .FLOWPTJ; 




CalcZone ( 4, YEAR, LIST, TOP, HIGH, BOTTOM, GRADE, OLDc:;TOCK I ; 







for RN~K:=l to 5 do begin 





if YEAR-1999 then close(OUTFILEI; 
t"::lrsr .. r; 
end; 
~nd; 
'n' , 'N' : J:,,_:_.g in 
r~lrsrl·; writeli~; 
writ.:-ln;' 





·~·1 i t-"lr: i 'EJJ[, FF~CEF F·Fot~OTIDN t~ODEL' I ; 
w1·it ln; writ ln; wrir~lll; 
Wlit lni'PRES RETURN TO EXIT' I; 
r~ad n; 
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ArrayType = array[1..6,0 .. 30] of OldP.ec<:>rclType; 












NewType = array [ 1 .. r;,, 0 .. 50] •Jf NewP.ec•:.rdType; 
~-~ra.t:l..:-f.:.:-c,>rd = ro:--.~.:~rd 
INV : intE>QPl-; 

























PIN\T : in!:":'Q~l; 















GradeArray = array[0 .. 6,1992 .. 2000] of GradeRecord; 
var G : GradeArray; 
type NodePOINT = ANodeType; 






type DataRecordType = record 
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Acr:ESSION : integer; 
C20PP r~al; 02FP real; 
030PP real; 03FP real; 
040PP real; 04FP real; 
OSOPf' real; 05Ff' real; 
060PP r·eal; 06Ff' real; 
060PABeg integer; 060PAEnd integer; 
OSOPABeg integer; OSOPAEnd integer; 
040PABeg integer; 040PAEnd integer; 
030PABeg integer; 030PAEnd integer; 
07PROMO integer; 
06PROMO integer; 




uataArray = array[1990 .. 2000] of DataRecordType; 
var RANK, YEAR: integer; 
var OUTFILE:text; 
var OUTFILENAME:string; 
procedure InitAssignOutFil<:- IYE.li.R:integer;var OUTFILENAME:string; var OUTFILE:textl; 
procedure AssignOutFile IYEAR:integer;va:- OUTFILENAME:string; var OUTFILE:textl; 
prc:>cedure uisplaySt<:>ck I EANJ:, YEAF: int egel·; OLu: ArrayTy-r•e ;G :CradeArray I ; 
r:~r'> ... ~dur~ ni splayr:.;rad~ (RANK, YEAR: i n':".<?g~r; OLD: .L.rr a.yTypt> ;G :GradeAr ray) ; 
p1 '.H~~ch.11 f:' Disi::lay~~radeOJ:~t icns; 
r,ru .. ~t?dUrE-> [Ji sr,layStockOpt i(:ns; 
procedure [JisplayOption; 
procedure [Ji sr layPredicc.edEesul t ! RFJ·U:, YEJI.E: integer; OLD: ArrayType; 
NEW:Nevti'ypo?; G:Grad~Array); 
pH•·'>'><:ln r,o [li splayAn.ua l tz.osu l t 1 RANI:, YEAR: integer; OL[J: ArrayType; 
NEW:NewTyJ>e; ·~=·~rndeArTayl; 
pr(lC~dU1!7- Output~:;ruck (F.hNt:,YEAP:ir,t.:-r_2..:..r; JL:J:P...lrayrr}rp.:-; 
i]:(~rad~Array; va1 O~TFILE=~~xr); 
}:ll (_,~:-~dur 17' Output(~ra~:l<-:' (RANt~, YEAR: int ..:-g.:-r; OLL;: ArrayTyp~; 
G:(;l·adE-P..rray;~v·ar Oli?FILE:t!2XtJ; 
r•r•:>eedm, Output Predict ec!Resul t I RANK, YEAR: int eg>-cr; OLU: ArrayTyp"'; NEW :NewT"fr•e; 
G:GradeArray; var OLJTFILE:text); 
procedure OutputActualHesult IHANK,YEAR:integer; OL[J:ArrayType; NEW:NewType; 
G:GradeArray; var OUTFILE:text); 






procedure InitAssignOutfileiYEAR:integer;var OUTFILEl'AME:string ;var OUTFILE:text); 














DATE[YEAR] :='1990'; end; 
DATE[YEAR] :='1991'; end; 
DATE[YEAR] :='1992'; end; 
DATE[YEAR]:='1993'; end; 
DATE[YEAR] :='1994'; end; 
DATE[YEAR] :='1995'; end; 
DATE[YEAR] :='1996'; end; 
DATE[YEAR] :='1997'; end; 
DATE[YEAR] :=' 1998'; end; 
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1999: begin DATE[YEAR] :='1999'; end; 
E>nd; 
writ:eln; 
writelnl 'The output will be sent each to the specified drive 'I; 
writeln('in the form of a:\OUT',YEAR,' for each cycle year.'); 
writeln; 
write('PLEASE INPUT DRIVE LETTER '); 
DP.IVE:=readl:ey; 
writeln(DRIVEI; 
OUTFILENAME:=DRIVE + ':\OUT' + DATE[YEAR]; 
writelni'Assigning Outfile name ', OlJTFILENAMEI; 
writeln; 
assign I OUTFILE, OUTFILENAMEI; 
rewrite(OUTFILEJ; 




procedur<? AssignOut: file I YEJ>.R: integ<?r; var 
vat DATE:array 11990 .. 2000] of string; 
begin 
OUTFILENAME:string ;var OUTFILE:text); 
, .. lrscr; 
·writE>ln(' 
itJl it t--lr.; 

















DATE YEAR] :='1994'; 
DATE YEAR] :='1995'; 
DATE YEAR] :='1996'; 
DATE YEAR] :='1997'; 












OUTFILENAME: =copy I OUTFILENAME, 1, 6 I; 
OUTFILENAME: =0UTFILENAI-1E + DATE I YEAR); 
Wlit.,lni'Assigning Outfil<? name ', OUTFILEN/>.~1EI; 
writ~lr1; 
as:;.;igr; { OliTFILE, OUTFILENA!"-1E i ; 
t.:-w·r:tt:->(OUTFILEJ; 




* * * * , ) ; 
{****************************************1l:1<1t:11:Y11:11:1r"'t"'<1t:'II:W11:11:1r'll:*1t:**************) 
prc•co'>dure Di splayst ock I RANK, YEAR: integ>'>r; OLD: ArrayType; G :Grad>'>Array) ; 
var Yc:.:-;: integ~r; 
t.~f?g in 
clrscr; 
writelnl 'FISCAL YEAR ',YEAR,' 0-' ,RANK,' PP.EDICTED TOTALS' I; 
writeln('----------------------------------------------------------------' l; 
writelni'YO::~ INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV P.ATE LOSS CONT ACC'); 
for YOS:= 0 to 15 do begin 
write(' ',YOS,' '); 
if YO~~- 10 then write(' '); 
if OLD[P.ANK, YOS].STRENGTH·.lOOO then write(' '); 
if OLD[RANK, YOS] .STP.ENGTH- 100 then write(' 'I; 
if OLD [RANK, YOS] . STRENGTH<! 0 then write ( ' ' I ; 
write(OLD[RANK, YOS].STRENGTH,' 'I; 
if OLDIP.ANK, YOS].PlanRATE<>l.O then write!' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK,YOS].PlanP.ATE<O.l then write(' 'I; 
write(OLD[RANK,YOS] .PlanP.ATE*100:4:2,' 'I; 
if OLD[P.ANK, YOS] .PlanLOSS<lOO then write(' '); 
if OLD[P.ANK, YOS].PlanLOSS<lO then write(' '); 
write(OLD[RANK,YOS] .PlanLOSS,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK,YOS] .PlanCONT<lOOO then write(' '); 
if OLD[RANK,YOS].PlanCONT,100 then write(' 'I; 
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if OLD I F.ANY, YOS] . P lanCONT· 10 then write I ' ' I ; 
write(OLDIF.ANY,YOS] .PlanCONT,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANY, YCJS] .ACC·-1000 then write!' 'I; 
if OLDIF.ANY, YOS] .ACC-100 then w:ritel' 'I; 
if OLDIF.ANY,YOSj .ACC-·10 then write!' 'i; 
writEdOLD[F.ANY, YOS] .ACC,' 'I; 
if IYOS+16·:31 I then begin 
write(' ',YDS+l6,' '}; 
if OLD I RANK, YOS+16] .STRENGTH-.1000 then write!' ') 
if OLD[F.ANK, YOS+16] .STRENGTH<lOO then write(' ') 
if OL[,IRANK, YOS+l6] .STRENGTH·:10 then wdte(' ') 
write(OLDIRANK,YOS+16] .STRENGTH,' '); 
if OLDIRANK,YOS+16] .PlanRATE<>1.0 then write(' '); 
if OLDIRANK,YOS+l6].PlanRATE<0.1 then write(''); 
write(OLD[RANK,YOS+16] .PlanRATE*100:4:2); 
if OLD[RANK, YOS+16] .PlanLOSS<lOO then write(' '); 
if OLD[RANK,YOS+16] .PlanLOSS<lO then write(' '); 
wdteiOLDIRANK, YOS+16] .PlanLOSS,' 'I; 
if OLDIRANK,YOS+16] .PlanCONT<1000 then write(' '); 
if OLD I RANK, YOS+l6] .PlanCONT-·100 then write(' '); 
if OLD[RANK, YOS+l6] .PlanCONT<10 then write(' '); 
writeiOLDIRANK, YOS+l6] .PlanCONT,' '); 
if OLDIRANK,YOS+l6].ACC·1000 then write!' '); 
if OLDIRANK, YOS+l6].ACC··lOO then write(' 'I; 
if OLDIRANK,YOS+16].ACC-·10 then write!''!; 





wr i teln 1' IJJVENTORY RATE LOS? CONT ACC '); 
tw'rite( 'TOTAL 'J; 
if GiRANK,YEAR].BECSTREJJGTH·lOOOO ther: \niter' 'i; 
v.rr ito? I G [ P.J..J~E, YEAR -i . BEGSTHENGTH, ' ' ) ; 
·writ>:> ( G [RANK, YEAR J . P lanRATE* l O(J: 4:2, ' ' I ; 
if G\RN~K,YEJ>.R].PlanLO~:;s.JUOO th~n V.'l-_:tt-=-!' '1; 
writeiG[RANK,YEAR] .PlanLos:_::;,' ';; 
if G I RANK, YE.A.R] . PlanCONT· 1000 then w;·: te '·' 'I ; 
if r~[RANE,YEAR].PlanCONT-100 ther; writ"''' 'I; 
if G[RANK,YEAR] .PlanCONT- 10 then write!' 'I; 
writei<~[RANE,YEAR] .PlanCONT,' 'I; 
if G!RANK,YEAR].ACC·lO(,(J t.h~n Wlitl-::'\ 1 1 ); 
if C[F.ANK, YEAR].ACC· lOCI there writ<'- I' ',; 
if (;[HNH~~YEAR] .ACC· 10 ther: writ~' I I. I 









URL Officer Promotion Model * * * *, } ; 
writelnl' CURRENT YEAR (',YEAR,') CUMULATIVE TOTALS'); 
writelnl' ------------------------------------------------------------------'I; 
writelnl' BEGIN END EST EST EST'); 
writeln(' RANK STRENGTH STRENGTH RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
write(' 0-1 ',Gil,YEAR].BEGSTRENGTH,' ',' N/A 
writeiG[l,YEAR].PlanRATE*100:4:2,' ',Gil,YEAR].PlanLOSS,' 
write I G I 1, YEAR] . P lanCONT, ' ' , G I 1, YEAR] . ACC I ; 
writ~-?ln; 
v.7rite(' 0-2 ',G[2,YEAR].BEG3THENGTH,' '' N/A 
write(G[2,YEAR] .PlanF.ATE*100:4:2,' ',G[2,YEAR] .PlanLOSS,' 
wdte(GI2,YEAR].PlanCONT,' ',G[2,YEAR].ACC,' '); 
write1GI2, YEAR] .FLOWPT:4:2,' ',G[2, YEAR].OPP*100:4:2,' '); 
writeln; 
write(' 0-3 '); 
if G[3,YEAR].BEGSTRENGTHd0000 then write!''); 
write (G I 3, YEAR] .BEGSTRENrJTH, ' 'I; 
write ( ' N I A ' I ; 
write ( G I 3, YEAR] . P lanRATE* 10 0: 4 : 2, ' ' , G [ 3, YEAR] . P lanLOSS, ' 
if G[3,YEAR].PlanCONT··lOOOO then write(' '); 
write(GI3,YEAR].PlanCONT,' ',GI3,YEAR].ACC,' 'I; 
write1GI3,YEAR] .FLOWPT:4:2,' ',GI3,YEAR].OPP*l00:4:2,' 'I; 
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, ) ; 
I) i 
I J j 
'); 
, ) ; 
FP OPP'); 
writeln; 
writ8(' 0-4 ',G[4,YEAR].BEGSTRENGTH,' 'J; 
write (G [ 4, YEAR] .ENDSTRENGTH, ' ', G [ 4, YEAR]. PlanRATE*lOO: 4:2, ' 'I; 
write(G[4,YEAR].PlanLOSS,' '); 
write(G[4, YEAR].PlanCONT,' ',G[4, YEAR] .ACC,' 'J; 
write(G[4,YEAR].FLOWPT:4:2,' ',G[4,YEAR].OPP*100:4:2,' 'I; 
writ8ln; 
write(' 0-5 ',G[5,YEAR].BEGSTRENGTH,' 'J; 
write (G [ 5, YEAR] .ENDSTRENGTH, ' ', G [ 5, YEAR] . PlanRATE*lOO: 4:2, ' '); 
write(G[5, YEAR] .PlanLOSS,' '); 
write I G [ 5, YEAR] . P lanCONT, ' ' ) ; 
if G[S,YEAR].ACC·-100 then write(' 'I; 
if G[S,YEAR].ACC--10 then write(''); 
write(G[5, YEAR] .ACC,' 'I; 
write I G I 5, YEAH] . FLOWPT: 4:2, ' ', G! 5, YEAR) . OP?* 100:4:2, ' ' I ; 
writeln; 
write I ' 0-6 ' , G [ 6, YEAR] . BEGSTEENGTH, ' ' l ; 
write(G[6,YEAP.].ENDSTRENGTH,' ',G[6,YEAR].PlanHATE*l00:4:2,' '); 
write(G[6,YEAR].PlanLo~:;~:;,• 'I; 
writE-(G[6, YEAR] .PlanCONT,' ',G[6, YEAR] .ACC,' '); 





{ '11 'If W 'k W 11' * 11 11 11 11 'If 11 W * * * 11 * 1t 11' 1t W 1t 1t 'If* 1t * 1t * W 11' * 11 * * 11 * 11 1t 11 * W 11 11 1t T * * * 'k * ~ 11' 11' * W .* 11 ·W~'1t '1t * * * * 1< 11' 11' * * 1; } 
pur··edurE> DisplayGradeOptions; 
b-::-gin 







writ eln ( ' 
IE/nr:ling Strength (RJate 0-6 Continuation (O)pportunity '1; 
Additional ILJoss,os IX! C•:>nt inue with promotions 'I; 
'* '* * NOTE * * * I ) ; 
0-1 through 0-5 Continuation Rates can ble chang,od for the individual' 1; 
Grad,o and YOS by using the Grade Stock display. This will cause a' I; 





writ~ln( 1 Chang~: (AJccE:>ssions 
wrireln( 1 (Rlatf.? 
end; 
l'~ihang~ Rank !~lr1ventory I); 










RESULTS AGAIN? (N)c ''. 
'' 
* 'ir 'ir * , ) ; 
{*****'*'********'**'*'*'************'*'**'*******'******'******************'*********} 






writeln I' FISCAL YEAR ',YEAR,' 0-', HANK,' PHEDICTED RESULT' I; 
writelnl'----------------------------------------------------------' I; 
writelni'YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN ENDINV'I; 
COUNT:=O; 
for YOS:= 0 to 30 do begin 
if (OLD[RANK, YOS] .STRENGTH<>O) then begin 
COUNT:=COUNT+l; 
if COUNT=21 then INPUT:=readkey; 
write(' ',YOS,' 'I; 
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if YOS-10 then write(''); 
if OLD I RANK, YOS] .STRENGTH--1000 ther. wr te!' ' 
if OLDIRANK,YOS].STRENGTH-100 then wr tEei' 
if OLD I RANK, YOS] . STRENGTH- 10 then wr t e I ' 
writeiOLD[RANK,YOS] .STRENGTH,' '); 
if OLD[RANK, YOS].PlanRATE-.-1.0 then write 1 ' '); 
if OLD[RANK,YOS] .PlanRATE<O.l then write!' 'I; 
write(OLD[P.ANK,YOS] .PlanP.ATE*100:4:2,' '); 
if OLD[RANK, YOS] .PlanLOSS<100 then writer' 'l; 
if OLD [RANK, YOS] . P lanLOSS--.1 0 then write I ' ' ) ; 
writeiOLD[RANK,YOS] .PlanLOSS,' 'l; 
if OLD[RANK,YOS] .PlanCONT<1000 then write(' ') 
if OLD[RANK, YOS].PlanCONT<lOO then write(' ') 
if OLD[RANK,YOS] .PlanCONT<10 then write(' ') 
write(OLD[RANK, YOS].PlanCONT,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK,YOS].ACC-:.1000 then write(' '); 
if OLD[RANK,YOS].ACC--:100 then wrir.el' '); 
if OLD[RANK,YOS] .ACC<10 then write(' '); 
write(OLD[RANK,YOS] .ACC,' '); 
if OLD[RANK,YOS].XPROM0-:1000 then write(''); 
if OLD[RANK, YOS] .XPROMO<lOO then write(' 'I; 
if OLD [RANK, YOS] .XPROM0-'10 then write (' '); 
write I OLD [RANK, YOS] .XPROMO, ' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK,YOS] .XNPROM0<1000 then write(' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK, YOS] .XNPROM0-:100 then writer' 'I; 
if OLDIRANK,YOS].XNPROM0-10 then writer' 'J; 
write I OLD I RANK, YOS] .XNPP.OMO, ' 'I ; 
if (OLD[HANK-1,YOS].XPROM0-10001 AND IRA.'<K· ·1: 
if (0LDIRANK-l,YOS].XPROM0·100) AN[J !RJ..NK· ,1! 
if IOL[JIRANK-l,YOS].XPROMO· 10! AND IRJ.JK -·11 
if RANK- ·1 then writeiOLD[RA!1K-1,YO?j .X?ROt~O,' 
if EANK=l th<?r. writer' 0 'I; 
if NEV.'[ RAJ~!:, YOS+l J .PIN\.l- 1000 ~her. v..rritE-l' 'i; 
if NE1ti[RJ.J'1K,Y0~:; .. 1].PINV-100 chen wlit,o.i' 'I; 
if NEW I RJ.J-H:, YOS+ l; . PHN- 1 (I tr:"'r' writ.,. i ' ' 1 ; 
write(NEW[RANK,YOS+l].PINVI; 
writeln; 
then write(' ') 
th<2n write(' , I 






write ( ' TOT ' ) ; 
write ( G I RANK, YEAR] . BEt~;:~TEEl'V;TH, ' , , ; 
writer•:;IRANK,YEAH].PlanRATE'l0\!:4:2,' ';; 
wrirei•:;[RANK,YEAR] .PlanLO~~~:;,' ':; 
writeiC[RANK,YEAR].PlanCONT,' '); 
write I<] i RANK, YEAR) . ACC, ' ' I ; 
write(<:;IRANK+l.YEAR].XPROMO,' 'I; 
writei<~[RANK, YEA.R) .XNPRO!~O,' 'I; 
write (G [RANK, YEAR) .X PROMO, ' '); 
write(G[RANK, YEAR+l) .PINVI; 
writeln; 












writelnl 'FISCAL YEAR ',YEAR,' 0-' ,RANK,' ACTUAL RESULT' I; 
writeln('------------------------------------------------------------'1; 
writelnl 'YOS INV HATE LOS~:; CONT ACC f'-OUT Nf' f'-IN ENDINV PINV'); 
for YOS:= 0 to 30 do begin 
if (OLD [RANK, YOS) . INV·"•O I then beg in 
COUNT: =COUNT+ 1; 
if COUNT=21 then INPUT:=readkey; 
write(' ',YOS,' 'l; 
if YOS<10 then write(' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK,YOS).INV-1000 then write(' 'I; 
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if OLD[RANK, YOS] .INV<lOO then write(' '); 
if OLD[RANK,YOS] .INV<lO then write(' '); 
write(OLD[RANK,YOS] .INV,' '); 
if OLD[RANK,YOS] .RATE<>lOO.O then write(' '); 
if OLD[RANK,YOS].RATE<lO.O then write(' '); 
write(OLD[RANK, YOS] .RATE:4 :2,' '); 
if OLD[RANK,YOS].LOSS<lOO then write(' '); 
if OLD[RANK,YOS] .LOSS<lO then write(' '); 
write(OLD[RANK,YOS] .LOSS,' '); 
if OLD[RANK,YOS] .CONT<lOOO then 
if OLD[RANK,YOS] .CONT<lOO then 
if OLD[RANK, YOS] .CONT-:10 then 







if OLD[RANK,YOS].ACC-1000 then writei' '); 
if OLD[RANK, YOS] .ACC100 then write!' '); 
if OLD[RANJ\, YOS] .ACC<lO then writE'(' '); 
write(OLD[RANK,YOS] .ACC,' '!; 
if OLD[RANK,YOS].PROM0->1000 then write(' '); 
if OLD[RANK, YOS].PROMO· 100 then write(' '); 
if OLD[RANK, YOS] .PROM0-10 then write(' '); 
writeiOLD[RANK, YOS] .PROMO,' '); 
if OLD[RANK, YOS) .NPROM0<1000 then write(' ') 
if OLl![RANE, YOS] .NPROMO· 100 then write(' ') 
if OL[J[RANK,YO~').NPROM0-10 th<?n write('') 
writ"e(OLD[RANK, YOSj .NPF.OMO,' '); 
if iOLD[RANK-1,YOS).PROM0·1000i AN[J (RANK· -11 then wr te(' ') 
if (OLD [ RANK-1, YOS) . PROMO· 100 I AND I RANK· ·1) then wr te I' ' ) 
if (0LD[RANK-1,YOS].PROMO·l0) AND (RAJH:. >1) then wr t<?(' ') 
if RANI-:- -1 then write(OLD[RANF-1, YOS] .PP.OMO,' 'I; 
if RANK=1 then write(' 0 'I; 
if NEW[RANK,YOS+1].INV- 1000 then writ"e(' 'i; 
if NEW[RANF,YOS+l].INV-100 then write(''); 
if NEW[RANK,YOS+1].INV·10 then write(' '); 
write(NEW[RANK,YOS+l].INV,' '); 
if NEW[RANK, YOS+l] .PINVdOOO then 
if NEW[RANK,YOS+1] .PINV·100 then 
if NEW[RANK,YOS+1).PINV-10 then 












writ"' I 'TOT ' l ; 
write(G[RANK,YEAR].INV,' 'I; 
write(G[RANK,YEAR] .RATE*l00:4:2,' ''; 
writ"eiC[RANI:, YEAR] .LO::~S.' 'l; 
wric"eiG[RAJ·H:,YEAI-:] .co:,T,' ''; 
·..-n itt- \ ~~ l RA..NJ:, YEAR l . ACC, ' ' ! ; 
writt-(G[RANE+l,YEARj .XF'ROMO,' 'l; 
'-''l'itei(;[RANK, YEAR) .NPROMO,' 'l; 
writeiC[RANK, YEAR] .XPROMO,' '); 
writ"ei(;[RANK, YEAR+l] .INV,' '); 
writeiG[RANK,YEAR+l] .PINV,' 
vnir.eln; 










writeln(OUTFILE, 'FISCAL YEAR ',YEAR,' 0-' ,RANK,' PREDICTED TOTALS'); 
writeln(OUTFILE, '---------------------------------------------------------'); 
writeln(OUTFILE,'YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC'); 
for YOS:= 0 to 15 do begin 
write(OUTFILE,' ',YOS,' '); 
if YOS<lO then write(OUTFILE,' '); 
if OLD[RANK,YOS].STRENGTH<1000 then write(OUTFILE,' '); 
if OLD[RANK,YOS] .STRENGTH<100 then write(OUTFILE,' '); 
if OLD[RANK,YOS].STRENGTH<10 then write(OUTFILE,' '); 
write(OUTFILE,OLD[RANK,YOS] .STRENGTH,' '); 
if OLD[RANK, YOS].PlanRATE-:>1.0 then write(OUTFILE,' '); 
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if OLD[RANK,YOS].PlanRATE·O.l then write(OUTF"ILE,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK, YOS] .PlanRATE<0.01 then writE-(OUTFILE,' 'i; 1 
write(OUTFILE,OLD[RANK,YOS] .PlanHATE*l00:4:2,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK, YOSj .PlanLOSS--100 then writE-iOUTFILE,' ':; 
if OL[l[RANK, YOS] .PlanLOSS--10 th<?r, writE-{OUTFILE,' ''; 
writE-iOUTFILE,OL[![RANK, YOS] .PlanLOSS,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANE, YOS] .PlanCONT-:1000 ther, write(OUTFILE,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK, YOS] .PlanCONT-.100 then writE-(OUTFILE,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK, YOS] .PlanCONT· 10 then write(OUTFILE,' '); 
write{OUTFILE,OLD[RANK,YOS] .PlanCONT,' '); 
if OLD[RANK,YOS] .ACC<1000 then write(OUTFILE,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK,YOS] .ACC-100 then write{OUTFILE,' 'I; 
if OL[J[P.ANK, Y0:3] .ACC<lO then write{OUTFILE,' '); 
writEe{OUTFILE,OLD[RANK, YOS] .ACC,' '); 
if IYOS+16-31! then b<?gin 
write{OUTFILE,' ', YOS+16,' '); 
if OLD[RANK,YOS+16] .STRENGTH-1000 then write{OUTFILE,' ') 
if OLD[RANK,YOS+16] .STRENGTH<lOO then writeiOUTFILE,' ') 
if OLD[RANK, YOS+16] .STRENGTH' 10 then write{OUTFILE,' 'I 
writ:e{OUTFILE,OLD[RANK,YOS+16] .STRENGTH,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK,YOS+16] .PlanRATE<~l.O then write(OUTFILE,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK,YOS+16] .PlanRATE·,0.1 then Wl'itEeiOUTFILE,' 'i; 
wri tEe { OUTFILE, OLD [RANK, YOS+ 16] . PlanRATE* 100:4:2 i; 
if OL[J[P.ANY, YOS+l6] .PlanLOSSdOO th.;,n write(OUTFILE,' '); 
if OLD[RANY, YOS+16] .PlanLOSS<lO then write{OUTFILE,' 'I; 
writeiOUTFILE,OLD[RANK, YOS+l6] .PlanLOSS,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK, YOS+16] .PlanCONT-1000 th.o-n writeiOUTFILE,' '); 
if OLD[RANK,YOS+16).PlanCONT·100 thEen writ;,{OUTFILE,' '); 
if OLD[RANK, YOS+l6] .PlanCONT· 10 th8n writ.eiOUTFILE,' 'I; 
writ<?IOUTFILE,OLD[RANK,YOS+H] .?lan<~ONT,' 'I; 
.:t GLLJ:RAJ~r.~·l'OS+lb} .AC("'. 1CJ00 tl·JI::;. \·n:it~\OUr::FILE 1 ' 'J ~ 
if CLL;(EAJ·H:, Y~:.~+lf::: .AI-:r-:. 10(1 th~n ·writt-(0U7FILE,' 'J: 
.: f OL[J; HANY I Y~)~~~ 1 t.·] . AC~~·- l 0 tht=-r. w1..· it~ l 0\JTFILE, ' ') ; 




wr i t<?ln! 0\ITFILE, '----------- ------------------------------------------------' I; 
writc>lniOUTFILE,' INVENTOFY RJ..TE L0:~:3 ::·owr Ar~C 'I; 
writ~IOUTFILE, 'TOTAL 'I; 
if (~;[RANt:, YEAR] .BEr;sTEEl-JnTH· lCCJ(I(J :h;;;n v.·rir~IOllTFILE, • 'J; 
write I OlJTFILE, G [ RANr:, YEAR j • BE<::STEENr::TH, ' ' : ; 
writ~(Qt;TFILE,G[RANK, YEP..F-] .PlanF.J..~E*2.0U:4 :::,' '~; 
if ~~; [ RP .. NK, YEAR] . PlanLGSS· 1 OC1C th~n wr i ~ .-:-- i OU'TFILE, ' ' ) ; 
writYiOUTFILE,<~[RANJ\, YEAR] .?lanL0:3:.~,' '!; 
if C]RANK,YEAR].PlanCONT·lOOCJ th<?n wlit.o-iCU'l'FI;_,E,' '!; 
if G[F.ANE, YEAR] .?lanCONT<lOO then writ<o(OUTFILE,' '); 
if G[RANJ\, YEAR] .PlanCONT- 10 th~n writ~(OUTF:::LE,' '); 
vnit;,IOUTFILE,G[F.ANl:, YEJ>.F.] .f'lanCONT,' '); 
if G[RANK, YEAR].ACC· 1000 th~r. wrir._.o-IOUTFILE,' 'I; 
if C[RANK,YEAR] .ACC-100 then writ.o-IOLJTFILE,' 'i; 
if G[RANK,YEAR].ACC-10 then writ~(OUTFILE,' 'I; 




prnc;,dure outputGrade{RANK,YEAR:integer; OLD:ArrayType; 




**** URL Officer Promotion Model ****I ) ; 
writeln(OUTFILE,' CURRENT YEAR I',YEAP.,'I CUMULATIVE TOTALS'!; 
writeln{OUTFILE,' -----------------------------------------------------------~------'I; 
writeln{OUTFILE,' BEGIN END EST EST EST'); 
writelniOUTFILE,' RANK STRENGTH STRENGTH RATE LOSS CONT 
writ~{OUTFILE,' 0-l ',G[l,YEAR].BEG:~TRENGTH,' ',' N/A 
write ( OUTFILE, G [ 1, YEAR] . PlanRATE* 100:4:2, ' ', G [ 1, YEAR] . PlanLO::~::~, ' 
write{OUTFILE,G [ 1, YEAR] .PlanCONT,' ',c; [ l, YEJ>.R] .ACC); 
writeln{OUTFILE); 
write{OUTFILE,' 0-2 ',G[2,YEAR].BEGSTRENG'l'H,' ',' N/A 
write{OUTFILE,G[2, YEAR] .PlanRATE*100:4 :2,' ',G[2, YEAR] .PlanLOSS,' 
write{OlJTFILE,G[2, YEAR] .PlanCONT,' ',S[2, YEAR] .ACC,' 'I; 
ACC 
I}; 
, ) ; 
, ) ; 
I); 
write{OUTFILE,G[2,YEAR] .FLOWFT:4:2,' ',r~[2,YEAR] .OPP*100:4:2,' '); 
writeln{OUTFILEI; 
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Ff' OPP' I; 
write(OUTFILE,' 0-3 'I; 
if G[3,YEAR] .PlanCONT<lOOOO then write(OUTFILE,' 'I; 
write(OUTFILE,G[3,YEAR] .BEGSTRENGTH,' '); 
write(OUTFILE,' N/A '); 
write(OUTFILE,G[3, YEAR] .PlanRATE*100:4:2,' ',G[3, YEAR] .PlanLOSS,' 'I; 
if G [ 3, YEAR] . P lanCONT<l 0 0 0 0 then write ( OUTFILE, ' ' ) ; 
write(OUTFILE,G[3,YEAR].PlanCONT,' ',G[3,YEAR].ACC,' 'I; 
write(OUTFILE,G[3,YEAR] .FLOWPT:4:2,' ',G[3,YEAR] .OPP*l00:4:2,' 'I; 
writeln(OUTFILEI; 
write(OUTFILE,' 0-4 ',G[4, YEAR] .BEGSTRENGTH,' '); 
write ( OUTFILE, G [ 4, YEAR] .ENDSTRENGTH, ' ', G [ 4, YEAR] .PlanRATE* 100:4:2,' 'I; 
write(OUTFILE,G[4, YEAR].PlanLOSS,' 'I; 
write (OUTFILE, G [ 4, YEAR]. PlanCONT, ' ', G [ 4, YEAR] .ACC, ' 'I; 
write(OUTFILE,G[4, YEAR] .FLOWPT:4:2,' ',G[4, YEAR] .OPP*100:4:2,' 'I; 
writelniOUTFILEI; 
wliceiOUTFILE,' 0-5 ',G[5,YEAR}.BEGSTRENGTH,' 'I; 
write I OUTFILE, G [ S, YEAR] .ENDSTREJ,JGTH, ' ', G [ 5, YEAR] . PlanRATE*lOO: 4:2,' 'I; 
write(OUTFILE,G[5, YEAR] .PlanLOSS,' 'l; 
write(OUTFILE,G[5, YEAR] .PlanCONT,' 'I; 
if G[5,YEAR].ACC•.100 then write(OUTFILE,' '); 
if GI5,YEAR].AC"C··10 then write(OUTFILE,' 'I; 
write(OUTFILE,UI'>, YEAP.) .ACC,' 'I; 
writ<" I OUTFILE, ~~I 5, YEAH] . FLOWPT: 4:2, ' ' , G [ 5, YEAR) . OPP* 100:4:2, ' ' I ; 
writeln(OUTFILEI; 
write I OUTFILE, ' 0-6 ' , G [ 6, YEAR] . BEG STRENGTH, ' ' i ; 
write(OUTFILE,G[I:i,YEAR] .EN[ISTRENGTH,' ',<~lb,YEAH] .PlanRATE*l00:4:2,' 'I; 
writeiOllTFILE,G[6,YEAF].PlanLOc~s. • •,; 
write I OUTFILE, G [ 6, YEAR] . PlanCONT, ' ', G [ b, YEAP.] . ACC. ' '); 






pro•-edure OutputPredictedP.esul t (RANK, YEAR: integer; OLD: ArrayType ;NEW :NewType; 
G:GradeArray; var OUTFILE:textl; 
Vdl YOS:int~91-?r; 
begin 
wlit<"ln(OUTFILE,'FISCAL YEAR ',YEAR,' 0-',P.ANK,' PF.EDICTED F.ESULT'I; 
writeln(OUTFILE, '----------------------------------------------------------• I; 
writ eln I OUTFILE, 'YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN ENDINV'); 
for YOS:= 0 to 30 do begin 
if (OLD [ F.ANK, YOS] . STF.ENGTH· ·0) chen b.eQ in 
write I OllTFILE, ' ' , YOS, ' ' i ; 
if YOS· 10 then wriCeiOUTFILE,' '!; 
if OLD [ P.ANK, YOc::] . o;TRENr]TH· 1 0 0 (' r.her, writ .c I Oi_lTFI LE, ' ' I ; 
if Oi.,[JIHANK, Yo~:;] .STFENGTH·.lOC• th<"n write•Ol:Ti'Ii..E, • • 1; 
if OL[J[RANE, YOS] .STF.ENGTH·.lO t.hen wriceiOUTFILE,' 'i; 
write! OUTFILE, OLD [ P.ANK, YO~:;] . STF.EN<~TH, ' ' l ; 
if OLD[R.I\NK,YOS].PlanRATE· ·l.O then write-iOUTFILE,' '); 
if OL[J[EANK, YOS] .PlanE.Z\TE· 0.1 t.h+?r~ · .... n-.:t~ tOUTF:LE,' '); 
write I OUTFILE, OLD I F.ANK, YOS] . P lanRATE•l(H~: 4:2, ' ' \ ; 
if OLD[F.ANK, YOSj .PlanLOSS<lOO then writeiOUTFILE,' 'I; 
if OLD [ P.ANK, YOS] . P lanLOSS· 10 chen write! OUTFILE, ' ' ) ; 
write!OUTFILE, OLD[RANK, YOS]. PlanLOSS,' '); 
if OLD[F.ANK, YOS] .PlanCONT<1000 then write IOUTFILE,' 'I; 
if OLD[F.ANK, YOS] .F'lanCONT· 100 then write(OUTFILE,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK, YOS] .PlanCONT-,10 then write(OUTFILE,' 'I; 
write(OUTFILE, OLD[F.ANK, YOS] .PlanCONT,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK, YOS].ACC<lOOO then write IOUTFILE,' 'I; 
if OLD[HANK, YOS].ACC-:100 then write(OUTFILE,' 'I; 
if OLD[F.ANK, YOS] .ACC·.10 then write(OUTFILE,' '); 
write(OUTFILE,OLD[RANK,YOS] .ACC,' '); 
if OLD[RANK,YOS].XPROM0<1000 thE:n write(OUTFILE,' '); 
if OLD[F.ANK,YOS] .XPF.OMO<lOO then write(OUTFILE,' '); 
if OLD[RANK, YOS].XPROMO<lO then write(OUTFILE,' '); 
write(OUTFILE,OLD[RANK,YOS] .XPROMO,' '); 
if OLD[RANK, YOS].XNPROMO<lOOO then write(OUTFILE,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK, YOS] .XNPF.OMO<lOO then write(OUTFILE,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK, YOS] .XNPF.OM0-..:10 then write(OUTFILE,' '); 
write(OUTFILE,OLD[RANK,YOS] .XNPROMO,' '); 
if (OLD[RANK-l,YOS] .XPROMO<lOOOI AND IRANK<>ll then writeiOUTFILE,' '); 
if IOLD[RANK-l,YOS] .XPF.OMO<l00) AND (HANK<>1) then write(OUTFILE,' 'I; 
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if I OLD I RANK-1. YOS] . X PROMO· 10) AND ! RANK· ,1: then write I OUTFILE, ' ' i ; 
if RANK· ·1 then write! OUTFILE, OLD I RA.l\JK -1, YOS) . X PROMO, ' ' ) ; 
if RANK=l then write ( OUTFILE, ' 0 ' i ; 
if NEW[RANK, YOS+1] .PINV-~1000 then writeiOUTFILE,' 'I; 
if NEW[RANK, YOS+l] .PINV-:100 then writE-IOUTF:::LE,' 'I; 






writeiOUTFILE, 'TOT 'I; 
writeiOUTFILE,G[RANK,YEAR].BEGSTRENGTH,' 'I; 
writeiOUTFILE,G[RANK, YEAR] .PlanRATE*100:4:2,' 'I; 
write I OUTFILE, G [RANK, YEAR]. PlanLOSS, ' 'I; 
write I OUTFILE, G [RANK, YEAR]. PlanCONT, ' 'I; 
write(OUTFILE,G[RANK,YEAR] .ACC,' 'I; 
write(OUTFILE,G[RANK+1, YEAR] .XPROMO,' 'I; 
write(OUTFILE,G[RANK,YEAR] .XNPROMO,' 'I; 
writeiOUTFILE,G[RANK,YEAR].XPROMO,' '); 




. . . 
pro<:"edure OutputActualResult IRANK,YEAR:integer;OLD:ArrayType;NEW:NewType; 
G:GradeArray; var OUTFILE:textl; 
var YOS:integ~l·; 
b<C-gin 
··.,lrit~ln(OUTFILE,'FI3!.:AL YEAF ',YEfl.F,' 0-',EAJ-.:r~,' ACTUAL RE:3LJLT'); 
w1 it eln ( OUTFILE, '--- --------------------------------------- --------------------'); 
writ~lniOliTF'ILE, 'YO~" INV RATE LOSS CONT N:C P-OUT NP P-IN ENCJUN PINV' I; 
t':!l· YO~::;:= (; tc· 3U j() b~gin 
if I OLLJ I RAJ\H:, YO~:;) . IN'l· ·0 ! th-'>r: b~g in 
writeiOUTFILE,' ',yo~-;,' ·); 
if YOS· lCJ ther, writeiOUTFILE,' ' · 
if OLC1[RANK, YOS] .INV· 1000 ther, v.·rit.oiOlJTFlLE.' '); 
if OL[J[RANK,YO::;].INV·lOC' then wric-'>!Oli'!'FcLE,' 'I; 
if OL[J[P.ANf~,YOS].INV·lO th~r. writ~{OUTFILE,' '); 
write iOUTFILE, OL[J[P.ANE, YOS]. INV,' ';; 
if OLD[RANK,YOS] .EATE· ·100.(J th"'n write'OU'!'FII...E,' 'I; 
if OL[J [RANK, YOS I . RATE· l 0. 0 ~ h-'>n write I o: 'Trl I...E, ' ' I ; 
writeiOIJ'!'FILE,OLD[RANK, YOS] .RATE:4 :2,' ':; 
if OLD[RANK, YOS] .LOSS<100 then writ.;,(OUTFILE,' 'I; 
if OLL'[R.A.NY,YOS].LO~::S-10 th-'>n writ-'>IOUTFIL.E,' '); 
write I OUTFILE, OLD! RANK, YOS). LOSS,' 'I; 
if OL[J [RANK, YOS] . '~ONT· l 0 OCJ tlPn wT i c,c r OliTF2:LE, ' ' I ; 
if OL[J[RANK,YO~::I.CONT·lOO thecn write(OUTFILE,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK, YOS] .CONT<10 then writeiOUTFILE,' 'I; 
write(OIJTFILE, OLD[RANK, YOS] .CONT,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK, YOS].ACC· 1000 then write(OUTFILE,' 'I; 
it OLD[RANK, YOS].ACC-100 then writeiOUTFILE,' 'I; 
if OL[J[RANE,YOSj.ACC·lO then writ-'>IOUTFILE,' 'I; 
writeiOUTFILE,OLD[RANK,YOS] .ACC,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK, YOS] .PROMO· 1000 th"'n writeiOiJTFILE,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK, YOS].PROM0<100 then write(OUTFILE,' '); 
if OLD [RANK, YOS] . PRO MOd 0 then write ( OUTFILE, ' ' I ; 
write(OUTFILE,OLD[RANK,YOS].PROMO,' 'I; 
if OLD[RANK, YOS] .NPROM0-:1000 then write(OUTFILE,' 'I 
if OLD[RANK,YOS] .NPROM0<100 then write(OUTFILE,' 'I 
if OLD[RANK, YOS] .NPROMO<lO then write(OUTFILE,' 'I 
write(OUTFILE,OLD[RANK,YOS] .NPROMO,' '); 
if IOLD[RANK-1,YOS].PROM0·:10001 AN[J IRANK·:.·1) then wr 
if I OLD[ RANK -1, YOS I . PROMO· 10 0 I AND I RANK< >1 I then wr· 
if (OLD[RANK-1,YOS] .PROM0-.10) AND IRANK<>11 then wr 
if RANK'. ·1 then write ( OUTFILE, OLD [ RJ..NK -1, YOS] . PROMO, ' 
if RANK=1 then write(OUTFILE,' 0 '); 
if NEW[RANK,YOS+1].INV<1000 then write(OUTFILE,' 'I 
if NEW[RANK, YOS+1] .INV-100 then write(OUTFILE,' 'I 
if NEW[RANK,YOS+l].INV-:10 then write!OUTFILE,' 'I 
write(OUTFILE,NEW[RANK, YOS+1]. INV,' 'I; 
if NEW[RANK, YOS+lj .PINV-:100(' then write(' 'I 
if NEW[RANK, YOS+l] .PINV-dOO then write(' 'I 











write(OUTFILE, 'TOT '); 
write I OUTFILE, G [RANK, YEAR]. INV, ' '); 
write(OUTFILE,G[RANK,YEAR].RATE*100:4:2,' '); 
write(OUTFILE,G[RANK, YEAR].LOSS,' '); 
write(OUTFILE,G[RANK,YEAR].CONT,' 'J; 
write(OUTFILE,G[RANK,YEAR] .ACC,' 'J; 
writeiOUTFILE,G[RANK+l, YEAR].XPROMO,' 'I; 
write(OUTFILE,G[RANK,YEAR] .NPROMO,' 'J; 
wr it8 ( OUTFILE, G [RANK, YEAR] .X PROMO, ' 'J; 
writeiOUTFILE,G[RANK,YEARd].INV,' ';; 




procedure OutputFlowf'ointResult!FirstYear,Year:intEeger; G:GradeArray; 







writelni'CURRENT FLOWPOINT RESULTS' I; 
writE-lniOUTFILE, 'CURHENT FLOWPOINT HESULT?.' I; 
writeln; writelniOUTFILEJ; 
write('GRADE '); 
write(OUTFILE, 'GRADE 'I; 





writP(' 0-6 'l; 
writeiOUTFILE,' 0-6 'I; 
for Y:=FirstYear to Year+l de begin 
writ8IG[b,Y) .FLOWPT:4::2,' 'I; 
write(OUTFILE,G!6,Y] .FLOWPT:4:=:, I 'J; 
end; 
wl·it~lD; writ~ln(OlJTFILE;; 
v..~rit.,:..r' c-:: '1; 
w1 it~(Ot1TFI:...E. I o-:- . ; 
f,·,r Y:=FirstY~ar tc: Y8ar+l r:l(j bE>gin 
write I G I 5 , Y J • FLOWPT: 4 : 2 , ' 1 , 
wl"i t e I OUTFILE, G [ 5, Y j • FLOWPT: 4 : 2, ' : ; 
en~:l; 
wr it<"ln; w1 itc-ln 0\lTFILE:'; 
v-n- it. 0 ( I 0-4 I ) ; 
writ<-ciOUTFILE,' 0-4 '); 
for Y:=FirstYear to Year+l do begin 
write I G [ 4, Y] . FLOWPT: 4 : 2, ' ' I ; 
wri t.e 1 OUTFILE, G I 4, Y] . FLOWPT: 4 : 2, ' ' I ; 
end; 
writeln; writeln(OUTFILEI; writelniOUTFILEI; 
writeln; 






* * * * , } ; 
APPENDIX B OMF DATA 1989-1993 
SEPT 1989 OFFICER MASTER FILE INVENTORY AND CONTINUATION RATES 
------------------------------------------------------------------
0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 0-6 
YOS INV RATE INV RATE INV RATE INV RATE INV RATE INV RATE 
------------------------------------------------------------------
0 3479 96.8 0 0 7 100 0 0 1 100 0 0 
1 3401 97.9 99 92.9 13 92.3 1 100 0 0 0 0 
2 29 96.6 3810 96.2 10 90 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 3 66.7 3897 87.3 11 81.8 3 100 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 499 63.3 3073 87.9 1 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 9 55.6 2274 88.1 1 100 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 2277 81.9 1 0 2 100 1 100 
7 0 0 0 0 1985 81.8 4 75 1 0 0 0 
8 1 0 0 0 1621 90.1 13 92.3 2 50 1 100 
9 0 0 0 0 1385 94.3 38 100 1 100 1 100 
10 0 0 0 0 3 63 51.8 922 96.3 2 100 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 23 78.3 968 93.2 4 75 1 100 
12 0 0 0 0 8 75 970 94 2 100 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 5 100 962 95.4 17 100 1 100 
14 0 0 0 0 2 100 905 97 41 100 0 0 
15 0 0 0 0 1 100 492 93.9 455 99.8 2 100 
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 282 95.7 616 100 2 100 
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 204 93.1 586 97.8 0 0 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 186 87.1 584 97.1 4 100 
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 159 15.1 584 84.6 13 100 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 568 84.2 53 100 
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 275 80.4 214 97.2 
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 99 76.8 317 98.4 
23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 94 73.4 265 96.2 
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 100 55 76.4 251 92 
25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 15.2 217 89.4 
26 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 100 5 40 186 88.2 
27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 154 85.1 
28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 148 77.7 
29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 81 17.3 
30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 18.2 
------------------------------------------------------------------
TOT 7017 97.2 8316 90 13069 85.9 6149 92.3 4042 90.9 1929 88.5 
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SEPT 1990 OFFICER MASTER FILE INVENTORY AND CONTINUATION RATES 
------------------------------------------------------------------
0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 0-6 
YOS INV RATE INV RATE INV RATE INV RATE INV RATE INV RATE 
------------------------------------------------------------------
0 3443 94.5 0 0 4 75 1 100 0 0 0 0 
1 3438 95.5 32 100 8 87.5 0 0 1 100 0 0 
2 11 81.8 3419 95.9 10 90 1 100 0 0 0 0 
3 5 40 3687 86.3 16 81.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 1 100 395 64.1 3029 85.6 2 50 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 12 66.7 3006 88.6 1 100 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 2011 83.3 2 100 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 1871 82.1 1 0 1 100 3 66.7 
8 0 0 0 0 1621 90.6 16 87.5 1 100 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 1404 93.8 81 97.5 1 100 1 0 
10 0 0 0 0 355 30.4 994 96.2 1 100 1 0 
11 0 0 0 0 51 27.5 1028 94.1 2 100 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 12 50 909 96 6 100 1 0 
13 0 0 0 0 3 66.7 891 97.5 26 100 0 0 
14 0 0 0 0 3 100 865 95.7 73 97.3 1 100 
15 0 0 0 0 2 100 380 88.7 540 99.3 0 0 
16 0 0 0 0 1 100 291 89.7 627 99.7 2 100 
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 259 94.2 625 98.7 3 100 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 188 87.2 570 96.5 3 100 
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 161 17.4 563 88.1 14 92.9 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 4.8 477 89.5 32 96.9 
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 329 82.4 204 98.5 
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 149 53.7 279 98.2 
23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 73 43.8 314 96.2 
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 69 47.8 254 90.9 
25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 42 7.1 231 69.7 
26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 20 189 60.8 
27 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 100 2 50 148 52.7 
28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 121 49.6 
29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 112 8.9 
30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 6.7 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
TOT 6953 94.9 7547 89.5 13418 85.2 6103 92.3 4195 90.3 1932 77 
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SEPT 1991 OFFICER MASTER FILE INVENTORY AND CONTINUATION RATES 
------------------------------------------------------------------
0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 0-6 
YOS INV RATE INV RATE INV RATE INV RATE INV RATE INV RATE 
------------------------------------------------------------------
0 2935 96.2 2 100 2 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 3085 96.5 204 95.6 1 100 1 100 0 0 0 0 
2 13 84.6 3330 95.3 8 100 0 0 1 100 0 0 
3 1 100 3242 85.8 59 93.2 0 0 1 100 0 0 
4 0 0 248 69.4 2959 86.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 6 50 2845 87.3 3 100 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 1 100 2672 83.1 1 100 1 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 1674 82.8 2 100 1 100 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 1544 87.6 3 100 1 100 2 100 
9 0 0 0 0 1413 92.8 78 97.4 1 100 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 558 53.6 842 96.9 2 100 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 43 37.2 1022 96.4 0 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 12 58.3 972 95.7 4 100 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 3 66.7 871 97.6 13 92.3 0 0 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 847 95.9 49 98 0 0 
15 0 0 0 0 3 100 372 89.8 532 99.8 1 100 
16 0 0 0 0 2 50 249 92 625 98.6 0 0 
17 0 0 0 0 1 100 237 94.9 648 98.5 2 100 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 244 86.1 615 95.9 5 80 
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 162 19.1 548 88.3 8 100 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 10.1 477 87.6 32 100 
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 327 80.4 131 99.2 
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 146 58.2 328 97.6 
23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 74 55.4 280 91.1 
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 62.5 302 85.8 
25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 6.7 229 73.4 
26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 66.7 150 72.7 
27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 100 105 90.5 
28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 100 72 73.6 
29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 57 7 
30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 18.2 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
TOT 6089 96.3 7033 90 13804 84.8 5941 92.9 4139 91 1716 84.1 
66 
SEPT 1992 OFFICER MASTER FILE INVENTORY AND CONTINUATION RATES 
------------------------------------------------------------------
0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 0-6 
YOS INV RATE INV RATE INV RATE INV RATE INV RATE INV RATE 
------------------------------------------------------------------
0 2663 95.8 2 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 2734 96.3 151 91.4 2 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 43 72.1 3135 94.6 2 100 1 100 0 0 0 0 
3 1 0 3182 87.3 15 86.7 1 100 1 100 0 0 
4 1 100 271 67.5 2567 85.5 4 100 1 0 0 0 
5 0 0 2 50 2718 88.6 1 100 0 0 0 0 
6 1 0 0 0 2492 84.8 4 100 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 1 100 2221 79.2 4 75 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 1386 85.4 7 100 1 100 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 1316 89.8 46 93.5 1 0 2 100 
10 0 0 0 0 558 60.2 831 96 2 100 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 86 17.4 1036 95.5 2 100 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 6 0 1003 94.2 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 5 60 931 95.4 10 100 0 0 
14 0 0 0 0 2 50 828 97.1 37 97.3 0 0 
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 391 91.8 470 100 0 0 
16 0 0 0 0 2 100 260 92.3 606 98.3 1 100 
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 228 92.1 617 97.9 1 100 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 225 82.2 642 95.5 2 100 
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 210 21. 580 85.3 12 91.7 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 3 .2" 470 84.3 22 90.9 
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 241 75.5 210 99 
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 116 56.9 277 98.2 
23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 84 64.3 320 88.4 
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 41 46.3 253 87.7 
25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 40 258 73.3 
26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 162 75.9 
27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 100 103 81.6 
28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 91 74.7 
29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 51 11.8 
30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
TOT 5461 95.8 6746 90 13385 83.8 6058 91.4 3956 90 1774 84.2 
67 
SEPT 1993 OFFICER MASTER FILE INVENTORY 
------------------------------------------------------------------
0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 0-6 



































































































































































































APPENDIX C PY93 MODEL VALIDATION OUTPUT 
**** URL Officer Promotion Model **** 
CURRENT YEAR (1993) CUMULATIVE TOTALS 
------------------------------------------------------------------
BEGIN END EST EST EST 
RANK STRENGTH STRENGTH RATE LOSS CONT ACC FP OPP 
0-1 5442 N/A 96.03 216 5226 2682 
0-2 6743 N/A 89.89 682 6061 36 2.00 95.00 
0-3 13900 N/A 85.02 2082 11818 24 4.00 95.00 
0-4 6300 6378 91.75 520 5780 37 10.25 80.00 
0-S 4022 3 914 '12.54 300 ?722 14 15.17 70.00 
0-G 1841 1830 81.58 339 1502 0 21.50 55.00 
Fic~<:AL YEAR l99?. 0-1 PRECJICTED TOTALS 
-------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LO~~~~ CONT A'~C YOS INV P..L.TE Lo:.;:.~ CONT ACC 
·o 21o63 %.01 lOG 2557 2657 16 (J D~O(l Jj (I o· 
1 27:i4 %.41 98 2Cib 24 l7 0 (J. CJ( c 0 0 
2 4 -,. 7: .. 0 0 11 ·p 1 18 0 0.00 (I I) 0 
3 1 50.00 0 1 0 19 0 0.00 0 0 0 
4 1 0.00 1 (J 0 20 0 0.00 0 0 0 
:, 0 0.00 0 0 0 21 0 0.00 0 0 0 
6 0 0.00 0 0 0 22 0 0.00 0 0 0 
7 0 0.00 0 0 0 23 0 O.OC: 0 0 0 
fi 0 0. 0(1 0 0 0 24 0 0.00 0 0 0 
c, (I 0.00 0 0 0 25 (J CI.OO 0 0 0 
l(J 0 O.lJO 0 0 0 26 G (1. 0(1 r (i (1 
11 0 0.00 0 0 0 27 0 0. OC1 (j 0 0 
12 0 0.00 0 0 0 28 (J 0.00 0 0 0 
D 0 0.00 0 0 0 29 0 0.00 () 0 0 
14 0 0.00 0 0 0 30 0 0.00 (I 0 0 
1 "· (J 0.00 0 0 0 
---------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT Arc 
TOTAL 5442 96.03 216 5226 26R2 
FISCAL YEAR 1CJ93 0-2 PREDICTED TOTALS 
YO:.~ INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RJ:..TE LOS5 CONT ACC 
0 2 75.00 0 2 1 H 0 C:.C!C 0 0 0 
1 151 93.81 9 142 27 17 0 0.00 0 0 0 
313~1 94.96 158 ?.977 ... 18 0 C~GO 0 0 () "-
"lR2 8(,. "•4 4:'P ?.754 3 1'1 0 c.oo (I 0 0 
4 ~~l b8.41 8t· 18"· 3 20 0 (>. 0 (: (1 0 0 
' '·O. 0(1 l 1 l' 21 0 1:.(1(! n (J 0 
l> 0 0.00 0 0 (I 22 0 (j. 00 0 0 (I 
7 0 0.00 0 0 0 23 0 0.00 0 0 0 
8 0 0.00 0 0 0 24 0 0.00 0 0 0 
9 0 0.00 0 0 0 25 0 0.00 0 0 0 
10 0 0.00 0 0 0 26 0 0.00 0 0 0 
11 0 0.00 0 0 0 27 0 0.00 0 0 0 
12 0 0.00 0 0 0 28 0 0.00 0 0 0 
13 0 0.00 0 0 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 0 0.00 0 0 0 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
15 0 0.00 0 0 0 
---------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTAL 6743 89.89 682 6061 36 
FISCAL YEAR 1993 0-3 PREDICTED TOTALS 
-------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 0 100.00 0 0 2 16 0 0.00 0 0 0 
1 1 100.00 0 1 1 17 0 0.00 0 0 0 















86.70 2 13 
85. r,o 387 228(J 
88.60 322 2502 
84.80 394 2196 
79.20 477 1815 
gr, .40 210 1230 
c;c .. oo 97 128f 
80.20 115 465 
24.00 68 21 
38.87 4 3 
62.51 2 4 
50.00 0 1 

































































































4 83. :n 
5 10G.OO 
:1(1 CJ r, • 9 ':• 
8 
~ 
10 745 97.00 
11 1109 %.00 
12 1062 95.00 
CJ94 Y6.7r, 










































I~v RATE LOSS CONT 
278 93.00 19 259 
247 93.75 15 232 
230 85.00 34 196 
211 25.00158 53 
40 6.76 37 3 
2 0.00 2 0 
0 0.00 0 0 
0 O.OG 0 0 
0 0.00 (' 0 
C C·. OC 0 0 
0 o.oc () 0 
0 0. OC: C· 0 

















































































Il\i~J fJ ... ~E ~:):_)S ~~CJJT 
63u ~~.s~~ o ~21 
634 9P.50 !0 624 
b4G QS.70 :s 618 
s?: qc .. c·o SR 524 
49F 93.00 35 463 
2SS 86.00 36 21g 
ll~ S7.~~ 5(! b4 
7~. 6(:.1? 30 46 
4 9 53 . 4 '•., 2 b 
21 20.02 17 4 
5 4 0. 02 3 2 
1 50.00 0 1 
1 50.00 0 1 
0 0.00 0 0 































CONT ACC P-OUT NP 
2557 2657 0 2557 
2636 24 2610 26 
32 1 29 3 
1 0 0 1 




















































FISCAL YEAR 1Y93 0-1 ACTUAL RESULT 
------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN ENDINV PINV 
0 2663 95.80 112 2551 2657 0 2551 0 2575 2581 
1 2734 96.30 101 2633 24 2610 26 0 27 27 
2 43 72.10 12 31 1 29 3 0 3 3 
3 1 0.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
4 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
------------------------------------------------------------
TOT 5442 95.85 226 5216 2682 2639 2581 0 5263 5269 
FISCAL YEAR 1993 0-2 PREDICTED RESULT 
----------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN END INV 
0 2 75.00 0 2 1 0 2 0 29 
1 151 93.81 9 142 27 0 142 2610 2754 
2 3135 94. Yb 158 2 CJ77 2 0 2 '-777 29 3009 
-J, 3182 86.S4 42S 2754 3 2728 =6 0 29 
4 271 co:. 4l 8<o 13:) 3 183 2 0 2 
c,o. uo 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 674? 89.89 682 6061 36 306:, ~ 2. ~lo :?f'.39 S82:, 
FI c~CAL YEA.P 19q:- 0-2 ACTUA.L RESULT 
------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT P.,('(' f•-OUT NP P-IN END INV PINV 
0 2 50.00 1 1 1 (I 0 28 ~~ 
1 151 91.40 13 138 27 0 138 2GlC 27SCr 2754 
2 :n35 94.b0 169 2966 2 (I 2 9E. ro 29 2998 3009 
:ns::: 87.30 4 04 2778 3 2722 26 0 2CJ 2'1 
4 271 (,7. ~JJ RP. 18:0 3 18? -, () 2 ~ 
c, -, ':• 0. I)(• 1 0 0 0 
------------------------------------------------------------
TOT <:.7 4". 8CJ.97 676 60(:.7 36 :.o6:. :. 1 ?. 4 :2 (:,3 9 :~soq :)82 :) 
FISCAL YEAR 199°. 0-3 PRE[JICTEL! RESULT 
----------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LO:..~S CONT ACC P-OUT NP F-IN EN[JI!'N 
1 100.00 0 1 1 (, 1 (i 
1 100.00 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 
'c 
"-' 
Rb.70 ~ D 1 0 13 ~728 2744 
4 :2bb7 s:l. :)o :'.87 2280 3 0 2280 185 2464 
s :2824 88 .l•O 322 2502 1 0 2502 0 2504 
b 2590 84.80 394 2196 2 0 2196 0 2192 
7 :2292 79.20 477 1815 2 0 1815 0 1818 
8 1440 85.40 210 1230 3 0 123 0 0 1233 
q 1583 93.00 97 1286 3 772 514 0 517 
lU 580 8 (1. = r:: ll :, 4b': ?. 310 1 c. c, c~ 156 
l ~ 8G :4. :10 bt. ~l 1~ I~ lC! 
-·-
~ ·- . ,-· ~ (· 
•. 4 c~ (I ' 4 ~ 
14 ~' U. UO c-~ (: 0 1 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT D900 8~). 02 2082 118H: 24 109::. 10/=:.:; ?. (j t. :) Lit.=,q 
FISCAL YEAR 1993 0-3 ACTUAL RESULT 
-------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS COJ>J'T ACC P-OUT NP P-IN END INV PINV 
1 2 100.00 0 2 1 0 2 0 3 2 
2 2 100.00 0 2 1 0 2 0 3 2 
3 15 86.70 2 1'' 
·' 
1 0 13 2728 2744 2744 
4 2567 85.50 372 2195 3 0 2195 183 2379 2464 
5 2718 88.60 310 2408 1 0 2408 0 2410 2504 
6 2492 84.80 379 2113 2 0 2113 0 2115 2198 
7 2221 79.20 462 1759 2 0 1759 0 1762 1818 
8 1386 85.40 202 1184 3 0 1184 0 1187 1233 
9 1316 89.80 134 1182 3 772 410 0 413 517 
10 558 60.20 222 336 3 310 26 0 27 156 
11 86 17.40 71 15 1 12 3 0 4 10 
12 6 0.00 6 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 
13 5 60.00 2 3 0 0 :; 0 3 4 
71 
14 2 50.00 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 
TOT 13376 83.83 2163 11213 24 1092 10119 306~ 13054 13659 















































%. 75 32 
9: .. oo 44 
%.00 44 
93.00 19 
93.75 15 gc,_oo 34 





















































































































TOT 6300 91.75 520 5780 37 531 5248 1092 6379 
FI~~CAL YEAR 1993 0-4 ACTUAL RESULT 
YO::; INV RATE LOSS 
~ 1 100.00 0 
:; 10 (I. (I(; 0 
4 l(J(.. :1(· (I 
l 10 (i . (j (.1 





c_, 4 h 












9 ~' . :, () 3 
qb. Q(J ~<-i 


























-; 7 q ~ 
i (• 9;::~ 
(l 9 ~ :l 
(J 88f-, 





























































TOT 6045 91.43 518 5527 37 531 4995 10Q2 6126 6379 












































































ACC P-OUT NP 
1 0 1 
1 0 2 
1 0 2 
1 0 2 
1 0 3 
2 0 8 
2 0 30 
2 0 456 
l 0 621 
1 0 624 
1 0 618 
0 41 4 83 
0 227 236 
































22 119 57.62 50 69 0 4 65 0 G::. 
23 76 60.13 30 46 0 0 46 0 46 
24 49 53.40 23 26 0 0 26 0 26 
25 21 20.02 17 4 0 0 4 0 4 
26 5 40.02 3 2 0 0 2 0 2 
27 1 50.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 l 
28 1 50.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 4 022 92.54 300 3722 14 353 3367 531 3913 
FISCAL YEAR 1993 0-5 ACTUAL RESULT 
------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN ENDINV PINV 
3 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
4 1 0.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 1 100.00 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 2 
9 1 0.00 1 0 1 0 0 c 1 3 
10 2 100.00 0 2 1 0 2 0 3 3 
11 2 100.00 0 2 1 0 2 0 3 3 
13 10 100.00 0 10 2 0 10 0 1::! 10 
14 37 97. ">,(! 1 :H: 2 0 36 410 44? 442 
l :. 470 100.00 r; 4 7(i 0 47C llE SR7 573 
ll G06 yf;. :,Ci 1(1 :, q,: (! r:: q,:, 
'· 
6fi~J. 628 
'7 617 97. 9C> p Hl4 () H4 () 61J':) b:2 ~' 
li" •:.4::' ~~). :) 0 2CJ 61:. c~ 1.) 1--. c ~: l-, 1o 18 
1'1 58(1 8 ~) . ~~ (l 8'. 49' (< L 454 (• 4'4 4 R:• 
20 47(1 84. :Hi 74 3% 0 227 lbY (I l>o C, 23b 
21 241 7 :) . ~. 0 :. 9 18::: 0 t: ~J. 99 (' y~ 136 
22 116 56.Y0 50 6 (~ 0 4 62 n 62 6:1 
23 84 64.30 30 54 0 0 :14 0 ~\4 46 
24 41 4 (,. 3(J 22 19 0 0 lY (i lY 2 t; 
2:) 20 40.00 12 8 0 0 R 0 8 4 
2 f. 2 o.nn (: u (l (; 0 0 2 
~ :2 lOC!. OIJ 0 2 (J ,, ,, 0 2 
-
=: t· o.r:o 1 !_l u (! u 0 1 
1 CJ 1 0.00 0 () 0 u 0 0 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
TOT ~~ CJ4 p CJ Ci • 1 (J 391 35~17 14 3 5°1 3~ o: ~. =·~ ~ =~ '"7 4 ::· ~~ cf l :· 
**** URL Officer Prun1:: tiun. l•l.d>'-2 1t *'X. 
CURRENT YEAH t1'194) CUMULATIVE TOTAL~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------
BE<JIN ENLJ EST EST EST 
RANI\ STRENCTH STREHJTH RATE LOSS CONT ACC FP OPF' 
0-l 52o9 N/A 96.05 208 5061 2094 
0-2 5825 N/A 90.44 557 5268 29 2.00 95.00 
0-3 13SOO N/A 85.04 2020 11480 17 4.00 95.00 
0-4 6378 6081 91.63 S34 5844 14 10.21 80.00 
0-5 3n4 3832 90.62 367 3547 7 15.E• 70.00 
0-b 18:HI 181b 81.58 337 149"< (1 20.90 s:,. 00 
------------------------------------------------------------------
73 
APPENDIX Cl FY94 MODEL VALIDATION OUTPUT 
* * * * URL Officer ProwJtion Model * * * * 
CURRENT YEAR (1994) CUMULATIVE TOTALS 
------------------------------------------------------------------
BEGIN END EST EST EST 
RANK STRENGTH STRENGTH RATE LOSS CONT ACC FP OPP 
0-1 4636 N/A 96.07 182 4454 2094 
0-2 5895 N/A 90.21 577 5318 29 2.00 95.00 
0-3 13308 N/A 84.93 2024 11284 17 4.00 95.00 
0-4 6060 5905 92.05 520 5'0>4 (1 14 10.50 70.00 
0-5 3847 3768 90.56 261 3586 
.., 15.17 65.00 
' 0-6 1754 1731 85.50 254 1500 4 21.00 55.00 
FISCAL YEAR 1994 0-1 PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YO:~ INV RATE LOSS CO!JT Acr· YOS INV RATE LOS::~ CONT ACC 
u 2 094 9b. 00 84 2010 2 (17 4 16 G 0.00 0 Q 0 
1 2523 96.40 91 2432 19 17 (i 0.00 0 0 0 
2 15 75.00 4 11 1 18 0 0.00 0 0 0 
3 2 50.00 1 1 0 19 0 0.00 0 0 0 
4 1 0.00 1 0 0 20 0 0.00 0 0 0 
5 1 0.00 1 (I 0 21 0 0.00 0 0 0 
6 0 0.00 0 0 0 22 0 0.00 0 0 0 
7 0 0.00 0 0 0 23 0 o.oc 0 0 0 
8 0 0.00 0 0 0 24 0 0.00 (i (I 0 
y (I 0.00 0 0 0 25 0 0.00 0 0 0 
10 0 0.00 0 0 0 26 0 c.oo 0 0 0 
11 0 0.00 0 0 0 27 0 0.00 0 0 0 
~2 0 0.00 0 0 0 28 G 0.00 0 0 0 
n 0 0.00 0 0 0 29 () 0. OC· n 0 0 
~4 (J o.oc ~I 0 0 30 0 0. 0(1 \1 0 (J 
lc- n u. \)(. (' 0 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVEJ~TOHY RATE ~OS? CONI .~cc 
TDTAL 4 t?: tJ 9(.01 l82 4 4 ::~ 4 :20q4 
FISCAL YEAR 1994 0-2 ?RE[J I •:·TELl TOTAL::; 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YO:' ::::I\J"\.7 EATE LO:...~~:; ·~·oN':' A•:-r:· 
(I 1 100.00 0 1 E u C·. C G 0 I) Ci 
1 4f, 93.80 3 45 21 17 0 (•. 0(1 0 0 0 
2761 94.90 139 2622 2 18 (! 0.00 0 0 0 
3 2987 86.50 402 2585 3 19 (I 0.00 0 (! 0 
4 Ry '·(I. O(i 2R f:· l 2 20 0 0.00 (I 0 0 
.. ~; (J. OC: 4 4 0 21 0 0.00 0 0 0 
,. c.oo l (I 0 22 0 0.00 0 0 0 
7 (I 0.00 0 0 0 23 0 0.00 0 0 0 
s 0 0.00 0 0 0 24 0 0.00 0 0 0 
q 0 0.00 0 0 0 25 0 0.00 0 0 0 
10 0 0.00 0 0 0 26 0 0.00 0 0 0 
11 0 0.00 0 0 0 27 0 0.00 0 0 0 
12 0 0.00 0 0 0 28 0 0.00 0 0 0 
13 0 0.00 0 0 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 0 0.00 0 0 0 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
15 0 0.00 0 0 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTAL 5895 90.21 577 5318 29 
FISCAL YEAR 1994 0-3 PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 2 100.00 0 2 2 lE 0 0.00 0 0 0 
1 1 100.00 0 1 0 17 0 0.00 0 0 0 









































































































RATE LOSS CONT 
84.93 2024 11284 
ACC 
17 






(1 l 00. (1(1 









l (\(_;. 0() 







1:2 114 () 
q~l. q:, 
Y4. C,4 
























































INV RATE LOSS 
21? 91.50 18 
20':· 92.'"·C F· 
21~~ t::.:~c, 3:· 
184 1: .. 001:~o 
32 :· .. Q(j 30 
r~ONT 
S'",40 
2 tj. 0(1 ;: 
(i u.oc. 0 
('. ·J. l1 (> 0 
0 0.00 0 
0 0.00 0 
0 0.00 0 
0 o.oc 0 
(j 0. 0 () 0 
( (·. (l( 0 
\; '.J.(J(I (j 


























1 on. ur· 









































































FISCAL YEAR 1994 0-1 PREDICTED F.ESULT 
RATE LOSS 
95.45 9 








4 C•. 0 C 
~C.CIG 4 































































CONT ACC P-OUT NP 




















2432 19 2408 24 
11 1 10 1 
1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 


















































TOT 4636 96.07 182 4454 2094 2418 2036 















LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP 
84 2010 2074 0 2010 
91 24J2 19 2408 24 
4 11 1 10 1 
1 1 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 0 
















TOT 4636 96.07 182 4454 2094 2418 2036 0 4130 4130 
FISCAL YEAR 1994 0-2 PREDICTED RESULT 
YOS INV RATE LOSS 
0 1 100.00 0 
1 48 93.80 3 
2 2761 94.90 1?9 
~ 2987 86.50 402 
89 :10. OCr 28 
c) s· o. uo 4 









ACC P-OUT NP 
1 C: 1 
21 0 45 
2 0 2 622 
3 2561 24 
2 60 1 
(1 0 4 

















TOT 5895 90.21 577 5318 29 2759 2697 241S 5144 
FISCAL YEAP. 1994 0-2 ACTUAL RESULT 
YOS INV RATE LOSS 
0 0 1 100.00 




2 2761 94.90 
3 2987 86.50 
4 89 50. OCr 











INV RATE LOSS 
" 100.00 0 
100.0(; 0 
3 100.0l' 0 
2:= 91.90 -:( 
270~ 85.1':(! ~c,::; 
:::;-;-:, 81. 9(; 271 
= 3 4 2 8 3 . :) (, 3 s tJ 
2 11"· 8 0 . 7 0 4 4 (I 
1660 86.60 22::: 
1340 91.40 115 
658 65.00 130 
82 24.00 62 
4 0.00 2 
1 0.00 0 


















ACC P-OUT NP 
1 0 
21 0 45 
2 (\ 2620 
25!o1 24 
2 f,f_' 























































TOT 13308 84.93 2024 11284 17 777 10506 2759 13144 
FISCAL YEAR 1994 0-3 ACTUAL RESULT 
YOS INV RATE LOSS 
0 2 100.00 0 
1 1 100.00 0 
2 3 100.00 0 
3 22 91.90 2 
4 2704 85.80 384 








ACC P-OUT NP 
2 0 2 
0 0 1 
1 0 3 
0 0 20 
2 0 2320 































6 2410 83.50 398 2012 2 0 2012 0 2 Ol4 1 gc,p 
7 2115 80.70 408 1707 2 0 1707 0 170CJ 1<o77 
8 1760 86.60 236 1524 2 0 1524 0 l526 1440 
9 1172 91.40 101 1071 2 500 571 0 573 727 
10 658 65.00 230 428 2 270 158 n 15CJ 259 
ll 82 24.00 62 20 1 8 ,., -'-~ 0 lL u 
J.L 4 0.00 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ ~ 
14 1 0.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
15 1 0.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-------------------------------------------------------------
TOT 13308 84.11 2114 11194 17 777 10416 2759 13054 13144 
FISCAL YEAR 1994 0-4 PREDICTED RESULT 
----------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN END INV 
3 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
4 2 100.00 0 2 0 0 2 0 3 
5 2 100.00 0 2 1 0 2 0 3 
6 3 100.00 0 3 1 0 3 0 4 
7 5 83.33 1 4 1 0 4 0 6 
8 7 100.00 0 7 2 0 7 c 10 
9 28 C)',. 95 1 27 ... (j 27 ~,n c S~0 
10 ro 1 t 9r:,. 4c, 22 ~.44 =~ 0 ~· 94 2"7(: 8<:,7 
ll ~-:::: CJ:,. (Jr-, 41J 10Rr. :' () 108b ;, 1094 
12 114 r:. 94.CJ4 ~~R lORR 0 (I 108P ·~j 1088 
l ~j %4 'l<o. 4b 34 930 (J 0 93 rj (; 9~ 0 
14 885 CJ4.00 s:' 832 (I 254 578 0 578 
1'· 426 87.00 5:) 371 0 10(1 271 (: 271 
16 213 91.50 18 195 0 4 191 0 191 
17 2 or. CJ:'.SO 15 1 9(1 0 0 190 c 190 
18 21? 8:-.. 50 3 :) 178 0 0 178 0 178 
19 184 1 ', . (I (I 156 28 (I 0 28 28 
20 :;2 5.00 30 ., (; 0 (1 2 
.,, 
~J. 2 0.00 2 0 0 0 (• 0 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 60<o0 92.0S :)20 5:)40 14 3 :lt :) lh2 777 ':,9'74 
FISCAL YEAR 1994 0-4 ACTUAL RE~~ULT 
-------------------------------------------------------------
YOc~ INV RATE LOS'~ COl'T ACC P-OU'!' !\IP f'- IL E;J:.Il!J'/ F'IN\7 
~ 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 () 
:·. 2 100.00 0 2 l 0 (' :, 3 
6 3 100.00 0 3 1 0 3 (; 4 4 
7 8 100.00 0 8 1 0 8 () 10 6 
R ~~ 100.00 0 5 2 0 5 0 8 10 
y 22 9',. 90 1 21 3 0 21 500 524 530 
l(l 574 %.40 21 553 3 0 553 270 826 867 
11 105:, C)',. 9(1 43 1012 3 0 1012 8 1020 1094 
12 999 94.90 51 94 8 0 0 948 0 948 1088 
13 944 9b. 50 33 911 0 0 911 0 911 930 
14 877 96.50 31 84 b 0 254 592 0 592 578 
F 437 90.80 40 397 0 100 29 7 () 2 97 271 
1t 22CJ 79.10 48 181 0 4 l77 c 177 191 
17 2l8 80.70 46 192 (1 0 .iCJ~ 0 142 190 
18 209 68.go 6S 144 (I 0 144 (J 144 178 
lq 1R6 9.70 168 18 0 (I 18 0 18 28 
:: (· 44 6.80 41 3 0 0 3 c _ .. 2 
21 l 0.00 1 0 0 0 (; 0 0 0 
-------------------------------------------------------------
TOT 5834 89.90 589 5245 14 356 4887 777 567 9 5974 
FISCAL YEAR 1994 0-5 PREDICTED RESULT 
----------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OU'!' NP P-IN ENDINV 
8 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 0 1 
9 2 100.00 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 
10 2 100.00 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 
11 2 100.00 0 2 0 0 ~ 0 3 ~ 
12 3 100.00 0 3 1 0 3 0 4 
13 8 95.65 0 8 1 0 8 0 9 
14 30 97.70 1 29 1 0 29 254 284 
77 
15 436 99.25 3 433 1 0 4~~ 100 534 
16 603 98.45 9 594 1 0 594 4 599 
17 606 98.21 11 595 1 0 595 0 596 
18 616 95.70 26 590 1 0 590 0 590 
19 557 95.00 28 529 0 13 516 0 516 
20 478 95.00 24 454 0 237 ~,.., L"' 0 217 
21 244 8".00 37 207 0 3 204 0 2 04 
.,~ 
~L. 113 :·S. 00 51 62 0 0 62 0 62 
r· _, /C 5: .. (10 33 40 0 0 40 0 40 
24 47 50.00 23 24 0 0 24 0 24 
.,, 20 40.00 ,., 8 0 0 8 0 8 .. ~ 
""" 26 5 20.00 4 1 0 0 1 0 1 
27 1 50.00 0 1 0 0 0 1 
28 1 50.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 3847 90.56 261 3586 7 252 ,-~· - _..., _j ,:, 35t 3698 
FIS<~AL YEAH 1994 0-5 ACTUAL HESULT 
------------------------------------------------------------
YOc~ INV HATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN ENDINV PINV 
4 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
8 l(,r,. ()(i c 1 0 (I 1 0 1 1 
c, ,' l 0 (!. ()(J 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 
11) l 0 G.(!(: () 1 (J Cr 1 0 1 2 
1' 
.1 4 100.00 G 4 (I G 4 (I '· 3 
12 4 100.00 (J 4 0 4 :: :l 4 
13 6 g:,. 60 C: 6 0 6 0 ! c, 
14 23 97.70 22 0 22 2S4 -;-;; :284 
15 403 99.90 0 403 l 0 4 03 100 504 534 
16 602 96.80 19 583 1 0 5s:; 4 588 599 
17 598 96.50 21 577 1 0 577 0 578 59~ 
18 ao:, 94.10 36 567 1 0 567 0 567 590 
19 60Y E:t.. 80 80 52'l (I 13 516 0 516 516 
20 4 8 ~~ 8~o.no bS 415 0 237 178 0 178 217 
.,, 
~1 167 66.50 56 111 0 3 108 0 10~ 204 
22 111 48.50 57 54 0 0 54 0 54 62 
23 62 43.30 35 27 0 0 27 0 27 40 
24 54 35.20 35 19 0 0 19 0 19 24 
~s lg 20.00 Eo 4 () 0 4 4 R 
~() 8 ~ (1. [1(1 C• :2 (r (1 ., '~i 
2~ ~' (: .I.J(_i 
:;q 
' 
• ~I (. u c 
------------------------------------------------------------
TCT ~<,: !j ~ :;.., ~ .. ~\ :) 4 :- ~ :.; :~, :'.? 7 2:12 '·(I 8 I) ~", :) t:, ~~.44:- :-. t 9 8 
* '* "1: * UHL ::l:fic"=~ FT(>n<~t irTj t•1>:1F-.: 'lr * * * 
CUP.P.EN'T YEAP. ( 199:1! \:-U!'-~l;L?.T: -,.·c: TGTAL:.: 
------------------------------------------------------------------
BE(; IN ENC1 E~~'T E""' _,' EST 
HANt: STREJJ<-:;TH STP.EN<~TH Rl>.TE LOSS CON'T :ACC FF- OPP 
0-l 4130 N/A %.U', }b"l :J()r:."7 ~ c ~~4 
o-:: 5144 N/A :10.44 49:: 465~ 2CJ 2.00 g:,. 00 
0-3 13144 N/A 84.27 20b8 11(176 17 4.00 95.00 
0-4 5736 5634 92.03 457 5279 14 10.39 70.00 
0-5 36'"<\ 3599 90.53 34(, 3307 7 15.48 70.00 
0-6 1710 16gR 84.10 272 1438 0 21.19 55.00 
------------------------------------------------------------------
78 
APPENDIX D IMPLEMENTATION RUN I OUTPUT 
MO[JEL IMPLEMENTATION RUN FY95-FY99 
CONSERVATIVE CONTINUATION RATES 
**** URL Officer Promotion Model 
CURRENT YEAR (1995) CUMULATIVE TOTALS 
**l!"* 
------------------------------------------------------------------
BEGIN END EST EST EST 
RANK STRENGTH STRENGTH RATE LOSS CONT ACC FP OPP 
0-1 3999 N/A 96.05 155 3841 2094 
0-2 5142 N/A 90.43 492 4650 29 2.00 95.00 
0-3 130':>2 N/A 84.45 2030 11022 17 4.00 95.00 
0-4 5736 5634 92.03 466 5270 14 10.25 70.00 
0-5 3653 3599 90.53 346 3307 7 15.33 70.00 
0-6 1710 1698 87.19 219 1491 4 21.25 55.00 
Fic~CAL YEAR 1995 0-1 PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOC: INV RATE LOc~~~ CONT AI-:•-: Yoc: J::NV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 l <J4 5 96. (1(1 7[,; 18t,7 = 014 1G 0 c,. oc~ 0 0 0 
l 2027 96.40 73 :954 1'1 17 0 0.00 0 0 0 
2 25 75.00 b 19 1 18 0 0.00 0 0 0 
~J, l 50.00 0 1 0 19 0 0.00 0 0 (I 
4 1 0.00 1 0 0 2(\ 0 0.00 0 0 0 
5 0 0.00 0 0 0 21 0 G.OC 0 0 0 
6 0 o.co (\ 0 (j 22 c: o.on (I 0 0 
7 0 0.00 () 0 0 2:•, 0 ,., . 0 ·~ (I 0 0 
8 (I 0.00 (I 0 0 24 0 0.00 0 0 0 
q 0 0.00 0 0 0 2S (1 o.on 0 0 n 
10 () 0.00 0 0 0 26 (I (!. 0G 0 0 0 
11 0 0.00 0 0 0 27 0 cj . c: c 0 0 0 
12 0 0.00 0 c 0 28 (J l'. u ,:. u 0 0 
13 0 0.00 0 0 0 29 (! r, f! 0 
14 u 0.00 0 0 0 ?, 0 (J • :,(1 0 (i 
1 :) (I U.CIO (J 0 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTOR"; RATE LOSS conT ACC 
TOTAL 3999 %.05 1S8 3841 20'J4 
FISCAL YEAR 1995 0-2 PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 1 100.00 0 1 1 H 0 0.00 0 0 0 
21 g3.80 l 20 21 17 0 0.00 0 0 0 
2 2455 94.90 124 2331 .. 18 0 0.00 0 0 0 <. 
3 2634 86.50 355 2279 3 19 0 0.00 0 0 0 
4 2b 50.00 8 18 2 20 0 0.00 G 0 0 
5 l 0.00 0 1 0 21 0 c • ()I~ (J 0 0 
6 4 0.00 4 0 0 22 0 0.00 0 0 0 
7 0 0.00 0 0 0 2?. 0 0.00 0 0 0 
8 0 0.00 0 0 0 24 0 0.00 0 0 0 
9 0 0.00 0 0 0 25 0 ( 1 • 00 0 0 0 
10 0 0.00 0 0 0 ~b 0 0.00 0 0 0 
ll G 0.00 0 0 0 27 0 0.00 0 0 0 
12 0 0.00 0 0 0 28 0 0.00 0 0 0 
13 0 0.00 0 0 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 0 0.00 0 0 0 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
15 0 0.00 0 0 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTAL 5142 90.43 492 4650 29 
FISCAL YEAR 1995 0-3 PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE L0c'S CONT ACC 
0 1 100.00 0 1 2 16 0 0.00 0 0 0 
1 2 100.00 0 2 0 17 0 0.00 0 0 0 
2 2 100.00 0 2 1 18 0 0.00 0 0 0 




























































































FISCAL YEAR 199::. 0-4 PREDICTED TOTALS 
YOS INV RATE 
0 0 0.00 
0 100.00 
2 0 100.00 
100. (!(J 
4 :2 10CJ.00 











































































































() 0. CJ(J 








































































.:. c: ~· 
CONT 
3307 



















TOT 3999 96.05 158 
CONT ACC P-OUT NP 
1867 2074 0 1867 
1954 19 1935 19 
19 1 17 2 
1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
3841 2094 1952 






































































EJ..TE L0:3S CONT 
.... , :::·. 4 c-. q c-1!) ?, 
0 ~' • -; r~, ·.C. :., c, q 
::-: r; . S (, 7 l 4 ~1 8 
21: .. 00 b4 390 
sr,. (1(: 4'' 186 
s : ... : c· 4 q c: q 
sc. ()(; 1...4. 2":: 
40.00 11 R 
20.00 4 
50. (J(\ (I 
S C•. C C C 1 
Cr. CC G 0 




























































YO~~ INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-II' EN[JUJV PINV 
0 1945 96.00 78 1867 2074 0 1867 0 1886 1886 
1 2027 96.40 73 1954 19 1935 19 0 20 20 
2 25 75.00 6 19 1 17 2 0 2 2 
:. 1 50.00 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 
4 1 0.00 1 (J 0 0 0 0 0 0 
------------------------------------------------------------
TOT 3999 96.05 159 3841 2094 1952 1889 0 3983 3983 
FISCAL YEAR 1995 0-2 PREDICTED RESULT 
----------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN ENDINV 
0 1 100.00 0 1 1 0 1 0 22 
1 21 93.80 1 20 21 0 20 193 5 1957 
2 2455 94.90 124 2331 2 0 2331 17 2351 
3 2634 86.50 355 2279 3 2258 21 0 23 
4 26 50.00 8 18 2 18 0 0 0 
:, 1 0.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
b 4 0.00 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 5142 90.43 4 92 4650 29 2396 2374 1952 4355 
FISCAL YEAR 199:> 0-2 ACTUAL RESULT 
------------------------------------------------------------
YOS IIN RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN ENDINV. PINV 
u 1 100.00 0 1 1 0 1 0 22 '1'1 ~~ 
1 21 93.ao 1 20 21 (I 20 l Cj='. 5 l9S7 1957 
~ 2455 94.90 12 :l 2330 2 0 2330 l7 23::~o 23:.1 
.'• 2G34 8<o. ', o 35( 2278 3 225P "' ~l 0 23 23 
2~:, :-. () • (J () ,, D "• 18 0 0 0 0 "-' 
' 
O.GC: l (! 0 0 0 (; 0 1 
(. 4 () ~ 0 (; 4 (l ~ (I c r• 0 0 
" 
------------------------------------------------------------
TOT C:d42 90.28 500 4 r;,42 29 234•,:: 2:<7:::; 19~:=: 4 :;53 4355 
FL~>:'AL YEAR 1 qqc-, 0-3 PRECJICTEL RESULT 
----------------------------------------------------------
Y0:3 INV Rl>TE LOS:~ CONT ACC P-OUT NF P-IN ENLINV 
0 1 100.00 0 2 0 (J 
2 100.00 c '> 0 (J .:: r _., 
2 -. 100.00 0 2 1 (I " (• -. 
·' 
-~, 91 . Cj (J (i _ .. 0 0 :-; 22:18 :2263 
4 ~~~83 85.80 3 7 :) 2208 2 (1 =:::oP. 18 2227 
5 :2381 87.9(1 271 2110 (I 2110 (J 2112 
() 2088 83.50 3l7 1771 2 0 1771 G 1773 
7 2014 80.70 419 1595 2 0 1595 0 1597 
8 1709 86.60 250 1459 2 90 1369 0 1371 
q 152b 91.40 107 1419 2 925 494 c 4% 
10 483 6:>. 00 9b 387 2 173 214 (I 21 ~~ 
11 248 24.00 188 60 1 13 47 0 47 
1: 12 0.00 7 s 0 0 5 0 5 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT D0',2 84. 4'. 2030 11022 17 1198 9821 2 3 'l6 12114 
FISCAL YEAR 1995 0-3 ACTUAL RESULT 
------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN ENDHN PINV 
0 1 100.00 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 1 
2 100.00 0 2 0 0 2 0 3 3 
2 100.00 0 2 1 0 2 0 2 2 
3 3 91.90 0 :; 0 0 3 2258 2261 2263 
4 2583 85.80 3 67 2216 2 0 2216 18 2235 2227 
r, 2381 87.90 288 2093 1 0 2093 0 2095 2112 
6 2088 83.50 345 1743 2 0 1743 0 1745 1773 
7 2014 80.70 389 1625 2 0 1625 0 1627 1597 
8 1709 86.60 229 1480 2 90 1390 0 1392 1371 
9 1526 91.40 131 1395 2 925 470 0 472 496 
10 483 65.00 169 314 2 173 141 0 142 215 
11 248 24.00 188 60 1 13 47 0 47 47 
12 12 0.00 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
------------------------------------------------------------
TOT 13052 83.77 2118 10934 17 1198 9733 2396 12026 12114 































































































ACC P-OUT NP 
0 0 1 
0 0 2 
1 0 2 
1 0 3 
1 0 4 
2 0 7 
3 0 26 
3 0 562 
3 0 839 
0 0 949 
0 0 880 
0 539 351 
0 203 342 
0 8 177 
0 0 179 
0 0 168 
0 0 26 
0 0 2 









































TOT 5736 92.03 4ob 5270 14 748 4520 11CJ8 5735 



























































































TCT S6~r: 92.4~ 4~· 5~5~ 
YO~; INV RATE LOc~S 
R 1 100.00 0 
G 1 100.00 0 
10 100.00 0 
_l 2 10o.on 0 
1: 3 100.00 (J 
13 8 95.65 0 
14 28 g7.70 
15 414 99.25 3 
lb 572 98.45 9 
17 576 98.21 10 
18 584 95.70 25 
19 529 8o.50 71 
20 454 86.00 64 
21 232 80.00 46 
22 108 55.00 49 
23 69 55.00 31 
24 45 50.00 22 
25 19 40.00 11 
26 5 20.00 4 
27 1 50.00 0 


























































N"C P-OUT NP 














































































TOT 3653 90.53 346 3307 7 228 3077 748 3834 























YOS INV RATE LOSS C'ONT ACC f'-OUT NP P-IN EN~JINV PIN\! 
5 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 (i 0 
8 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 c 1 
9 2 100.00 0 2 0 0 2 (J ~ l 
10 l 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
11 5 100.00 0 5 0 0 5 0 6 3 
12 5 100.00 0 5 1 0 5 0 6 4 
13 5 95.60 0 5 1 0 5 0 6 9 
14 7 97.70 0 7 1 0 7 539 547 567 
15 277 99.90 0 277 1 0 277 203 481 615 
16 504 98.50 8 496 1 0 496 8 505 572 
17 588 98.20 11 577 1 0 577 0 578 567 
18 577 95.70 25 552 1 0 552 0 552 559 
19 567 86.80 75 4 92 0 0 492 0 4 92 458 
20 516 86.00 72 444 0 157 287 0 287 233 
21 178 78.30 39 139 0 70 69 0 69 116 
22 108 57.60 46 62 0 3 59 0 59 56 
23 54 60.10 22 32 0 0 32 0 32 38 
24 27 53.40 13 14 0 0 14 0 14 23 
'!C ~ ·' 19 50.00 10 10 0 0 10 0 10 8 
2b 4 50.00 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 1 
27 2 50.00 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 
29 1 0.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
------------------------------------------------------------
TOT 3449 90.61 325 3125 7 228 28"5 748 3652 3834 
* * * * URL Officer Promotion t~c:>cle l **** 
·~'URFENT YEAR !l uc;r,,) CUMULAT:!VE TOT.L.LS 
------------------------------------------------------------------
BEr:;IN END EST E~~~ EST 
RANY STREN<~TH STF.ENr~TH F. ATE LOS~~ CONr:-· I'.CC FP OPP 
0-l :•. Yt;? N/ ?. %.0:< lc;~ ~~ F: :_:: ~ r_~ (j~ 
0-2 4 3 s:. N/A 90.26 4:4 o 'J"': ~ = .:; :. or, qs. oc~ 
0-3 12114 N/A 84.37 120:0 .!.0:..:21 17 4.00 95.00 
0-4 :)6 02 :.4 31 c;:.02 447 c 1'·' 14 1 (!. 15 70.00 
o-c, 3 6 :) ~-, 3 :,:):1 9f1. :~? =~.:; (:. ? =~ (.: -, l :' .04 7 c;. GO 
0-(, lbC)3 1661 84 .lC> 2 t· q ~C4 = l. 44 c,o. 00 
--------------------------------------------
---------------------
FIXAL YEAF. l'lq6 0-1 PREL;I CTE[J T07.~.L3 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS IN\• RJ..TE LO~~S CONT ACC 
u :2074 '!6. 01 83 1991 2074 H 0 0. OC• (I 0 0 
18Rb %.41 6R 1818 19 17 (I 0.00 (I 0 0 
2 20 7',. (I (I 
=·· 
15 1 18 0 0.00 (l 0 0 
·' 
2 50. O(i 1 1 0 lY 0 o.oc (l 0 0 
4 1 0.00 1 0 0 20 0 (_1_(!(; 0 0 0 
c, 0 0.00 0 (i 0 21 0 O.OG (; 0 0 
... 0 0.00 0 0 0 22 0 0.00 0 Cl 0 
-; 0 (i. 00 0 0 0 23 0 0.00 (I 0 0 
8 0 n. oo 0 0 0 24 0 o.oc 0 0 0 
9 0 0.00 0 0 0 25 0 0.00 (\ 0 0 
10 0 0.00 0 0 0 26 0 o.oc 0 0 0 
11 0 0.00 0 0 0 27 0 0.00 0 0 0 
12 0 0.00 0 0 0 25 0 0.00 0 0 0 
13 0 0.00 0 0 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 0 0.00 0 0 0 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
15 0 0.00 0 0 0 
---------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTOF.Y F.ATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTAL 398:< 96.03 158 3825 2(194 
FISCAL YEAF. 199b 0-2 PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YO~~ INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS nrv F.ATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 1 75.00 0 1 1 16 0 0.00 0 0 0 
1 22 93.81 1 21 21 17 0 0.00 0 0 0 
2 1957 94.96 99 1858 2 18 0 0.00 0 0 0 
3 2351 86.54 316 203 5 3 19 0 0.00 0 0 0 
4 23 68.41 7 16 2 20 0 0.00 0 0 0 
5 0 50.00 0 0 0 21 0 0.00 0 0 0 
6 1 0.00 1 0 0 22 0 0.00 0 0 0 











































































































8~,.so 328 193:) 
88.bli 254 197~\ 
8~.80 321 17~1 
79.20 3b9 1404 
8S.40 233 1364 
CJ<,.(J[, Y( 12/c, 
8(1.20 9P 39P 
24.00 1b:i 52 
38.87 2'! H: 
:\ 62.51 





























































HJV RATE LOSS CO!JT ACC 
7 






}, 1 0 0. 0 (; 
~~ 8~· .?3 




u ~ .. (j:, 














































































































































































































R3. SC: 33 
1~~.00144 
: .. oo 28 
G. Of) 2 
;:·. (1(' () 























































































































































FISCAL YEAR 1996 0-1 PREDICTED RESULT 
----------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN END INV 
0 2074 96-01 83 1991 2074 0 1991 0 2010 
1 1886 96.41 68 1818 19 1800 18 0 19 
2 20 7:,-00 5 15 1 13 2 0 2 
3 2 50.00 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
4 1 0.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOT 3983 96.03 158 3825 2094 1813 2012 0 4106 
FISCAL YEAR 1996 0-2 PREDICTED RESULT 
YO:~ INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN END INV 
(I 1 75.00 0 1 1 0 1 0 22 
1 22 9:;- 81 1 21 21 0 21 1800 1823 
2 1957 94.96 99 1858 2 0 1858 13 1874 
3 2351 86.54 316 2035 3 2016 19 0 21 
4 23 68.41 7 16 2 15 1 0 1 
6 1 0.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 435:) 90.26 424 3 931 29 2138 1CJOG 1813 3742 
FI~~''AL YEAH 1 9 '; 1: o-:. PRE[J I <:"TEe. RESULT 
----------------------------------------------------------
Y~):.:: IN\' PATE LOSS CO!JT A1.'C F·-OU'T NP F'-:!:N END INV 
IJ 2 l (:(,'[I (I (J 2 2 0 2 0 2 
10(1 
-ou 0 0 0 '~ 2 
2 3 1 ()(;- 00 () 0 :- \) ?. 
3 2 86.70 0 -, (• (! ~ 
' 
: I 202(1 
4 2263 R',- 50 =J·2 8 19:<r c: ; c<·: r -. l ~} :, l 
r, 2227 88.b0 254 1 9 '7 =·~ 0 l [-! 1 c.-:-c. 
!:_: ::!1:~ 84 .RO :;:!1 17CJ ~ (l }791 (' }7 C(:, 
7 l7 7 ~~ 74.20 :;bCJ 14"4 2 (J 14 G4 (l l4 Cri:. 
p F,tJ7 s:,- 40 :::.;.:-i 13i:r4 ~ C; l3t.4 r: 13 b f:· 
q 1371 93 .00 96 127::, ., :1 CJ q t:,7n (r ~~ 7 ~. 
l(i 496 80 
-20 98 :<CJ8 ~ E,c, :239 () 240 
11 21 :~ 24 .00 163 52 1 8 44 0 44 
12 47 38.87 29 18 0 0 18 0 18 
l =~ : 6:2 :d -, ] 0 0 3 (, 3 
" 
----------------------------------------------------------
TCT 12114 f:4 . :~ 7 1893 10221 17 76S •:,4: :l 2 j_ ~~ R 1l',(r3 
FISCAL YEAR 1996 0-4 PREDICTED RESULT 
----------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-n: ENDINV 
3 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
4 .. , 100.00 0 2 0 (! 2 0 j 
r:; -, 100.00 0 2 1 0 2 0 :< 
b 3 100.00 0 3 .L 0 3 (J 4 
7 5 83.33 1 4 1 0 4 0 6 
R 7 100.00 0 7 2 0 7 0 10 
q 26 95.95 1 25 3 0 25 599 627 
10 569 96.45 20 549 3 0 549 159 711 
11 1046 95.95 42 1004 3 0 1004 8 1012 
12 1059 94.94 54 1005 0 0 1005 0 1005 
13 891 96.46 32 859 0 0 859 0 859 
14 818 96- 4CJ 29 789 0 415 374 0 374 
15 394 90.82 36 358 0 84 274 0 274 
16 197 91.50 17 180 0 5 175 0 p:; 
17 190 92.50 14 176 0 0 176 0 176 
18 197 83.50 33 164 0 0 164 0 164 
19 170 15.00 144 26 0 0 26 0 26 
20 29 5.00 28 1 0 0 1 0 1 
21 2 0.00 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 5602 92.02 447 5155 14 503 4651 765 5431 






































69 :,~,. 00 
4'· 5(1 .00 
1 '; 4 (). 0'J 
5 2o.nc 



































































































































TOT 3t.S~ q0.S3 34b 3307 7 262 3044 503 3555 

















































17 4. 00 
14 10.29 
I 15.16 































7 :~ . (l (1 
r,:;_(:( 











LOSS corn ACC 
83 1991 2074 


























































l) • \..JIJ \.) 
(J. (J(J 0 
(J. c,c; n 
0.00 0 
c .. f)() (I 
0.(1(1 (1 


















































































































































y 0 0.00 0 0 0 25 0 (,. 0() (, 0 0 
lO 0 O.OG 0 0 0 26 0 CJ.OC J 0 0 
11 0 0.00 0 0 0 27 0 0. OCJ 0 0 0 
12 0 0.00 0 0 0 28 0 0.00 0 0 0 
13 0 0.00 0 0 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 0 0.00 0 0 0 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
15 0 0.00 0 () 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTAL 3742 90.59 352 3390 29 
FISCAL YEAR 1997 0-3 PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 2 100.00 0 2 2 16 0 0.00 0 0 0 
1 2 100.00 0 2 0 17 0 0.00 0 0 0 
2 2 100.00 0 2 1 18 0 0.00 0 0 0 
3 3 86.70 0 3 0 19 0 0.00 0 0 0 
4 2020 85.50 293 1727 2 20 0 0.00 0 0 0 
s 1951 88.60 222 1729 1 21 0 0.00 0 0 0 
b 1 g7c:, 84.80 300 1675 2 22 0 0.00 0 0 0 
7 1793 79.20 373 1420 2 23 0 0.00 0 0 0 
8 1406 85.40 205 1201 2 24 0 0.00 0 0 0 
g 1366 93.00 96 1270 2 25 0 0.00 0 0 0 
10 678 80.20 134 544 2 26 0 0.00 0 0 0 
11 240 24.00 182 58 1 27 0 0. 00 0 0 0 
12 44 38.87 27 17 0 28 c 0.00 0 0 0 
1"• _, 18 62.51 7 11 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 ., so.oc 1 2 0 3(: r; 0. CJ(; 0 0 0 
lS (I c.oo () 0 0 
-------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTOEY RATE LOS::~ .:·aNT ;..(·,-
TOTJI.L 11 ~\ () =·', 84. OC:· 124( ~ ·:- (-. =~ _:.; 
FI ~~C!I.L YE!I.P 1~97 0-4 PREL>ICTE[J TOT.Z..L:? 
------------------------------- ------------------------------
YO:C IJ\JV RATE LOc~~~ r:"ONT AU" YOS 1:~-~\,- ?.J....'T'E ._,,_) __ ._. .:·mn .z.,·:·,:· 
I.J c o. or; (! 0 (I lb l :~ l q 1 . ~.o ,, j'"!C. 0 
1 (! 100.00 0 (l 0 17 184 9:.so 14 l 7 i_: (i 
-, (J 100.00 (J 0 (1 lF 191 :? =·· . :~ c 32 1"9 0 "-
3 100.00 0 1 (' ) 19 165 1c:.oc:4o 2:; 0 
4 100.00 0 2 (I 2 (I :s s. (j! 2.7 1 0 
s 2 100.00 G :; 1 ~' :; c.oo ;:; (J 0 ~" 
5 1 0(:. 0(1 0 3 1 ')') c o.oc (; 0 0 
"-" 
7 s s:• . :3 4 ::::: '·' o.oc (I 0 (I 
r-· 7 l (l (: • '.) (: :.: 7 :24 u u.oc. 0 0 0 
:.J ::> t• q::. 4~. 1 25 3 ~=) (; !.•. ()(; () 0 0 
1 ,., t"C:'"l 
_l_l_ 9b. 4:) 2(1 :)32 3 2 t"- 0 C•. 0 r, 0 (J 0 
11 HilS CJ',. 95 41 974 :< 27 () fl.(j(l () 0 
l~ 1027 94.94 c;:' ens 0 2t: 0 (•.()() :') (I 0 
13 864 96.46 31 833 0 ~9 0 0.00 u (J 0 
14 793 96.49 28 76S 0 30 0 0.00 (I 0 0 
15 382 go.s2 35 347 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTAL 5431 92.06 431 5000 14 
FISCAL YEAR 1CJ97 0-S PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 0 0.00 0 0 0 16 557 98.45 9 548 1 
1 0 0.00 0 0 0 17 560 98.21 10 550 1 
2 0 0.00 0 0 0 18 569 95.70 24 545 1 
3 0 100.JO 0 0 0 19 515 86. ~)0 70 44:, 0 
4 G 100.00 0 0 0 20 442 Sr:,. on 62 380 (I 
5 (I 100.00 0 0 0 2l 225 SD.OO 45 180 0 
b 0 100.00 0 0 0 22 105 55.00 47 58 I) 
7 0 100.00 0 0 0 23 67 5~. 00 30 37 0 
8 1 100.00 0 1 0 24 44 50.00 22 22 0 
9 1 100.00 0 1 0 25 18 40.00 11 7 0 
10 1 100.00 0 1 0 26 5 20.00 4 1 0 
11 2 100.00 0 2 0 27 1 so.oo 0 1 0 
12 3 100.00 0 3 1 28 1 50.00 0 1 0 
13 7 95.65 0 7 1 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 28 97.70 1 27 1 30 0 0.00 0 0 G 









FISCAL YEAR 1997 0-1 PREDICTED RESULT 
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP 
0 2074 96.01 83 1991 2074 0 1991 
1 2010 96.41 72 1938 19 1919 19 
L 19 75.00 5 14 1 13 1 
3 2 50.00 1 1 0 0 1 
4 1 0.00 1 0 0 0 0 
TOT 4106 96.05 162 3944 2094 1952 
Fic~CAL YEAR 1997 0-2 PREDICTE[J RESULT 
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT AC•~ P-OUT NP 
(J 1 7: •. 00 0 1 1 0 
1 22 93.81 1 21 21 0 21 
2 1823 94.96 92 1731 2 0 1731 
1874 E:t,. S4 252 H22 1 E,(l 6 16 
4 21 68.41 7 14 ., 14 (! L. 
5 1 :.c. ou 0 1 0 (! 
TOT 3742 90.59 352 















2012 0 4106 








YOc~ INV RATE LOSS CONT ArY P-OIJT NP P-IN ENDHN 
(j 2 100.00 0 2 2 0 2 (I 2 
l 2 100.0(1 0 2 0 0 2 0 3 
2 2 100.00 0 2 1 0 2 0 2 
3 3 86.70 0 3 0 0 3 1606 1611 
4 2 020 8~)- 50 293 1727 ., c 1727 14 1742 "'-
., l ''51 RR.60 222 1720 0 ;. 729 0 1731 
f:: 1 q7 :~ 84.80 300 1675 2 c 16 ;:l 0 1677 
: 179?. 79.20 3 7:J, 1420 2 0 1420 0 1422 
p. 14 (Ho s: .. 4 0 2 0:, 1201 2 0 1201 (J 1:? C\ ~ 
q 1 ..,,,,(,. 'H.OC> 96 1270 2 4 OE 864 0 86b 
H> o78 80.20 134 544 2 2:"1 9 3 o: c 30ro 
11 240 24.00 182 52 7 Sl 0 5l 
12 44 :;8. 87 27 17 G (l l7 c I J " 
n 12 6:.. 51 I ll (r (i l ~ 






ll Lo (j -_.. 2·4 . (J(_~ lS41'i -!(_ , . ., 17 0.:. ~' l Gr':} l l 7 (J (~: l u 64 8 
r::--,:·.A.~ YEAR }qCJ! 0-4 F'REU''TELI RESULT 
----------------------------------------------------------
Yo::-: IN\·' P..l\TE Lo::--~:: CO!\T N~C P-OUT NF F·-IN ENC·IN\7 
lOC.GO (l 0 0 l (1 
~ c ~ u (·. •J (; rJ (I 
lClC.UC 0 0 
l> 3 100.00 0 3 (! =~ c 4 
7 5 83.33 1 4 0 4 ~~ i ~ 
s ; 100.00 0 (I L· 
9 2o 9~). 9:) 1 25 3 (J 25 4 (Jb 434 
10 552 9b.45 20 532 3 0 532 23q 774 
11 1015 95.95 41 974 3 0 974 7 981 
12 1027 94.94 52 975 0 0 97:, 0 97:. 
n 864 96.46 31 833 0 0 833 0 833 
14 7 qo, %.49 28 765 0 346 419 0 419 
15 382 90.82 35 347 0 101 246 0 24b 
16 191 91.50 16 175 0 5 170 0 170 
17 184 92.50 14 170 0 0 170 0 170 
18 191 83.50 32 159 0 0 159 0 159 
19 165 15.00 140 25 0 0 25 0 25 
20 28 5.00 27 1 0 0 1 0 1 
21 2 0.00 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 5431 92.06 431 5000 14 451 4548 651 5214 
FISCAL YEAR 1997 0-5 PREDICTED RESULT 
88 
YO~'; INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-H< ENDIN"v' 
f.: 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 l 0 l 
9 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 
10 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 
11 2 100.00 0 2 0 0 2 0 3 
12 3 100.00 0 3 1 0 3 0 4 
1'' 
·' 
7 9~.6:. 0 7 1 0 7 0 8 
14 28 97.70 1 27 1 0 27 346 374 
15 403 99.25 3 400 1 0 400 101 502 
16 557 98. 4~. 9 548 1 0 548 5 554 
17 560 98.21 10 550 1 0 550 0 551 
18 :,69 g:,. 70 24 545 1 0 545 0 545 
19 51:> 86. :.o 70 445 0 8 437 0 437 
20 442 86.00 62 380 0 186 194 0 194 
21 225 80.00 45 180 0 61 119 0 119 
22 105 5:,. 00 47 58 0 0 58 0 58 
23 67 55.00 30 37 0 0 37 0 37 
24 44 50.00 22 22 0 0 22 0 22 
25 18 40.00 11 7 0 0 7 0 7 
26 5 20.00 4 1 0 0 1 0 1 
~7 1 50.00 0 1 0 0 0 1 
28 1 50.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 3555 90.49 338 3217 7 253 2962 451 3421 
"k*** URL Officer Promo~ ion M)de~ * * * * 
r~URREJJT YEAR 11998: CUt-1:.JLJ>.TI\TE TCTA~~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------
BE'~IH ENL E::~T ES'T EST 
RAJ·JK STRENGTH c~TRENr~Tf-' RATE L:.J3:..=:: ~~·on~ 1>.<:·,- n· OPP 
0 1 -~ 41 Cit:> N/A C!b.Ot l6l -_, y 4 ~· 2(.:(J..f 
o-:: ="!-: ~-, l N/A C.1(1. t;•,:. :,4 l ~-· :~ ·-~ (l ~i.j ::.oo qs.oo 
c - !. l0t:'.48 N/A 83.24 1"7t.~ t. 8 ~~ ~-. 4.00 9:-.00 
0-4 5::14 507:, c,;:. 08 41 =· 4POl 14 10.52 7 0. (10 
0-5 =-; 4 2 2 3 ~-: 2 (' go. St. : ~ =; ? ()(!~ 7 F .. 2R 70.00 
0-6 lt-2~ 1574 84.10 25~ l =· 0.' I (1 21.17 50.00 
------------------------------------------------------------------
FISCAL YEAF 1 CJyf' 0-1 PREL1IC?EL' TOTAL? 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS IN\' RATE LOSS CONT AC1-: Yo~:: INV Er.TE LD:3~~ 1=-0NT AU' 
(\ 2(174 CJi: .• 01 s· 
·' 
1gC)l ~('7 4 lt. (i (•.('>_; u (l f'• 
:2 (J l (1 Yl>-41 72 1938 19 17 (, (1. 00 u (I 0 
:2 2(' 7 ',. 0 (I 5 15 1 18 (1 (I. (I(; (r 0 0 
3 c,o. 00 0 1 0 lY (! 0.00 0 (I 0 
4 1 u. 00 1 0 I) 20 0 0. OC• 0 0 0 
::, 0 0.00 0 0 0 21 0 0.00 (J 0 (I 
6 0 0.00 0 0 0 22 0 0. ()(1 (I 0 0 
0 0.00 0 0 0 23 0 0. OCJ (I 0 0 
:.:: (! 0.00 0 0 0 24 0 0.00 u 0 0 
C1 0 0.00 0 0 0 25 0 0.00 0 0 0 
l(l 0 0.00 0 0 0 26 0 0.00 0 0 0 
1.: 0 0.00 0 0 0 27 0 0.00 0 0 0 
'~ 0 0.00 0 0 0 28 0 0.00 0 0 0 ~.:. 
13 0 0.00 0 0 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 0 0.00 0 0 0 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
l ~\ 0 0.00 0 0 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTAL 4106 96.08 161 3 94~ 2094 
FL~CAL YEAR 1g98 0-2 PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 1 75.00 0 1 1 16 0 (1. 00 0 0 0 
1 22 93.81 1 21 21 :7 0 0.00 c 0 0 
:2 1942 94.96 98 1844 2 18 0 0.00 0 0 0 
3 1747 86.54 235 1512 3 19 0 0.00 0 0 0 
4 18 68.41 6 12 2 20 0 0.00 0 0 0 
5 0 so.oo 0 0 0 21 0 0.00 0 0 0 
6 1 0.00 1 0 0 22 0 0.0(' 0 0 0 






















































































IN'J RATE LOSS r~ONT 
~ 100.00 2 












1 OC•. CJO 0 . 
86.70 0 2 
8" .. 50 234 1377 
88.60 19CJ 1543 
84.80 :C63 14ro8 
79.20 :i49 1328 
































:'. 100. OC· 
~) 83.3 :), 
l· 100.00 
9~-. q ~ 
c,··.(l qt .. 4S 
q ~; <·· CJ4, CJ 4 
p::_: c, Clt,.-.. 4t-































































2 f: ;) 
27 0 
2S 0 









































































































































































(i. I) (J 0 
( . (I c- 0 
I). 00 li 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 







s 3 . 5 c ~~ 0 
1:.001 ~~4 
:.cc 2t' 
c. 0[1 0 
.00 () 
(':. (}(J 0 
r_,. 0 r~: I i 
c·. cjG o 





























































































































































CONT ACC P-OUT Nf 
1991 2074 0 1991 
1938 19 1919 19 
15 1 13 2 
1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
TOT 4106 96.08 161 3945 2094 1932 2013 


































ACC P-OUT NP 
1 0 1 
21 0 21 
2 0 1844 
3 1498 14 
2 12 0 































TOT 3731 90.86 341 3390 29 1590 1880 193: 3841 
FISCAL YEAR 1998 0-3 PREDICTED RESU~T 














2 1 0(1 • (J() 
1 (J(\. IJ(; 











8b. 7 (J 













































: ~\4 ~-. 


























TOT 10648 83.24 1785 88b~ 17 706 815G 1590 968~ 

























































































































































































































101 ::,c. OCJ 














































ACC P-OUT NP 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 2 
1 0 3 
1 0 7 
1 0 26 
1 0 385 
1 0 528 
1 0 529 
1 0 524 
0 0 429 
0 17:) l~-1: 
'; 58 lH 
0 0 s,,,, 
c 0 56 
(J 0 
0 0 7 


























TOT ~-\422 44 r·, 
1r * * * 



























































































LOS:S CONT ACC 
83 1991 2074 























































C:. OU (, 
[i. 0(1 (\ 
c·. oc· G 
C·. OCJ 0 
('. 00 •) 
lJ. ()(I 0 
(_,. 00 () 
n J'c' o 
(!. 0(! 0 








































































































































8 0 0.00 0 0 0 24 0 0.00 0 0 0 
lj 0 0.0(; 0 0 0 25 0 0.00 C• 0 0 
10 c 0.00 0 0 0 26 0 0.00 0 0 0 
11 0 G.OO 0 () 0 27 0 0.00 0 0 0 
12 0 G.OO 0 0 0 22 0 0.0(; () (I 0 
13 0 CJ.OO 0 0 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 0 0.00 0 0 0 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
15 0 0.00 0 0 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTAL 3841 90.78 354 3487 29 
FISCAL YEAR 1999 0-3 PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 2 100.00 0 2 2 16 0 0.00 0 0 0 
1 2 100.00 0 2 0 17 0 0.00 0 0 0 
2 3 100.00 0 3 1 18 0 0.00 0 0 0 
3 3 86.70 0 3 0 19 0 0.00 0 0 0 
4 1502 85.50 218 1284 2 20 0 0.00 0 0 0 
s 1390 88.60 158 1232 1 21 0 0.00 0 0 0 
6 1545 84.80 235 1310 2 22 0 0.00 0 0 0 
7 1470 79.20 306 1164 2 23 0 0.00 0 0 0 
8 1330 8'· .40 194 1136 2 24 0 0.00 0 0 0 
q 1216 93.00 85 1131 2 25 0 0.00 0 0 0 
10 779 80.20 154 625 2 26 0 0.00 0 0 0 
11 339 24.00 258 81 1 27 0 0.00 0 0 0 
12 65 38.87 40 25 0 28 0 0.00 0 0 0 
13 20 62.51 7 13 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 11 50.00 5 6 0 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
15 6 0.00 b 0 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
IN\TENTOP.Y RATE LOS::~ ·~ONT Acr-: 
TO~AL y ~~ r.:--.: (=::2. !Y l6b6 80l~ 17 
FL~('AL YEAF 1999 0-4 PREGICTE[J TOTA!..,S 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YO:O. INV RATE LOS~:: CONT ACC YO~~ IJN RATE L0~~3 CONT ACC 
t) 0 0.00 (1 0 0 H 179 C!l. 50 E 164 0 
1 0 100.0C: 0 ,, ,, (I 17 172 92. '·C D l :1 q () 
,., 0 100.00 1,) (! 18 178 s:.l . ~1 r_: 2 ~~ 14 9 0 
3 1 10 0. c [' (' ,) 0 lq ::.4 .::. :_;::131 :23 0 
4 2 1 l1 (l. (i(l 0 l (i 2 (1 2!:· '· • (I r:: 2:, 0 
'· 
~ 100.0(1 () 2 21 i (;. oc 2 I) 0 
t· 3 100.00 (J 3 22 n (: . 0 r: () (l 0 
7 
'· 83.3 c 4 23 0 0. 011 u 0 0 
8 u 100.00 () lo ,, 24 0 c.oc 0 0 0 
C) 24 9:1. q:) 23 ~· 25 () v.UO (; 0 0 
10 :,1 () 9b .4'• 18 491' 
·' 
2t 0 (J. 0 (; (J 0 0 
11 94 ;:, 95. C)', 3 F: 910 3 27 ,, ,, (1 • (ll 0 0 0 
12 960 94.94 49 911 0 28 0 C•. 0 0 0 0 0 
.1.3 807 9b.46 29 778 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 741 96.49 26 715 0 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
1S 357 90.82 33 324 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTAL ~.075 92.08 402 4673 14 
FISCAL YEAR 1999 0-5 PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 0 0.00 0 0 0 16 520 98.45 8 512 1 
1 0 0.00 0 0 0 17 523 98.21 9 514 1 
2 0 0.00 0 0 0 18 531 9:.70 23 508 1 
3 0 100.00 0 0 0 19 481 86.50 65 416 0 
4 0 100.00 0 0 0 20 412 86.0(1 :)8 354 0 
5 0 100.00 0 0 0 21 210 S(l. 00 42 168 (I 
L) (I 100.00 0 0 0 22 98 s: .. 00 44 54 0 
7 0 100.00 0 0 0 23 63 S5.00 28 3 :) 0 
8 1 100.00 0 1 0 24 41 50.00 20 21 0 
9 1 100.00 0 1 0 25 17 40.00 10 7 0 
10 1 100.00 0 1 0 26 4 20.00 3 1 0 
11 2 100.00 0 2 0 27 1 50.00 0 1 0 
12 3 100.00 0 3 1 28 1 50.00 0 1 0 
13 7 95.65 0 7 1 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 26 97.70 1 25 1 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
93 


































CONT ACC P-OUT NP 
1991 2074 0 1991 
1938 19 1919 19 
15 1 13 2 
1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
TOT 4107 ~6.06 162 3945 2094 1932 201? 






4 1 () 
RATE LOSS 











ACC P-OUT NP 
0 1 
21 0 21 
2 0 1844 
:; 1595 15 























TOT 3841 90.78 354 3487 29 lb90 1882 1932 384~ 
FISr:'AL YEAR 1999 0-3 PREDICTED RESULT 















2 l Q(J. Q(J 
:' 1 () (J. 00 
:. 8t,. 7 0 













































-,·n:c IN\' H.li.TE LO::~:" l-ONT 
j_ f)ll. ou 0 
4 ~ 100.00 0 ~ 
5 2 100.00 0 2 
6 3 100.00 0 3 
7 5 83.33 1 4 
8 b 100.00 0 6 
q 24 95.95 1 23 
10 516 96.45 18 498 
11 948 95.95 38 910 
12 960 94.94 49 911 
13 807 96.46 29 778 
14 741 96.49 26 715 
1S 357 90.82 33 324 
16 179 91.50 15 164 
17 172 92.50 13 159 
18 178 83.50 29 149 
19 154 15.00 131 23 
20 26 5.00 25 1 







































ArY f'-OUT NF· 
(l (J 1 
(l 0 .2 
0 2 
0 :' 
1 0 4 
2 0 6 
3 0 23 
3 0 498 
3 0 910 
0 0 911 
0 43 735 
0 436 279 
0 116 208 
0 6 158 
0 0 159 
0 0 14 9 
0 0 23 
0 0 1 









(,' ll I) b 
(J ll?. s 

























TOT 5075 92.08 402 4673 14 600 4072 978 5066 
FISCAL YEAR 1999 0-5 PREDICTED RESULT 
94 
----------------------------------------------------------
YO:?: INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN END INV 
8 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
y 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
1() 100.00 0 1 0 0 0 1 
E 2 100.00 0 2 () c L (J :-: 
12 3 100.00 0 3 1 0 3 0 4 
13 7 95.65 0 7 1 0 7 43 51 
14 26 97-70 1 25 1 0 25 43•o 462 
15 376 99.25 3 :n: 1 0 373 116 490 
16 520 98.45 8 512 1 0 512 6 519 
17 523 98.21 9 514 1 0 514 0 515 
18 531 95.70 23 508 1 0 508 0 508 
19 481 86.50 65 416 0 52 364 0 364 
20 412 86.00 5R 354 0 173 181 0 181 
21 210 80.00 42 168 0 58 110 0 110 
22 98 :~s. oo 44 54 0 0 54 0 54 
23 63 55.00 28 35 0 0 35 0 35 
24 41 50.00 20 21 0 0 21 0 21 
25 17 40.00 10 7 0 0 7 0 7 
26 4 20.00 3 1 0 0 1 0 1 
27 1 50.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
18 1 50.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT D20 90.:>1 :ns 3005 7 281 2722 600 3330 
URL Officer Promotion J~UdE>l * * * '* 
CURRENT YEAR 12000) CUMULATIVE TOTALS 
------------------------------------------------------------------
BEGIN END E~~T EST EST 
RANr: STRENGTH c'TRENr:;TH RJ-.TE LOSS cmn ?-.Cr.., FP OPP 
0-1 u N A (,. oci (! (J 
(' ~, 
r-
() N/P-. u. :"jf_,' (_) 0 0.00 c:.oo 
0- ~. () N,'J.. '_! • ~I (I 1) (! 0.(10 (J_(![) 
C-4 n 0 0- 0(; (l (1 1(1.1:, 70.00 
c-: ,, 0 o.oc 0 () 0 14.94 70.00 
Q-i·· ~~· () G.OO 0 (i 20.94 c,o- 00 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
95 
APPENDIX D .1 IMPLEMENTATION RUN II OUTPUT 
MO[JEL IMPLEMENTATION RUN 2 FY95-99 
LESS CONSERVATIVE CONTINUATION RATES 

































































LOSS CONT ACC 
78 1867 2074 





































































































(:. ()(; 0 
(:. 0 (I (J 
(1. n:l o 
r:. :>u o 
0.00 c. 
(,. 00 () 
(] • (\ ~1 () 
c .i)(; (; 











































YO:.:' INV R.L.Ti:: LOSe~ ·~ONT P..:~·:· YOS IN·: El'.TE '-""'c c·oNT ACC 



























0 -~ (.. ', l 


































































( ' . ~ ; (', 
:"i i: ( 





































YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 1 100.00 0 1 2 16 0 0.00 0 0 0 
96 
2 100.00 0 
2 lOO.JO 0 
:. Sll. 40 0 
2',8' 8';. 80 37'. 
2381 87.9(1 271 
202~ e~· .. sc~ 317 
2014 8(). 70 419 
1709 86. •:.o 250 
1526 91.40 107 
483 65.00 96 
248 24.00 188 
12 0.00 7 
0 0.00 0 
0 0.00 0 





























































RATE LOSS r~ONT 
84.45 2030 11022 
FI:::r:"AL YEAR 199', 0-4 PRE[JICTED TOTALS 









(; (J 0. 0(; 
1 0 100.00 
(J 100.00 
3 l 100.00 
4 2 100.00 
5 2 100.00 
b 3 100.00 
7 5 83.33 
8 7 100.00 
c, 27 9S.<J:, 
10 58:, 96.25 
11 1071 95.50 
l.c 108:, Y4 .',(• 
TOTF.L 
'Jr.,.::~. 
'I r: .. ~ '• 
IN\!ENTOFY 












4 F 10:::-: 
6Cl l(J2~1 
=~4 872. 
:• 1 I':Ol 























































































































































































(; . ·:.1 ·~· r; 
EATE L0:32 
·~ ::., . l :,• ..1. ..l. 
9:1.5{; =b 
~:b .2:, n 
es.:1o bb 
7~.50 48 









































































CONT ACC P-OUT NP 















1954 19 1935 19 
19 1 17 2 
1 0 0 1 


















































TOT 3999 96.05 158 3841 2094 1952 1889 0 3983 


























CONT ACC P-OUT NP 
1867 2074 0 1867 
1954 19 1935 19 
19 1 17 2 
1 0 0 1 




















TOT 3999 96.05 159 3841 2094 1952 1889 0 3983 3983 






INV RATE LOSS 
1 100.00 0 
21 93.80 1 
245:· 94.90 124 
210:<4 86.',(1 35:, 
26 :~o.c~o H 
1 ()_()(; 0 









ACC P-OUT NP P-IN ENDINV 
1 c: 1 0 22 
21 0 20 1935 1957 
2 c 2:i31 17 2351 
3 2258 21 0 23 
2 18 0 0 0 
(; 0 1 0 1 
0 0 c 0 0 
------------------------------------------------------·~---
TOT 5142 90.43 492 4650 29 2396 2~74 105~ 4355 


























































TOT 514~ 90.2R 500 4642 29 2396 2372 195: 4?53 
Fl:3CAL YEAR 1995 0-3 PEEDICTED RESULT 
----------------------------------------------------------
YO~: INV RATE 
(I 100. (!(I 
2 100.00 
~ 100.00 
' 3 91. 9(1 
4 2583 85.80 
:::381 87.90 









7 ~(~14 R(l.7C 4lg 
l'C!c, 8G.oti :_::,c, 
o lS2b gl.4C 10~ 
10 48~ 65.00 96 
ll 248 24.00 18P 
















































TOT 13052 84.45 2030 11022 17 1198 9821 2396 12114 
FISCAL YEAR 1995 0-3 ACTUAL RESULT 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS 
0 1 100.00 0 
1 2 100.00 0 
2 2 100.00 0 
3 3 91.90 0 
4 2583 85.80 367 
5 2381 87.90 288 
6 2088 83.50 345 
7 2014 80.70 389 
8 1709 86.60 229 












ACC P-OUT NP 
2 0 1 
0 0 2 
1 0 2 
0 0 3 
2 0 2216 
1 0 2093 
2 0 1743 
2 0 1625 
2 90 1390 



































10 483 65.00 169 314 2 173 141 0 142 21: 
11 248 24.00 188 60 1 13 47 0 47 47 
12 12 0.00 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 :. 
--------------------------------------------------------------
TOT D0',2 e:·,. 77 2118 10934 17 1198 CJ7D 23q6 12020 12114 
FI::~CJ..L YEAH l9 SJ:, 0-4 PREUCTEu RESULT 
----------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN END INV 
3 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 c 1 
4 2 100.00 0 ~ 0 0 2 u ., 
5 2 100.00 0 2 1 0 2 0 ?. 
6 3 100.00 0 3 1 0 3 G 4 
7 5 83.33 1 4 1 0 4 0 6 
8 7 100.00 0 7 ~ 0 7 90 100 ~ 
9 27 95.95 1 26 j 0 26 925 954 
10 583 96.25 22 561 3 0 561 173 737 
11 1071 95.50 48 1023 3 0 1on 13 1036 
12 1 08'· CJ4.50 60 1025 0 0 1025 0 1025 
13 912 9(:,. 2 '• 34 878 0 87 791 0 791 
14 837 90. 2~1 31 806 0 517 289 0 289 
lS 403 90.50 :•. 1': 3 6:, 0 138 227 0 227 
16 202 90.50 19 183 0 8 175 0 175 
17 194 91.50 16 178 0 0 178 (l 178 
18 201 82.50 35 166 0 () 166 () 1b6 
19 174 15.00 14 8 26 0 0 26 (J 26 
20 30 5.00 28 2 0 0 2 0 2 
21 2 0.00 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 5736 91.67 478 5258 14 748 4508 1192. 5723 
FISCAL YEAP. 19g' 0-4 ACTUAL RESULT 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YU:~ IJN E.!.,TE LO~~~-: r:·onT A<:"C F'-OU7 Nl- !-·- rr: ENWHV PINV 
1 .: Ul1. (l(_J (! 0 (I 0 j_ 0 
l (J(J. I)U 0 (I 0 0 1 
c, 100.00 (I l (I (> ~ :J. 
1o -,, 10Ci.UC u -... ~ 4 
7 4 100.00 (! 4 ( 4 I. 
8 10 lOC.OO 0 ll! (J lC (:( ..L. \) lOG 
9 17 95.90 1 16 5 0 lb 9~ :, Y44 954 
10 614 96.40 2:2 59:2 
-' 
0 59:2 1 7 ~; 7GP 737 
1l 7]7 g:,. 90 :J.() 707 ... 0 I il7 1 ~~· 721: 103 'o 
1 02l' 94. 9G 52 96P I) (; 9 1.) t; (' \it:;;. 1025 
13 CJ4 8 96. '·0 :. 3 9E 0 87 .--...., ~~ O.c:...O ,, ""-:r •":•~\:· 791 
14 9' 1 96. :,o -'~ 879 0 
,,.., 362 0 362 289 
"" 
J~l v 
1'· 592 90.80 54 538 (I 138 400 0 400 227 
1(, 2 97 92.20 -1-, L1 '.., ' ~14 () p 2bi:> (J 266 175 
l7 177 Y3.10 12 165 I) 0 165 0 165 178 
18 192 84.20 30 162 0 0 162 0 162 166 
19 144 1'·.10 lY> 22 (J 0 22 () 22 26 
20 18 (). 80 17 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 
21 3 0.00 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
TOT 5690 92.43 431 5259 14 748 4509 1198 5724 5723 
FISCAL YEAR 1995 0-5 PREDICTED RESULT 
----------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN ENDINV 
8 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
9 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 l 
10 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
11 2 100.00 0 2 0 0 2 0 3 
12 3 100.00 0 3 1 0 3 0 4 
13 8 95.50 0 8 1 0 8 87 9b 
14 28 97.50 1 27 1 0 27 5'.., .L· 545 
15 414 99.00 4 410 1 0 410 138 549 
lb :172 98.25 10 562 1 0 562 8 571 
17 576 98.10 11 565 1 0 565 0 566 
18 584 gc,. 50 26 558 1 0 558 0 558 
99 
19 52 9 86.25 73 456 0 0 456 0 456 
20 454 85.50 66 388 0 157 231 0 2:;1 
.,. 
~l 232 79.50 48 184 0 69 115 0 115 
22 108 50.00 54 54 0 3 51 0 51 
23 69 40.00 41 28 0 0 28 0 28 
24 45 40.00 27 18 0 0 18 0 18 
25 19 30.00 D 6 0 0 6 0 6 
26 5 10.00 4 1 0 0 1 0 1 
27 1 0.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28 1 0.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 3653 89.60 380 3273 7 228 3044 748 3801 
FISCAL YEAR 1995 0-5 ACTUAL RESULT 
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OU'T NP P-IN ENDINV PINV 
5 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
8 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 
9 2 100.00 0 2 0 0 :: (: 2 1 
10 1 100.'10 c 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 
11 '· l (l 0. tj (J (I 5 0 G 5 (I •o 
., 
- •. l (J (). (! l' (1 5 1 0 s 0 b 4 "~ 
p 
'· 
Q~ .. i:.(J 0 5 c :-. 87 93 96 
14 7 9'7.7[) 0 7 1 0 7 517 525 545 
1 =· 277 qc,. 9(1 (I 277 1 0 277 DP 4H. 549 
1b 504 9R.SO 8 496 1 (I 4Yt 2 so:. 571 
17 588 98.20 11 577 1 0 577 (! 576 566 
18 577 95.70 2' 
·' 
s:\2 l 0 ~)52 (: 552 558 
19 567 86.80 7 c-, 4 9:: 0 4 92 r 492 456 
20 :d6 8t .. (J(i 7'2 444 0 1 c-, 7 2F7 ,, 287 231 
21 178 7 K. =~ 0 3C, J:,CJ 0 6C, tc: c 70 115 
2L 108 57.60 4b 62 0 :; 59 (' 59 :d 
2:i 54 60.10 22 -J,-} (; 0 ~~ 2 (} 3:2 28 
24 27 s:;. 4 o D 14 li 0 14 (i 14 18 
2S 1CJ c-, (I • (I (I 10 10 (I 0 10 (; lO 6 
26 4 5U. (J(1 2 "I () (i u L. 1 
27 SC .U(' l 0 0 c 0 
:::c1 u.oo (I (I (, 0 (, (} i) 
--------------------------------------------------------------
TOT 3449 q u. t, l 325 31~:) 7 ::22 2R9t. 74° 365:· 3801 
URL Officer Prom:)t i ~)n Model ".t * * * 
CURRENT YEAR ( 1996 I CUMULATIVE TOTALS 
------------------------------------------------------------------
BEt~:lJ~ END EST EST EST 
RANK STRENGTH STRENGTH RATE LOSS CONT ACC FP OPP 
0-1 3983 N/A 96.03 158 3 825 2094 
0-2 4 ~5'· N/A 90.26 424 :::931 29 2 .00 95.00 
o-:", 12114 N/.A. 84 .37 1893 .2.022.: l 7 4 .00 95.00 
0-4 SG02 54"·~ 91 .68 4 t· (: s l =~ (:. l~ lC .}', 70.0G 
0-5 =~ ti ~) -~ 3 :~s::. ~:9. ()(' ·,;,C. L :~. ~~ ~-. 7 14 .R7 7(J. on 
0-1:' lbc.~·_., lb6l ?< • 00 ~ t, t. j 4 (J~- ~_: 21 4'' 50 .00 
FISCAL YEAR 1996 0-1 PREDICTED TOTALS 
---------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV R.A.TE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 2074 96.01 83 1991 2074 16 0 0.00 0 0 0 
1 1886 96.41 68 1818 19 17 0 0.00 0 0 0 
2 20 75.00 5 15 1 18 0 0.00 0 0 0 
3 2 50.00 1 1 0 19 0 o.oc 0 0 0 
4 1 0.00 1 0 0 20 0 0.00 0 0 0 
:. 0 0.00 0 0 0 21 0 0.00 0 0 0 
6 0 0.00 0 0 0 22 0 0.00 0 0 0 
7 0 0.00 0 0 0 23 0 0.00 0 0 0 
8 0 0.00 0 0 0 24 0 0.00 0 0 0 
9 0 0.00 0 0 0 25 0 0.00 0 0 0 
10 0 0.00 0 0 0 26 0 0.00 0 0 0 
11 0 0.00 0 0 0 27 0 0.00 0 0 0 
12 0 0.00 0 0 0 28 0 0.00 0 0 0 
100 
13 0 0.00 0 0 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 0 0.00 0 0 0 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
1 :) 0 0.00 0 0 0 
-----------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTAL 3 983 96.03 158 3825 2094 
FISCAL YEAF. 1996 0-2 PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 1 75.00 0 1 1 16 0 0.00 0 0 0 
1 22 93.81 1 21 21 17 0 0.00 0 0 0 
2 1957 94.96 99 1858 2 18 0 0.00 0 0 0 
3 2351 86.54 316 2035 3 19 0 0.00 0 0 0 
4 23 68.41 7 16 2 20 0 0.00 0 0 0 
5 0 50.00 0 0 0 21 0 0.00 0 0 0 
6 1 0.00 1 0 0 22 0 G.OO 0 0 0 
7 0 0.00 0 0 0 23 0 0.00 0 0 0 
8 0 0.00 0 0 0 24 0 0.00 0 0 0 
g 0 0.00 0 0 0 25 0 0.00 0 0 [) 
10 0 c.oo 0 0 0 2b 0 0.00 0 0 0 
11 0 0.00 0 0 0 27 0 0.00 0 0 0 
12 0 0.00 0 0 0 28 0 0.00 0 0 0 
1-, 0 0.00 0 0 0 29 0 0. (J(J 0 0 () 
14 0 0.00 0 0 0 30 0 0.00 u (J 0 
15 0 0.00 0 0 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTAL 4355 90.26 424 3931 29 
FISCAL YEAR 19% 0-3 PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOc~ INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOS::; CONT Ac:: 
0 2 100.00 0 2 2 16 0 G.OO (; 0 0 
1 100.00 0 1 0 17 0 0.00 0 0 0 
-, ? 100.00 0 3 1 18 G o.or: 0 () 0 
0 
L 8( .. 7 (· () (I 1CJ (l.(J( , .. () () 
,,-.. P, C",. :. (\ ~~ 2 ~; } Cj ~-; S -, 2 r, ,, (!.:):", I) L. 
r·, ...:.~=:.7 r:, !~.- t·; () :~ :)4 l Cj '7 ~- :il (I :> () I) 
:~ ll =: 84.80 :521 J79l 2 2~ (. (, I> (I (r 
7 l 7 7 ~J, 7';. 2(1 ~ ... b ~~ 14 ()4 2 2 ~.; (l ( . n '-' () () 
1S97 P~ .. 4 U 2? ~·. 131::4 '> 24 (1 (•(' 
" 
(J () 
c, 1371 q~-,. 00 9b 127 c, ., ~t", 0 ,, r () r.~ 0 
lll 4% 80.2(1 9P :~ lJ 8 2 (, 0 8. (li:· 0 
11 215 24. (l(i lb::' :,=: l 27 :,_,·:,, (r (: 
12 47 3R.87 29 lf' 0 28 0 ().fl(• (, ( 0 
1:, 6:. :d -. 3 n, 29 0 r, . 0'.1 l IV\ 0 
14 0 :, C: • (: C' C• (; 0 30 0 o. or· 0 Cl (' 
1 :) 0 0.00 0 0 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE Lo~:;s CONT ACC 
TOTAL 12114 84.37 1893 10221 17 
FI~:;CAL YEAR l 096 0-4 PREDICTED TOTAL~:; 
-----------------------------·---------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RJI.TE LOSS 1:0NT ACC 
0 0 0.00 0 0 0 16 197 90.50 19 178 0 
1 0 100.00 0 0 0 17 190 91.50 16 174 0 
2 0 100.00 0 0 0 18 197 82.50 34 163 0 
3 1 100.00 0 1 0 19 170 15.00144 26 0 
4 2 100.00 0 2 0 20 29 5.00 28 1 0 
:. 2 100.00 0 2 1 21 2 0.00 2 0 0 
6 3 100.00 0 3 1 22 0 0.00 0 0 0 
7 5 83.33 1 4 1 23 0 0.00 0 0 0 
8 7 100.00 0 7 2 24 0 0.00 0 0 0 
q 26 95.95 1 25 3 25 0 0.00 0 0 0 
10 569 96.25 21 548 3 26 0 0.00 0 0 0 
11 1046 95.50 47 999 3 27 0 0.00 0 0 0 
12 1059 94.50 58 1001 0 28 0 0.00 0 0 0 
13 891 96.25 33 858 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 818 96. 2S 31 787 0 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
15 3C)4 90.50 37 357 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
101 
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTA.L 5602 91.68 466 5136 14 
FISCAL YEAF 1996 o-S PFEDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
yo::: UN FATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV FATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 0 0.00 0 0 0 16 572 98.25 10 562 1 
1 0 0.00 0 0 0 17 576 98.10 11 565 1 
2 0 0.00 0 0 0 18 584 95.50 26 558 1 
3 0 100.00 0 0 0 19 529 86.25 73 456 0 
4 0 100.00 0 0 0 20 454 85.50 66 388 0 
5 0 100.00 0 0 0 21 232 79.50 48 184 0 
6 0 100.00 0 0 0 22 108 50.00 54 54 0 
7 0 100.00 0 0 0 23 69 40.00 41 28 0 
8 1 100.00 0 1 0 24 45 40.00 27 18 0 
9 1 100.00 0 1 0 25 19 30.00 13 6 0 
10 1 100.00 0 1 0 26 5 10.00 4 1 0 
11 2 100.00 0 2 0 27 1 0.00 1 0 0 
;12 3 100.00 0 3 1 28 1 C'.OO 1 0 0 
E 8 95.50 0 8 1 29 0 o.oc 0 0 0 
i:.i·1·/·:!··L4 28 97.50 1 27 1 30 0 0.00 () 0 (l 





~-. ( 5 =i 
RATE LC:.:'~; 
8~.6C1 38(! 
FIS(:AL YEAR lq9E G-1 PREGICTE[; RESt.lLT 
YO::; INV RATE ;_,oc;c; CO!'~T J:..:~·~ Y-OiJT 
0 2074 ''() . 01 8:-: 1 qc. ~ 2(174 (J 
1886 %.41 68 1818 lY 180(: 
.-, 2(; 7 ~). (JCJ r lS 1 13 
sr:. ur I> 





TOT ~Q8~ 9t.03 15R ]825 20Q4 181° 2012 
YCS INV RATE LOSS CONT A·:·c F -o:..:'T JJP 
(! 1 7~,. 00 0 l' 
-
:22 93.81 1 21 21 0 ~' l
'0 1957 94.96 99 1858 2 0 1858 
' 
2) :11 80. "•4 3lt> 203:, 3 2016 19 
4 23 68.41 7 16 2 15 









F'- IJ~ EIJDIN\l 
-,-





TOT 4355 90.26 424 3931 29 2138 1900 12:3 3742 
FISCAL YE~t:; 1996 0-3 PFEDICTE[! FESULT 
----------------------------------------------------------
Yc::; INV FATE LOSS CONT A·~c :P-OUT Nf' f-'-1!~ E1~[iiHV 
' 




l 00- (1\J (I 0 1 
-
-
3 lOC.OO (' l 0 
-
0 ~ 
3 2 86.70 0 '0 0 0 ::: 2016 2020 ~ 
4 2263 85.50 328 1935 2 0 193: 15 1951 
:, 2227 88.60 254 1973 0 1973 0 1975 
6 2112 84.80 321 1791 2 0 1791 0 17 9:0. 
7 1773 79.2 0 369 1404 2 0 1404 0 1406 
8 1597 85.4(1 ~33 1364 .., 0 1364 0 136t 
9 1371 93.00 9b 1275 2 669 606 (J 608 
10 49b 80.20 98 398 2 160 238 0 239 
11 215 24.00 163 52 1 9 43 0 43 
12 47 38.87 29 18 0 0 18 G 18 
13 5 62.51 2 ,, 0 0 3 0 3 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 12114 84.37 1893 10221 17 837 9383 2138 11431 
FISCAL YEAF 1q96 0-4 PFEDICTED FE~~ULT 
102 
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN ENDINV 
3 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 
4 2 100.00 0 2 0 0 2 0 3 
5 2 100.00 0 2 1 0 ~ 0 3 ,.. 
6 3 100.00 0 3 1 0 3 0 4 
7 5 83.33 1 4 1 0 4 0 6 
I'; 7 100.00 0 7 2 0 7 0 l" 
9 n 9~ .. CJ:, 1 2:, 3 (J 25 669 697 
10 569 %.25 21 :.4 2 3 0 548 160 711 
11 1046 95.50 47 999 3 0 999 9 1008 
12 1059 94.50 58 1001 0 0 1001 0 1001 
1"• 891 96.25 33 858 0 64 794 0 7 94 
14 818 96.25 31 787 0 488 299 0 299 
15 394 90.50 37 357 0 6 3:.1 0 351 
16 197 90.50 19 178 0 0 178 0 178 
17 190 91.50 16 174 0 0 174 0 174 
18 197 82.50 34 16:' 0 0 163 (J 163 
19 170 15.00 144 26 0 0 2t 0 26 
20 29 5.00 28 1 0 0 1 0 1 
21 2 0.00 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 5602 91 . !)f; 4 <Ot· 5D6 14 s:)b 4qp, l'::n 54 3 0 
FI :::cAL YEAR lCJ% 0-S PREDI CTE[J RESULT 
----------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE Lo~:;s CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN Enl,INV 
8 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 G 1 
9 1 100.00 0 1 (J 0 1 0 1 
10 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
ll 2 100.00 0 2 0 0 2 0 3 
12 :: 100.00 0 3 1 0 3 0 4 
l3 8 95.50 0 8 1 0 8 64 73 
14 28 97.50 1 27 1 0 27 488 516 
JC, 414 99.00 4 410 1 (I 410 6 417 
16 572 98. 2:, 10 562 1 0 562 0 563 
l7 57b 98.10 11 565 1 0 565 0 566 
18 :.84 9:). ~) 0 2b 558 1 0 558 0 558 
l'J S29 8C. 2:1 T· 45G (I 22 4 :;4 G 434 
20 4:.4 85. 0.(1 66 38°: (l 1Y(i l c1 c_ l (}~, 
21 ~32 7CI. :,o 4>' 184 (: 7 l l j ~. .:...i. 
22 lOP :l(l. C4 :l ~ (_l :J :-. .; r, 4 
: =-: (~, C.J 4 :l. nc 41 2 f-> 0 ~- p .-: :2~ 
:4 4 r, 4 (i. ()(: F lh ,, l;;. 
'")('", lCl :w.nc l =·· r, c ro 
:26 5 10.00 4 l (: 0 
~7 0.00 0 (· C• 
:2R o.no 0 \_: 0 I) 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 3 6~<~ 8CJ. bO 38'J 327~.( 7 281 29~0 55(: :J, s ::.: 
URL Officer Promotion f-1ry:1~l 
CURRENT YEAR {1997) CUMULATIVE TOTALS 
------------------------------------------------------------------
BEGIN END EST EST E•O'T' 
·'· RANK STRENGTH STRENGTH RATE LOSS CONT ACC FP OPP 
0-l 4106 N/A 96.05 162 3944 2094 
0 ') 
-"" 
3742 N/A 90.59 352 3 3 'lG 29 2.00 95.00 
0-3 11431 N/A 84.03 1825 9606 17 4.00 95.00 
0-4 5431 5214 91.71 450 4981 14 10.20 70.00 
0-5 3555 3422 89.59 370 3185 7 14.90 70.00 
0-6 1661 1625 83.00 282 1379 0 21.10 50.00 
------------------------------------------------------------------
FISCAL YEAR 1997 0-1 PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 2074 96.01 83 1991 2074 16 0 0.00 0 0 0 
1 2010 96.41 72 1938 19 17 0 0.00 0 0 c 
., 19 7S.OO 5 14 18 0 0.00 0 0 (1 ~ 
~ ~ 50.00 1 1 (' 19 (1 c . 0 I~ 0 0 0 
103 
4 1 0.00 (J 0 20 c 0.0~ 0 0 0 
5 0 0.00 0 0 0 21 0 0.00 0 v G 
t 0 0.00 0 0 0 22 0 0.00 0 0 0 
7 0 0.00 0 0 0 23 0 0.00 0 0 0 
8 0 0.00 0 (J 0 24 0 0.00 0 0 0 
9 0 0.00 0 0 0 25 0 0.00 0 0 0 
10 0 0.00 0 0 0 26 0 0.00 0 0 0 
11 0 0.00 0 0 0 27 0 0.00 0 0 0 
12 0 0.00 0 0 0 28 0 0.00 0 0 0 
13 0 0.00 0 0 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 0 0.00 0 0 0 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
15 0 0.00 0 0 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTAL 4106 96.05 162 3944 2094 
FISCAL YEAR 1997 0-2 PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOc~ INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 1 75.00 0 1 1 16 0 0.00 0 0 0 
1 22 93.81 1 21 21 17 0 0.00 0 0 0 
2 1823 94.9b 92 1731 2 18 0 0.00 0 0 0 
3 1874 86.54 252 1622 3 19 0 O.OC> 0 0 0 
4 21 68.41 7 14 20 0 O.OC: 'J 0 0 
'· l :1o. c;o 0 0 .,. ~" J n.oc (I 6 o· 
() 0.00 0 0 0 22 [1 o. o·:: 0 0 0 
., 0 0. Q(.J C: 0 0 23 0 C•. OC• (• 0 0 
~: ( 0.00 0 0 0 24 0 0.00 0 0 0 
q 0 0.00 0 0 0 2 ~' 0 CI.OC 0 0 0 
1(1 0 0.00 0 0 0 26 0 0.00 (I 0 0 
ll 0 0.00 0 u (J 27 (j 0.00 0 0 0 
12 0 0.00 0 0 0 28 c o.oc. 0 0 0 
1 =~ (; 0.00 0 (! 0 24 0 o.nc (; (; 0 
14 0 li.OO (I () r· ,, 30 (• (t.OO 0 0 0 
1:1 0 0.00 0 0 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOc~c~ '.-:ONT A·:·,~ 
TO~AL 3742 90.59 3 S2 3390 29 
F I ~~'~AL YEAE 1997 0-3 PRE[JICTE[I TOT.Z..LS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOc~ INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 2 100.00 0 2 2 16 0 o.oc 0 0 0 
2 100.00 0 2 0 17 0 0. 0(; 0 (J 0 
:: ~ 100.00 0 2 1 
-
18 0 C:.OC n (I 0 
-, 3 86.70 0 3 0 19 0 G.OC c (, 0 
4 2 02 0 85.50 293 1727 2 20 0 0.00 0 0 0 
:, 1951 88.60 222 1729 1 21 0 0.00 0 0 0 
b 1975 R4.80 300 1675 2 22 0 0.00 0 0 0 
7 1793 79.20 373 1420 2 23 0 0.00 0 0 0 
R 1406 8S.40 20S 1201 2 24 0 0.00 0 0 0 
9 1366 93.00 9t 1270 2 25 0 G.OO 0 0 0 
lll t>08 80.20 120 488 ~ 2G 0 0.00 0 0 0 
l.l 23q 24.00 182 57 1 27 0 0. (I(; 0 0 0 
12 43 38.87 26 17 0 2S (I 0.00 0 0 0 
l3 18 62. :,1 7 11 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 
-' 
50.00 l 2 0 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
lS 0 0.00 0 0 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTAL 11431 84.03 1825 9606 17 
FISCAL YEAR 1997 0-4 PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS IN'v' RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 0 0.00 0 0 0 16 191 90.50 :s 173 0 
1 0 100.00 0 0 0 17 184 91.50 16 168 0 
2 0 100.00 0 0 0 18 191 82.50 33 158 0 
3 1 100.00 0 1 0 19 165 15.00140 25 0 
4 2 100.00 0 2 0 20 28 5.00 27 1 0 
r, 2 100.00 0 2 1 21 2 0.00 2 0 0 
6 3 100.00 0 3 1 22 0 0.00 0 0 0 
104 
7 ~. 83. ~<~ 4 1 23 0 0.00 0 0 0 
8 7 l(iC,. (!() 0 7 2 24 0 0.00 0 0 0 
9 26 95.95 1 25 3 25 0 o.oc 0 0 0 
10 552 96.25 21 531 3 26 0 0.00 0 0 0 
11 1015 95.50 46 969 3 27 0 0.00 0 0 0 
lL 1027 94.50 56 971 0 28 0 0.00 0 0 0 
~ .} 
~~ 864 9C 2S 32 83::: 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 793 96 .2:. 30 763 0 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
15 3 82 CJ0.50 36 346 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TCThL 54 F!.l 91.71 450 4981 14 
FI::~CAL YEAE 1997 o-: PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 0 0.00 0 0 0 16 557 98.25 10 547 1 
1 (; 0.00 0 0 0 17 560 98.10 11 54CJ 1 
2 G 0.00 0 (I 0 18 569 g: .. 50 26 543 1 
-· 
G 100.0() 0 () (I lC, ~·1 s 8b.2: 71 444 0 
4 0 100. (10 (J (J (i 20 442 85.50 b4 :ns 0 
r. (j 100.00 0 u 0 21 225 79.50 46 179 0 
b (i l (1(1. (\(1 (; () 0 22 10c so.oo ::2 :,3 0 
0 ](J:_:_(J(J 0 (J 0 23 67 40.00 4 (J 27 (I 
f': l lCJ(:. ()() II 1 (I :~ 4 44 40.00 ::t 1>1 (>· 
CJ 1 100. (II) u (I 2:, 18 3 (:. 00 l ~-· r, 0 
10 1 100.00 0 1 0 26 5 10.0!: 4 1 u 
11 2 100.00 0 2 0 27 1 O.OG 1 0 (I 
12 3 10(;. 00 0 
-· 
1 28 1 0.00 1 0 0 
D 7 95.50 0 7 1 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 28 97.50 27 1 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
1 ~~ 403 CJ'J.OO 4 399 1 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTJ>.L 3S~.5 89.59 37(1 3185 7 
FI:O:CAL YEAR 1CJCJ7 0-1 PREDICTE[J RESULT 
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT A<"C P-Cl!T NF· F·- :JJ EJ~[JINV 
1~1 :2074 (JI,: :Jl S: ~" ~991 ~ 07 4 :} ~ ~ (). ~ c l () 
-, (\ . ' Yr:· .41 l ~ -~ :.:, l ',i G J 0 ~·-•_;_\, 
" 
ill 
l (! 7'"1 Cii1 c l4 
·-
(") (' or ('; 
r,. ~~ c c ~) 
41Gf:. 
FLoCAL YEAR 1997 0-2 ?REDICTElJ RESULT 
Yo::: INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT !H P-IN ENEJINV 
(t 7 =~. 0 (l (1 l 0 (: 22 
2~ q~·~.Hl :l 21 0 21 lC11Q 1942 
2 182:~ 94.9t> 92 1731 2 (J 1731 13 1747 
3 1874 8t . :,4 252 1b22 3 lt(lt 1t> 0 18 
4 21 68.41 7 14 2 14 0 0 0 
c, l 50.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 3742 90.59 352 3390 29 1706 1770 1932 3 71,1 
FISCAL YEAR 1997 0-3 PREDICTED RESULT 
----------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN ENDINV 
0 2 100.00 0 2 2 0 2 0 2 
1 2 100.00 0 2 0 0 2 0 3 
2 2 100.00 0 2 1 0 2 0 2 
3 3 86.70 0 3 0 0 3 1606 1611 
4 2020 85.50 293 1727 2 0 1727 14 1742 
5 1951 88.60 222 1729 1 0 1729 0 1731 
b 1975 84.80 300 1675 2 0 1675 0 1677 
7 1793 79.20 373 1420 2 0 1420 0 1422 
8 1406 85.40 205 1201 2 0 12 01 0 1203 




































TOT 11431 84.03 1825 9606 17 720 8884 1706 10521 
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INV EATE LOS~~ C'OPT 
l 1 !jr; _A: (: 
1 o o . (' r, :: 
10 C:. Of: 0 
~ 1oo.on 0 ..., 
3 100.00 0 3 
7 ~s.so r1 7 
~8 97.SO 27 
403 90.00 4 3Q9 
557 98.25 10 547 
ScO 98.10 11 549 
s~q 95.50 26 543 
515 86.25 71 444 
442 85.50 64 378 
225 79.50 46 179 
105 50.00 52 53 
b7 40.00 40 27 
44 40.00 26 18 
18 30.00 13 5 
5 10.00 4 l 
l o.oc 1 0 
1 0.00 1 0 
TOT 3555 89.59 370 3185 













0 ?, gq 
c 54 7 
1 0 54 q 
1 0 543 
0 30 414 
0 185 193 
0 58 121 
o o s:~ 
0 0 27 
0 0 :!.8 
0 0 5 
0 0 
0 0 c 
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* * * * URL Officer Promotion M':>del 
































































FI~:;cAL YEAP. 1998 0-1 PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 2074 96.01 83 1991 2074 16 0 0.00 0 0 0 
1 2010 96.41 72 1938 19 17 0 0.00 0 0 0 
2 20 75.00 5 15 1 18 ~ 0.00 0 0 0 
" 1 50.00 0 0 l<l 0 0.00 0 0 0 
4 1 0.% 1 0 (J 2 (1 0 0.00 0 0 0 
c, 0 0.00 0 0 0 L..i. 0 0.00 0 0 0 
b (i 0. ()(; 0 I) 0 22 (i 0.00 0 0 0 
7 0 0.00 0 0 0 23 0 0.00 0 0 0 
8 0 0.00 0 0 0 24 0 0.00 0 0 0 
CJ 0 0.00 0 0 0 25 0 0.00 0 0 0 
10 0 0.00 0 0 0 26 0 0.00 0 0 0 
11 0 0.00 0 0 0 27 0 0.00 0 0 0 
12 G 0.CJ[, 0 () 0 2P. 0 (1. 00 0 0 0 
1., 0 (;. 00 0 0 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 (j 0.00 0 0 0 30 0 (1. 00 () 0 0 
1'· 0 0.00 0 0 Cl 
--------------------------------------------------------------
HJVENTOEY P.J..TE LO~~S CONT J.F<' 
TDTAL 41 ()(-, q6. o~. lb1 =~ ()4 c, 2C1'<4 
FI c~C:'AL YEAR 1CJ98 0-2 PREL;ICTE[; TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE Lo~:;s CONT ACC YO:c' INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 1 75.00 0 1 1 H- 0 0.00 0 0 0 
22 93.81 1 21 ')' -~ 17 0 0.00 () 0 0 
2 1CJ42 CJ4. 96 9R 1844 2 18 0 0.00 0 0 0 
:- 1747 8t.54 235 1512 3 19 0 0.00 0 0 0 
4 18 68.41 6 12 2 20 0 0.00 0 0 0 
'• 0 ~.o. oo (I 0 0 21 0 CJ.OO 0 0 0 
0 1 O.CIC 1 (J 0 22 0 0.00 0 0 0 
7 u 0.00 0 0 0 ')~ 0 0. (1(1 0 0 0 
8 0 0.00 0 0 0 24 G r:.oc (J (! 0 
C) 0 0.00 0 0 0 25 0 o.oc 0 l" 0 
l(! 0 0. OC• 0 0 0 2E 0 (,. 0 (· (j 0 0 
ll 0 0. (l(J 0 [) (; '".!,7 I~ I, () (, 0 
12 0 0.00 (! 0 _r ;_(l( C· 0 c 
l~ 0 u. (Jf,' ,_ u ··cj ; .. ij( 0 (I 
14 (l c.\)(! 0 (; ~{ (1 .I'•, u 0 0 
c C'. oc:· ,. c J 
--------------------------------------------------------------
:::NVENTOP',· RA7E LOSS COl-JT J..C·~ 
TOTAL 373.l g(,. 8t· 341 } = ... ~(: 2~ 
FISCAL YEAR 199S 0-? PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YO~~ INV RATE LO::~:::~ CON'T ACI-: YOS IN\7 RATE LOSS I~QNT A<~C 
(I 2 1C10.0i1 0 :? 2 1b (I (i. () (i 0 0 0 
') 10 0. 0 (> (: 2 (} 1""7 C• :) • 0:) 0 0 0 
., 3 100.00 
-
0 3 ~ lt. 0 0.CJG G 0 0 
3 2 86.70 0 2 0 19 0 0.00 0 0 0 
4 1bll s: .. so 234 1377 2 20 0 0.00 0 0 0 
c; 1742 88.60 199 1543 1 21 0 0.00 0 0 0 
6 1731 84.80 263 1468 2 22 0 0.00 0 0 0 
7 1677 79.20 349 1328 2 23 0 0.00 0 0 0 
8 1422 85.40 208 1214 2 24 0 0.00 0 0 0 
9 1203 93.00 84 1119 2 25 0 0.00 0 0 0 
10 760 80.20 150 610 2 26 0 0.00 0 0 0 
11 287 24.00 218 69 1 27 0 0.00 0 0 0 
12 49 38.87 30 19 0 28 0 0.00 0 0 0 
13 17 62.51 6 11 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 11 50.00 5 6 0 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
15 2 0.00 2 0 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTAL 10521 83.39 1748 8773 17 
107 
























































































INV RATE LOSS 
184 90.5C 17 
177 91.50 ~5 
183 82.50 32 
158 15.00134 
27 5.00 26 
2 0.00 2 
0 0.00 0 
0 0.00 0 
0 0.00 0 
0 0.00 0 
0 0.00 (I 
0 0.00 0 
0 0.00 0 
0 0.00 0 






































YOS INV RATE LOS? C'O!JT AC'C YO~c IN\" RATE LOSS CONT Acr: 





(: liJ (). () (J 
( l (). () (l 
c l 0 (i . () (' 
0 100.00 
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SCi_ 00 0 
0.00 1 
CONT ACC P-OUT NP 
1991 2074 0 1991 
1938 19 1919 19 
15 1 13 ~ 
1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
TOT 4106 96.08 161 3945 2094 1932 2013 


































ACC P-OUT NP 
1 0 1 
21 0 ::1 
2 0 1844 
3 1498 14 
2 12 0 
0 0 0 
q~:- 2. 0 l (l 
9~,-~-c: 2s 
~ t . ::: ~- l> F; 
2" .. ~ c::: 
-; ~. ~\('. 44 
:~c1. OC: SO 




































TOT 3731 90.86 341 3390 29 1590 1880 1932 3841 
FISCAL YEAR 1998 0-3 PREDICTED RESULT 














0 2 100.00 0 2 2 0 2 0 .-, ~ 
1 2 100.00 0 2 0 0 2 0 3 
2 3 100.00 0 3 1 0 3 0 3 
3 2 86.70 0 2 0 0 2 1498 1502 
4 1611 85.50 234 1377 2 0 1377 12 1390 
5 1742 88.60 199 1543 1 0 1543 0 154:· 
6 1731 84.80 263 1468 2 0 1468 0 1470 
7 1677 79-20 349 1328 2 0 1328 0 1330 
8 1422 85.40 208 1214 2 0 1214 0 1216 
9 1203 93.00 84 1119 2 480 63 9 0 641 
10 760 80.20 150 610 2 289 321 0 322 
11 287 24.00 218 69 1 8 61 0 61 
12 49 38.87 30 lq 0 0 l9 0 19 
13 17 62.51 6 11 0 0 11 0 11 
14 11 50.00 5 6 G 0 6 0 6 
15 2 0.00 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 10521 83.39 1748 8773 17 77b 7996 1590 952:'. 
FISCAL YEAR 1998 0-4 PREDICTEU RESULT 
----------------------------------------------------------
YO::: INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN EN DIN~/ 
3 1 100.00 () 1 0 0 1 (1 l 
4 2 100.00 (\ 2 (I (l 2 -,. 
5 2 100.00 () 2 0 -, G 
'· 
6 :J, 100.00 () 3 0 :J, 4 
7 c:, 83 .:n 1 4 (I 4 (, 6 
R b 100.00 0 6 2 0 6 0 9 
9 25 CJ:,- 9:. 1 24 3 0 24 480 507 
10 :>30 96.25 20 510 3 0 510 289 80~ 
11 974 95.50 44 930 3 0 93 0 p 93 8 
12 986 94.50 54 932 0 0 932 0 qj2 
13 829 96.25 31 798 0 45 753 0 753 
14 7 f, 1 96.25 29 732 0 447 28':, 0 285 
1 :l 3ro 7 90.50 35 332 0 5 327 0 327 
1b 184 YO.SO 17 167 0 0 167 0 167 
l7 177 91.5(1 15 162 0 0 162 (I 162 
18 183 82.50 32 151 0 0 151 0 151 
19 E·B E>.OO 134 24 0 0 24 0 24 
20 27 :, -00 26 1 0 0 1 0 
21 2 0.00 2 0 0 0 0 0 c 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 5214 91.70 433 4781 14 4% 42P.4 77J:, 5 07:, 
F::;::.:-;·~AL YEAF l '-' (l F ()-~ PREC,ICTE[i P.ESl..lL~ 
----------------------------------------------------------
Yc::: IN\/ FATE L03S CONT ACC P-OU'I Nl-' f·- ::J< ENDI!'J\l 
~ l 0 ()- CIO (i 0 0 0 l 
9 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 l 0 1 
10 1 100.00 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
11 :; 100.00 (1 2 0 0 2 0 u 
12 3 100.00 u :~ 1 0 3 0 4 C' 
13 7 g:l. 50 0 7 G 7 4 t", 53 
14 27 97.50 l 2b 1 (J 26 447 474 
1 c:, 3 81': 99.00 4 384 1 0 384 ~) 390 
16 53b 98.25 9 527 1 0 52'7 0 S28 
17 53 C) 98.10 10 529 1 0 529 0 530 
18 548 95- :,o 25 523 1 0 523 c 523 
19 496 86.25 68 428 0 20 408 0 408 
20 425 85.50 62 363 0 177 186 0 186 
21 217 79.50 44 173 0 54 119 0 119 
22 101 50.00 50 51 0 0 51 0 51 
23 65 40.00 39 26 0 0 26 0 26 
24 42 40.00 25 17 0 0 17 0 17 
25 17 30.00 12 5 0 0 5 0 5 
26 4 10.00 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 1 0.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28 1 0.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 3422 89.63 355 3067 7 250 2816 496 3320 
109 
URL OfficE-r Promotion M•:•dE-1 
CURRENT YEAE (1999) CUMULATIVE TOTALS 
------------------------------------------------------------------
BEGIN END EST EST EST 
RANK STRENGTH STRENGTH RATE LOSS CONT ACC FP OPP 
0-1 4107 N/A 96.06 162 3945 2094 
0-2 3841 N/A 90.78 354 3487 29 2.00 95.00 
0-3 9523 N/A 82.96 1623 7900 17 4.00 95.00 
0-4 :.075 5065 91.68 422 4653 14 10.36 70.00 
0-5 3320 3331 89.52 348 2972 7 14.93 70.00 
0-6 1574 1580 83.00 268 130E. 0 21.11 50.00 
FISCAL YEAR 1999 0-1 PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 2074 9b. 01 83 1991 2074 16 0 0.00 0 0 0 
1 2010 96.41 72 1938 19 17 0 0.00 0 0 0 
2 20 75.00 :. 15 1 18 0 0.00 0 0 0 
3 2 50.00 1 1 0 19 0 0.00 0 0 0 
4 1 0.00 1 0 0 20 0 0.00 0 0 0 
5 0 0.00 G 0 0 21 0 0.00 0 (') o· 
u 0 0.00 [I 0 0 22 0 0.00 (I 0 0 
7 0 0.00 0 0 0 23 0 0.00 0 0 0 
8 0 0.00 0 (I 0 2~ c. o··: (! (I 0 
q (! 0.00 ( 0 0 2:, (, C·. Ol C• ~· 0 
}I\ Q 0. OC• (• 
··' 0 2t 0 '· (1(: r:1 <_I (: 
ll n 0.00 (', (! (! 27 r:, (:. OC, c 0 (I 
1:0.: (I 0.()(1 (I (r (I 28 [i C•. n(· 
" 
') (1 
]_"":; n (i_(l(! 0 I) (I 2U 0 (!. (<(\ 0 0 0 
14 0 (.'. 00 () c (I ~ ('. C• (r • (I (I \I (J 0 
l ::~ 0 (J. (i(> () (! Cr 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTCEY RA'T'E LO~"~" COlcT A,-,-· 
TOTAL 4107 9b. Ob lb2 394' 2094 
FISCAL YEAE 1999 0-2 PREC1ICTE[J TOTAL~o 
--------------------------------------------------------------
yr.·~ INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT Acr:· 
(\ J· 7~ .. (1() ·~ l 1 16 0 ( ~ . c ) ( J u 0 (l 
.,_., CJO o' --,, 21 1"' 0 !~ • (} (' (\ 0 0 ~- ~· • ' ' ..l ~" 
l 94::: 94. l.Jl• 9~: 184" 2 18 (j (_~. 01", 0 (I 0 
-, 186(: 8b. ',4 250 1bl0 3 19 0 0.00 c 0 0 
16 68.41 5 11 2 20 0 0. 0 C1 ( 0 
c; 0 50.00 0 0 0 21 0 (1. 0(! l:i c (! 
6 0 0.00 0 0 0 
..,.., 
~c. 0 0.00 0 0 0 
7 0 0.00 0 0 0 2:< 0 0.00 0 0 0 
8 0 0.00 0 0 0 24 0 0.00 (I 0 0 
q (I 0.00 0 0 0 25 0 0.00 0 0 0 
1 (J 0 0.(10 0 0 0 26 0 0.00 0 () 0 
'1 "~ L' (1.00 0 0 0 27 0 0.00 0 0 0 
'., 
""' 
0 0.00 (I 0 0 28 0 0.00 0 0 0 
13 0 0.00 0 0 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 0 0.00 0 0 0 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
15 0 0.00 0 0 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTAL 3841 90.78 354 3487 29 
FISCAL YEAR 1999 0-? PREDICTED TOT.L.LS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 2 100.00 0 2 2 16 0 0.00 0 0 (I 
1 2 100.00 0 2 0 17 0 0.00 0 0 0 
2 3 100.00 0 3 1 18 0 0.00 0 0 0 
3 3 86.70 0 3 0 19 0 0.00 0 0 0 
4 1502 85.50 218 1284 2 20 0 0.00 0 0 0 
5 13qo 88.60 158 1232 1 21 0 0.00 0 0 0 
6 1545 84.80 235 1310 2 22 0 0.00 0 0 0 
7 1470 79.20 306 1164 .., 23 D 0.00 0 0 0 
"' 
110 
8 1330 8" .. 40 194 1136 2 24 0 0.00 0 0 0 
9 1216 93.00 8':. 1131 2 25 0 0.00 0 0 0 
10 641 80.20 127 514 2 26 0 0.00 0 0 0 
11 322 24.00 245 77 1 27 0 0.00 0 0 0 
12 61 38.87 37 24 0 28 0 0.00 0 0 0 
13 19 62.51 7 12 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 11 50.00 5 6 0 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
15 6 0.00 6 0 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTAL 9523 82.96 1623 7900 17 
FISCAL YEAR 1999 0-4 PREDICTED TOTALS 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOS INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS INV P.JI.TE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 0 O.OG 0 0 0 16 179 90.50 17 162 0 
1 0 100. or; ,, 0 0 17 172 91.50 15 E.7 0 
2 0 100.00 0 0 0 18 1 "78 82.50 31 147 0 
3 l 100.00 0 1 0 19 154 15.00l31 23 0 
4 2 100.00 0 2 0 20 2b : •. 00 2:. 1 0 
5 2 100.00 0 2 1 21 2 0.00 2 0 0 
6 3 100.00 0 3 1 22 0 0.00 0 0 0 
7 s 83.33 1 4 1 23 0 0.00 0 0 0 
8 b 100.00 () 6 2 24 0 0.00 0 0 (I 
9 24 9'·. 95 1 23 ~J, 2~, 0 0.00 (I (.) o. 
10 SH 96. 2:. 19 497 3 26 0 C.OG 0 0 0 
11 948 95.50 43 905 3 27 0 0.00 0 0 0 
12 960 94. :.o 53 907 0 28 0 0.00 (I 0 0 
n 8(17 %.25 30 777 0 29 0 0.00 0 0 0 
14 741 96.25 28 713 0 30 0 0.00 0 0 0 
15 357 90.50 34 323 0 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTAL :l07S 91.68 422 4653 14 
FIS("AL YEAF· 19q9 0-5 PRE[JICTED TOTJI.U; 
--------------------------------------------------------------
YOc~ INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC YOS Il'.'V RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
0 0 0.0(1 0 0 0 16 520 98.2S 9 511 1 
l 0 0.00 0 0 0 17 523 98.10 10 sn 1 
2 0 0.00 0 0 0 18 531 95.50 24 S07 1 
3 0 100.00 c 0 0 19 481 8b.25 6b 415 0 
4 0 100.00 0 0 0 20 412 8:-. ~1 0 60 352 0 
s 0 lOC:.OO 0 0 0 21 21li 7"!.5" 43 167 0 
b 0 100. (1(1 0 0 0 22 98 C:·O. OC' 49 49 (J 
7 n lOO.OG ,. (I 0 ?-.. ,. 0 4(.00 =J, 8 25 0 v I:•_' 
8 l 100.0(; 0 1 () :::4 41 4 C. !J(; ::::. 16 0 
q 100.00 0 0 25 30. O(l 12 5 0 
10 1 100.00 0 1 0 2b 4 10.0G 4 0 0 
11 2 100.00 0 2 0 27 1 0.00 1 0 (I 
12 3 100.00 0 3 1 28 1 0.00 1 0 0 
13 9:,. :, u u 7 29 (I ().()I) 0 (I I) 
l4 26 q7.50 25 :.o ,., ('. (l(· ,, 0 0 
" lS 37b 9Ci.OO 4 372 1 
--------------------------------------------------------------
INVENTORY RATE LOSS CONT ACC 
TOTAL 3320 89.52 348 2972 7 
FISCAL YEAR 1999 0-1 PREDICTED RESULT 
----------------------------------------------------------
YO co INV RATE LOSS CONT ACC P-OUT NP P-IN ENDINV 
0 2074 96.01 83 1991 2074 0 1991 0 2010 
1 2010 96.41 72 1938 19 1919 19 0 20 
2 20 75.00 5 15 1 13 2 0 2 
3 2 50.00 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
4 1 0.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 4107 96.06 162 3945 2094 1932 2013 0 4107 
FISCAL YEAR 1999 0-2 PREDICTED RESULT 
----------------------------------------------------------
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TOT 3841 90.78 354 3487 29 1690 1882 1932 3843 






















































































































































TOT 9523 82.96 1623 7900 17 1049 6851 1690 8473 
----------------- ----------------------------------------
·:·u~- INV Rl-.TE LOSS (:-o:rr A1~C P-C)UT .'-r F'-::I~ ENLI!~·_; 
lO(:.Q(; 0 0 
.; '• :0 (I . Q I) 0 (i 
Cj 
i i 








l: q~l0 04.~0 ~~ 
·~ R0~ q(.2~ 30 
l~ 7~: 00.~5 2P 
lS !~7 QlJ.Sfl 34 
~~- ;7~ y;·l.:,c: 11 
17 172 91.50 1~ 
18 178 s=.so 31 
19 154 1S.OO 131 
20 26 5.00 2S 





















0 l t:: 



















TOT ~0 7 5 91.68 422 4b53 14 651 4000 1049 5063 



















































































































23 63 40.00 38 25 0 0 25 0 25 
24 41 40.00 J:l 16 0 0 16 0 16 
25 17 30.00 12 5 0 0 5 0 5 
26 4 10.00 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27 1 0.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28 1 0.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
----------------------------------------------------------
TOT 3320 89.52 348 2972 7 299 2670 651 3330 
**** URL Officer Promotion Model **** 
CURRENT YEAR (2000) CUMULATIVE TOTALS 
BEGIN END EST EST EST 
RANK STRENGTH STRENGTH RATE LOSS CONT ACC FP OPP 
0-1 0 N/A 0.00 0 0 0 
0-2 0 N/A 0.00 0 0 0 2.00 95.00 
0-3 0 N/A 0.00 0 0 0 4.00 9: .. 00 
0-4 0 0 0.00 c. 0 0 9.96 70.00 
0-5 c 0 0.00 0 0 0 14. 6:, 70.00 
0-b 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 20.82 so.oo 
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